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TDMA network control facility*
G. D. Hoke, R. J. COLBY, C. KtJi.LMAN, AND 13. H. MILLER
(Maous.Ti pl mceived Noveinhcr I5. 1955,

Abstract
The critical role of the INTELSAT Operations Center rorti. Facility po( 1 r) in
ensuring the proper functioning of the time-division multiple-access (roMA) network
requires a highly responsive, real-time communications facility. 'Phis paper describes
the overall monitoring and control requirements of a centralized system and focuses
on the provision of a distributed networking facility to permit real-time communications
between the TDMA reference and monitoring station sites and the norm. The to< i F is
required to support throughput of message traffic up to a rate of four messages per
second. Simulation of throughput performance was demonstrated during roc r F system
development. and the results of those tests are summarized,

Introduction
The INTELSAT Operations Center IDMA Facility (1OCTI-) was developed
and installed by COMSAT Laboratories to monitor and control the operation
of the INTELSAT time-division multiple-access (I DMA) networks . The to( 11
serves as a focal point at which the performance of each network can be
observed and recorded . It initiates synchronous burst time plan (B 'rP) changes
and TDMA system startup with the consent of the master primary station
* This paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under the
sponsorship of the International Teleconmmunicattons Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT). Views expressed are not necessarily those of INTELSAT.
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operator, assumes control of any TDMA reference and monitoring station
(TRMS) site to initiate routine and diagnostic measurements, instructs any
TRMS site to collect and transmit event history files for operator review,
distributes BTFs to each of the traffic terminals through the engineering service
circuit (Esc) network in an automatic mode (or in the backup mode through
direct-distance dialing), and provides off-line computer support for operation
and maintenance of the TDMA system through a background processor (uGe).
The three major components of the INTELSAT TDMA digital speech
interpolation (DS1) system are traffic terminals, consisting of common TDMA
terminal equipment (CnE) coupled with Dst/digital noninterpolation (PM)
units; TRMSs, consisting of reference terminal equipment (RTE) and TDMA
system monitor (TSM) equipment; and the Io(TF. Figure I is a block diagram
of the system elements.
The traffic terminal connects revenue-producing traffic and voice orderwires
(vows) to the TDMA frame in strict accordance with the BTP and control data
from the RTE. The RTE establishes TDMA frame timing, coordinates and
synchronizes BTP changes, measures satellite range, provides other terminals
with 'TDMA acquisition and synchronization control, monitors service channels
for alarms, establishes ESC call routing via vow/teletype (rrv) channels,
provides toe gateway ESC facilities and TDMA/DST system maintenance support,
and transmits system operational status to the IOCTF via the TRMS packet data
link. The TSM receives and measures the signal parameters of all bursts
specified in the TSM BTP, performs signal parameter limit checks for normalcy,
and provides measurement display and alarms both locally and remotely at
the toe via the TRMS data link. The ism also provides a local and toccontrolled diagnostic mode for more detailed signal analysis.
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IOCTF description
Broadly stated, the role of the IOCTF is to control, coordinate, and maintain
the TDMA/DS1 system components listed above, with particular emphasis on
the coordination and synchronization of BTP changes. The objectives of the
tOCTE are to achieve maximum availability in performing these functions and
to provide a maximum level of service for the TDMA/DSI communications
system.
The IocrF can operate with up to six TDMA satellite networks and is
coupled to each reference station in the network via voice-grade packetswitched data links. For each network, a network packet recirculator/
concentrator (NPRC) is provided which forms an interface between each
satellite network and the tocTF. In addition, each reference station serves as
a gateway terminal for the TDMA voice and T-rv ESC system connected to the
IDCTF via leased voice circuits.
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Figure 2 is a block diagram of the IOCTF equipment. Two processors are
used, one on-line and one in background mode. All communications functions
associated with the Tarots packet network are performed by a pair of redundant
packet store and formatters (PSEs) based on Hewlett-Packard on?) A900
computers and chosen to be compatible with similar computers used at the
Tams sites, thus allowing the use of vendor-supplied networking software
between sites. Each PSF processor can communicate with a maximum of six
NPRCs (one per network) at one time. The PSF performs the necessary
conversion between the data format on the interface and the format used in
the internal loc architecture. To ensure minimal interruption of service, each
TRMS is connected to two NPRCs, only one of which is normally active at
any given time. A manual switch hay connects a network's pair of NPRCs
with a PSF processor and its backup.
The IOCTF control processor, based on the VAX 11/750 computer, handles
functions related to operator control and data storage and display. This
processor provides the computer resources to service up to eight IOCTF local
and two remote operator stations, and two remote engineering stations. It
also accepts data from the operation and engineering stations and passes the
data to the Psr for transmission to the reference stations. In addition, it drives
a local printer and plotter which can take full-color snapshots of an operator
station's graphic display. Each display is normally associated with one
network.
The operator stations consist of a video terminal (VT) and graphics display
unit (GOU) which generate and reproduce the displays available to the RTE
operators. This allows IocTP operators to monitor and control the status of
the RTEs and the associated TDMA networks. The transfer of displays and
alphanumeric data from the RTEs to the IOCTF via the data lines enables IocTF
operators to view the network performance from the perspective of any or
all R'rE5, thus enabling the operators to assist in the maintenance support for
Ries and traffic terminals. This remote control includes the coordination of
synchronous time plan changes and system startup following an outage. In
both cases, commands and responses are exchanged over the data lines. In
addition, the IocTF uses the ESC and vow, TTY circuit to verbally control all
significant terminal activities which can affect TDMA system operation.
The IOCTF employs the BGP to store, distribute, and verify the critical n I P
information which configures the operation of each network reference and
traffic terminal. The BTP also provides system archival storage facilities and
off-line processor support. In the event of 1OCTF control processor failure,
the BGP fulfills this function, suspending its normal operations.
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Functional requirements

BACKGROUND
PROCESSOR
OPERATORS

As with frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA) satellite communications, TDMA is critically dependent upon full coordination of the independent
actions of every system participant. The IOCTE plays a key role in accomplishing this coordination. First and most importantly, the IocTF prepares
and distributes BTP data via the ESC to each participant facility to establish
traffic and vowiTry interconnectivities and apportion transponder utilization.
Second, the IGCTF regularly distributes satellite orbit prediction parameters
to all RTE., via the TRMS packet data link to ensure reliable and interferencefree TDMA acquisition by all terminals. As a manually selected option at the
master primary reference terminal (MPRT), the IOCTF may start the system
via the TRMS data link INITIATE STARTUP packet. In a like manner, the IOCTF
provides Bit' change commands either verbally to the MPRT via vow, or
optionally via the TRMS data link using the START PLAN CHANGE and CANCEL
COUNTDOWN packets. Finally, via the Esc vow/TTY facility, IOCTF controllers
provide voice coordination as needed for all required interterminal activities.

In the INTELSAT TDMA/DSI system design, many maintenance activities
are performed by the TRMS and traffic terminal operators. The iocru manages
and oversees these activities to ensure their effectiveness and efficiency.
providing interterminal discipline as needed for cooperative troubleshooting,
and intervening directly when problems approach the network level or exceed
TRMS capabilities. In this case, the IOCTF may manage the ism in the
diagnostic mode and direct specific troubleshooting activities.
Figure 3 provides a macroscopic view of the IocTF, identifying eight
categories of external interface. These interfaces must be effective and reliable
for the IOCTF to perform its role.

Data display requirements
Effective control such as that exercised by the iocrE requires extensive
monitoring of IDMA/DSI system status and automatic indication of failure
conditions. The iocrt monitors system status via the TRMS packet data links
to each network. Figure 4 shows the hierarchical arrangement of 12 required
display monitors, along with their associated data link packets. To provide
these displays, the IOCTF must generate composite displays based on
independent TRMS inputs and duplicate selected video display unit images
from any TRMS. Furthermore, the IOCTF must provide the capability for
adding future displays.
TRMS data packets are generated by every reference station in each of the
INTELSATTDMA networks. Some of the TRMS packets are routinely sent to

ALTERNATE ESC
CONNECTIONS
•FDMA ESC
SCPC ESC

• CSM ESC
• TELCO

Figure 3. (OCTE External Interfaces

the Iocr , others are sent only upon request of the locrE. The TRMS packets
include network station information, event histories, orbit prediction data,
RTE routine data, and TSM status and measurement data.
Selected TRMS data packets constitute the TRMS data base and are stored
in files in the BGP at the IOCTF for each network. One file per TSM stores the
measurement data, and a network file holds all other TRMS data requested
by the IOCTF/BGP operator. Certain packets are large, and separate files are
generated for each stored packet.
The TRMS data base for each of the six networks consists of one RTE data
file containing the following message types:
• Ready To Initiate Countdown
• BrP Change Enable
• BTP Change Failed
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• RTE Startup Enabled
• RIE Startup Failed
• RTE Routine Data

• Control and Delay Channel (CDCUHrP Data
• CDC Data Only
• Rre Satellite Position Alarm
• TSM Status Data.

All messages will be stored as received in an indexed, sequential file that
uses the time of transmission as the primary key.
Four ism data files contain TSM Measurement Data and the TSM 24-Hour
Log. These two message types are stored in several 128-byte data blocks in
an indexed, sequential file which uses the internal time in the data blocks as
the primary key.
A miscellaneous data file for each completed transaction contains the
following (a total of N files):
• RTE Block Transfer
• Reference Station Status Display (RssD) Event History
• TDMA System Status Display (Tssn) Selected Trallic Event Ilistory
• RrE 24-Hour Log
• Signal Processing Equipment (SPE) Control 24-Hour Log
• TSM Block Transfer
These messages will he stored for display, one message per record, in simple
sequential files. The messages are stored within each master file in chronological order. It is anticipated that the TRMS data base will be used at
INTELSAT for all statistical and trend analysis applications for the TDMA/
DSI system.

IOCTF network communications
Real-time control functions require effective and rapid communication of
data and voice with the TRMS and traffic terminals. Figure 3 depicts the two
major communications facilities used by the IOCTF to meet these requirements:
the TRMS packet data link and the Esc facility.
The TRMS packet data link provides the IOCTF with the fundamental means
to monitor system performance and execute control. The link connects the
IocTF to each TRMS by using dedicated transmission facilities at full duplex.
Also, NPRCs broadcast certain status and satellite ranging data derived from
each RTE to all other RTES operating in a given network, thus ensuring
coordinated RTE operation.
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The IociF uses the ESC facility primarily for voice and telegraph communications, but also to efficiently distribute and verify condensed time plan
(cTP) data to all system participants. The Esc facility interconnects the 1OCTF
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with all TRMS and traffic terminals for voice, data, and TTY transactions. To
ensure availability of this critical link, transmission facilities from several
communications systems are utilized: TDMA ESC, FDMA ESC, single-channelper-carrier (scEc) Esc, communications system monitor (csM) usc, and
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Specifying a total system architecture for the TRMS packet network
necessitated integrating the networking products of Hewlett-Packard and
Digital Equipment Corporation. Three major requirements had to be satisfied:
OSN/X.25

a. an international communications standard (X.25) for specifying
the various corresponding levels between network nodes,
b. commercially available communications software to minimize
development costs, and
c. communication of every node in a given TDMA network with every
other node in the same network, as well as communication of the TOCTF
with each node in different TDMA networks.
Hence, it was necessary to specify not only the network architecture between
central processing units (crust within the IOCTF, but also certain levels of
network architecture between the IOCTF and TRMS and between CPUs within
the TRMS (see Figure 5).
The network layer for X.25, known as the packet level, provides routing
and virtual circuit management. In the TRMS packet network, all CPUs are
connected by permanent virtual circuits to eliminate having to establish a
new virtual circuit for each communications transaction.
The DSloo0-IV networking software supplied by Hewlett-Packard, based on
a layered architecture, provides all the underlying layers up to the applications
layer. At the physical and data link layers, the HP uses RS-232C and highlevel data link control (HDLG), respectively. Any inconsistencies between the
HP level-3 definition and the X.25 packet level are handled by HP-customized
software. Hewlett-Packard also provides X.25 software and firmware to
enable an HP-loon to act as either data terminal equipment (DTE) or data
communications equipment (DUE) in a private X.25 network. The customer
assumes responsibility for providing the layers above level 3.
The DSIooo-IV differs from X.25 in that flow control is handled at a higher
layer than the packet level. Therefore, when Dslooo-rv is used in normal
operation mode with X.25, the flow control function is essentially duplicated.

DSN/X25

X.25
LINK

PSI

LAYER 2

PHYSICAL
LAYER I

Figure 5. Communications Software Protocol Lavers

There is no provision in the up-supplied customized interface to delegate
selected osioao-iv functions to the X.25 layers.
Three HP-A600 minicomputers are located at each TRMS site. Two are
redundant command and display console (CADC) processors, and the third is
dedicated to TSM data collection and control. Each CADC communicates with
other TRMS sites in the same TDMA network, as well as with the PSF processor
at the IOCTF. Within this subnetwork, applications-level messages are
transmitted using Dslooo-IV. To each node within the subnetwork, the NPRC
appears as a combination of two DCEs and a data switching exchange (DSE).
Permanent virtual circuits between each of the five nodes in the subnetwork
enable the messages to flow between the various TRMS sites and the loc'FF.
Within the IOCTF, the PSF processor communicates with the external TRMS
networks (and internally with the IOCTF control processor) using COMSAT's
communications control software (ecs), which combines the functions of
transport layer and session layer software and resides on top of the three
X.25 levels provided by the HP-A900 PSF processor and by the VAX-111780
IOCTE control processor. The cc's provides point-to-point message integrity
between the two different vendor CPUs and supports the message priority
scheme required in the TRMS packet network.
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Figure 5 shows the levels of protocol implemented for each of the
processors in the Tangs packet network. Transport and session layer protocols
within the USE are provided by two major software components: the PSWCCS
and the PSF Dslo01) driver software (PsF/DS). The pSFiccs is responsible for
communications in both directions across the vAxiup X.25 interface. The
'SF/Ds is responsible for communications in both directions across the
apmPRC interface. Reliable data transfer is ensured by a well-defined interface
between the psraccs and the P5PoDS.
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CCS primary

The ccs primary is a data transmitter responsible for message buffering,
message priority management, flow control, response (feedback) processing,
routing, and message retransmission. Its software components include a send
interface (one for each transmitting applications program), queue (one per
node), dequeue (one per outgoing physical link), and secondary response
processor (one per node). Figure 7 shows the flow of data within the ccs
primary.
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Communications control software
The ccs, constructed from a collection of primary and secondary processes,
is configured so that each node (host) has at least one primary and one
secondary process. A ccs primary transmits messages and processes responses
from the receiving secondary. A ccs secondary receives messages and
initiates responses to the transmitting primary. A primary must be paired
with a secondary on the opposite end of a network link because a secondary
cannot transmit. As shown in Figure 6, a secondary must send its responses
back to its primary via another primary/secondary pair configured in the
opposite direction.
The primary, which is usually transmitting both messages and responses,
uses the responses to determine how well the link is performing and to direct
remedial action when problems arise. By design, the response protocol allows
a response to be lost without affecting the delivery of the message, so the
primary need not be supplied with feedback to ensure that a response has
not been lost.
Two other programs are necessary to complete the ccs: a network generator
and a priority updater. The network generator initially configures the network,
assigns all channels, constructs routing tables, and stores all external
applications program names. The priority updater allows a privileged operator
to change the priorities of message types for a particular channel.
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• provides the X.25 level -3 interface with messages to transmit.
• processes ccs opposite secondary commands (oses).
• transmits cc's opposite secondary responses (oSRs),
• transmits ees adjacent secondary responses ( ASRs),
• transmits applications program messages in priority order,
• suspends itself if it has nothing to do,
• wakes up immediately when new work is queued, and
• defers transmission of messages on flow -controlled channels.
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The ees send interface is linked into each transmitting applications program.
allowing the program to make a simple subroutine call to obtain network
access, while handling the details of communicating with the remainder of
the RSE subsystem . Each message passed to the send interface by the
applications program is held for input into the queue process, which causes
the queue process to be scheduled by the operating system. The queue process
determines if the ccs is capable of accepting the message into the PSF
subsystem and notifies the send interface of the decision . When this notification
is received, the send interface returns to the calling applications program and
an appropriate return code is generated . If the queue process does not accept
the message , then the application program may immediately retire the message
or attempt transmission of a different message.
The queue process uses a lookup table to find the correct channel number
and priority for the message. and routes the message to the correct dequeue
process if there is more than one outgoing physical link. The dequeue process
performs the following functions:

J

There is one dequeue process for each outbound physical link connected to
a given node.
The secondary response processor takes a given secondary response and
determines the appropriate action for the primary . If an action is necessary,
the secondary response processor issues a command to the appropriate
dequeue process and updates the channel state accordingly.
The secondary response processor has access to the current state of any
channel and is therefore capable of initiating remedial action in the event of
a failure. As part of the above responsibilities , the secondary response
processor implements the primary ' s communications protocol with the
opposite secondary and handles message buffer release processing upon
receipt of an acknowledge or reset.
CCS secondary

The ces secondary receives messages, creates a response for every message
received, and routes messages to the appropriate destination program. It must
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be capable of buffering one window of messages for each channel supported
by the node. These statically allocated buffers are referred to as window
buffers. The ccs secondary consists of a receive interface (one for each
receiving applications program), router (not needed if there is only one
receiving applications program), secondary control (one per node), and
responder (one per node). Figure 8 shows the flow of data within the ecs
secondary.
WINDOW
BUFFERS

COMMAND
QUEUE
APPLICATIONS
PROGRAM

ESSAGE

RECEIVE
INTERFACE
(OR MASTER
CONTROL) JCONTROL

SECONDARY 525
CONTROL (PSI OR DSN

ROUTER

MESSAGE
QUEUE
ACN

ROUTING
INFORMATION

RESPONSE

RESPONSE
RESPONSE
QUEUE

OSR

ASR
RESPONDER

ADJACENT
PRIMARY

Figure 8. Secondarv Data Flow Diagram
The ecs receive interface is linked into each receiving applications program,
allowing the program to make a simple subroutine call to access the network,
while handling the details of communicating with the remainder of the PSF
subsystem. The receiving applications program calls the receive interface
and supplies an empty buffer for the message. The receive interface issues
a command to the router, which takes appropriate action. The receiving
applications program may inform the router that it is busy, causing the router
to begin )low control procedures for the affected channel. The router will
usually deposit the next message destined for the applications program into
the receive interface message queue, thereby causing the applications program
to be rescheduled. The receive interface will read the message in the queue
and deposit it into the applications program buffer, responding with an
appropriate return code.
Several optional calls are available to the applications program. It may
wait for a message to arrive, or poll for a message arrival on a particular
channel or any ready channel. Individual channels may be busied or readied
independently. The router retrieves messages from the window buffers on a
demand basis, as directed by the applications program receive interface. The
router queues requests for message data when necessary and delivers messages

to the applications program receive interface when a queued request can be
satisfied. The applications program may request to be suspended until a
message is received.
When a message is delivered to the receive interface, it is kept in the
window buffer until the receive interface indicates that the message was
received successfully. The responder releases the window buffer when the
router directs it to do so. All ccs communications with a receive interface
are accomplished through the router. The router passes receive interface
status information to the responder, which can then forward the status
information to the opposite primary.
The secondary control process is the X.25 receive interface, which is
always waiting for a receive input/output operation to be completed. As
messages are received, the secondary control process deposits them in an
empty window buffer. If a message is received out of sequence or some
other error is detected, the secondary control process issues a secondary
response to the responder process, which determines what remedial action
should be taken.
The responder provides feedback to the opposite primary's secondary
response processor in the form of secondary responses, centralizing all
secondary responses and determining what action to take. All channels are
handled independently. The responder sends its responses to the adjacent
primary for forwarding to the opposite secondary. Every message received
by the secondary requires some response. The responder is responsible for
correctly implementing the secondary's portion of the communications
protocol.
Applications program interface

The ces provides a standard interface to applications programs. An
applications program is attached to the ces through subroutines provided at
the time the program is linked. The linking loader attaches a separate
subroutine for each ecs primitive. The subroutines are externally declared
in the applications program, and the external references are resolved by the
linker when the cc's subroutine library is loaded.
The subroutine library is copied into each applications program. These
subroutines perform initial error checking of the call's parameter string and
attempt to communicate with the other ccs processes. All applications
program communications to and from the ccs are handled by the primitive
subroutine library. The interface subroutines format the request and forward
it to the other ecs processes. The ecs then formats and forwards a response
to the applications program's library-supplied interface subroutine. This
approach allows the ecs interface to appear to the applications program as
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several external subroutine calls, relieving the applications program from
having to consider interprocess communications details.
Flow control procedures invoked by the ccs limit the number of messages
buffered by the ccs at any given time, thus limiting the ees buffering
requirements to an acceptable level for each channel in service. Whenever
messages cannot be removed from the ccs as fast as they are entered, flow
control will eventually be enacted. Four conditions can cause flow control
procedures to be invoked. First, a channel may be rendered busy by the
destination applications program. Second, for a significant period of time the
destination applications program may not receive messages on a specific
channel as frequently as the source applications program sends messages.
Third, the channel may be down due to a physical link outage. And finally,
the network may be unable to keep up with the message input frequency of
all the channels combined, causing messages to enter the ccs faster than
they can be removed. This will force the ccs to reduce the message input
frequency by applying flow control procedures. The link down condition is
simply a special case of network overloading.
Network condition handling

Notification of certain conditions existing within the network will be
forwarded to higher level protocol layers. It is assumed that the level-5 ccs
will be notified when a link traversed by the permanent virtual circuit (Pvc)
of interest is down. This is determined first by link-level software, and passed
to higher levels whenever a communications request is made. The ccs
notification will also occur when a buffer for a requested transmission is
unavailable. The layer-5 software may later attempt retransmission.
Notification of these conditions may be returned whenever the level-5
software requests that a transmission he initiated. In this case, the level-5
software will notify the calling applications program when the next ccs call
is made. The level-5 software may elect to accept the applications program's
transmission buffer, even though the above conditions exist. However, if the
condition persists, the ccs will be forced to flow-control the sending
applications program.
The primary and opposite secondary are constantly handshaking, except
when the primary has no messages to send. When the primary has nothing
to send, the channel will fall idle (i.e., no command/response handshaking
is required). Test messages may be sent periodically by the applications layer
to ensure that the network is operational, but no attempt will be made at
level 5 to make that determination. Nor are fault isolation procedures
implemented within the level-5 ccs.

A dialogue between the primary and opposite secondary is continuously
in progress when the primary has a message to send. In effect, the secondary
cannot completely silence the opposite primary through the use of flow
control procedures if the primary has a message to send. When flow control
procedures are invoked by the secondary, the primary will continue to poll
the secondary to ensure that the link is still established. This polling will
continue at a specified frequency that is not overhead intensive until the
secondary releases the flow control mechanism.
If polling were not implemented during a flow control condition, the link,
node, and PVC could all be operational, but the opposite secondary might no
longer exist. This condition must be detected at the primary as soon as
possible so that system resources can be released and the transmitting
applications program notified. In some cases, a malfunction may be detected
at lower protocol layers, which in turn causes the higher layers to be informed.

IOCTF simulated throughput tests
The ICICLE is required to support message traffic at a rate of 4 messages
per second (msg/s). Most messages are directed from the TRMS sites to the
IOCrF. Simulation of throughput demonstrated the requirements for messages
received by the 1oCTF Table I gives the messages that constitute a normal
operational scenario for the IOCTF when all six networks are active and when
input traffic volume equals 4 msg/s.
TABLE 1. NORMAL. OPERATIONAL TRAFFIC MULES FOR THE IOCTF
NUMBER
MESSAGE

TYPE

RTE Routine
TSM Measurement
CDC Only
CDC/BTP

OF

LINGIII

MESSACIs

42
141
52
51

PERIOD

(byre,)

488
522
102
170

(s)

16
16
2
2

NUMBER

OF

SIILS

24
24
I
I

Description of the lest bed

The 1OCTF network simulator (INS) program can simulate message traffic
from TRMS sites for up to eight networks with six TRMS sites per network.
The INS program creates separate processes to generate the periodic messages.
The RTE message generator process sends the RTE routines messages for all
active RTE sites. Similarly, the TSM message generator process sends the TSM
measurement messages for all active TSM sites. A separate process is needed
for each TRMS site in order to send the CDC only or the CDC/BTP message.
The message period can be changed to simulate any desired rate. Since INS
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counts the messages sent during a test, the actual average message rate can
be calculated.
The INS program resides in the BGP VAX processor and communicates with
the TOCTF applications programs in the IOC VAX via the simulation PSF (PSr 2).
The master and slave programs that reside in the actual TRMS sites and
communicate with the IOCTF during actual IOCTF operation reside in the
simulation (PsF-2) and the on-line (PSF-I) computers. The ccs provides the
communications interface between the VAX and PSF HE processors. Messages
generated by a sender program (the DP program in the ioc VAX or the INS
program in the BGP VAX) are transmitted to ecs. The INS messages go from
the BGP VAX to PSF-2 to PSF-I to the roc VAX; ioc messages take the reverse
path. During testing with INS, most of the traffic is generated by INS in the
BOP VAX and received by DP in the IOC VAX.

In one approach (method 1), messages coming from INS are collected by
the BOP subsystem and stored in the BOP data base. The INS program is run
for some set period at some desired message rate, and the BOP (received)
message count is compared with the INS (transmitted) message count to
establish that no messages were lost in transit. This procedure also gives the
average throughput during the test by dividing the message count by time.
In addition, the test tool SENDSTAT gives the instantaneous message output
rate for INS. Therefore, once message transfer reliability is established, the
SENDSTAT program can determine system throughput.
The SOURCE test program provides a second method (method 2) for
determining throughput for the communications part of the IOCTF, which
includes running the Ccs in the VAX computers and in the PSF computers.
The SOURCE program, running in the BOP VAX, generates messages of a
selected length (e.g., 500 bytes) and sends these messages at a specified
frequency. The messages are transferred to the toe VAX by the ecs through
the PSF processors, where a SINK process receives the messages.

Method 1, using INS, gives the throughput for a combined INS and TOCTF.
The INS program transmits the messages for all TRMS sites in a single burst
during each message period, resulting in a very high instantaneous message
rate during the bursts. Method 2 gives a better indication of the throughput
with real, rather than simulated, traffic because SOURCE transmits messages
at an even rate which is closer to the random message arrival pattern expected
from the TRMSs. Method 2 can also determine message throughput as a
function of message length. Method I was used during formal testing, while
method 2 was used during ees development and when modifications were
made to the communications system.
Acceptance testing was performed to determine the IOCTF throughput and
to stress the IOCTF. In this test, INS is initially set up with SENDSTAT providing

the starting rate for sending the messages shown in Table I , and the message
volume is gradually increased. The 5ENDSTAr program indicates when the
message traffic volume begins to load Ccs. This is the point at which INS
begins to receive flow control response from ecs. The IOCTF is further
stressed by increasing the message volume to verify that iocTF software will
not crash at abnormally high traffic loads, although IOCTF performance and
response time will degrade. The IOCTF should recover when the traffic volume
returns to the normal level.
Initial test results

Method 1 gave a throughput of 3.2 msg/s, and method 2 gave a throughput
of about 3.7 msg/s. The higher throughput value for the second method was
expected because of the simpler transmitter and receiver programs involved,
but both rates were considerably smaller than the required value of 4.
A detailed examination of these results revealed that INS was flow-controlled
by the CCS at message rates above 3.2 msg/s, preventing the rest of the IOCTF
from being stressed above this message rate. The INS program creates a
process to generate and send each periodic message. For example, the RTE
message generator process creates and sends messages for 24 sites (or all
active RTE sites) to the IOCTF in a very short time as a burst. This gives a
very high instantaneous message rate which causes a flow control response
by CCs even at low average message rates. When INS receives a flow control
response, it waits for a short time and then retransmits the message.
Examination of INS source code showed that INS was waiting for 1 s before
retransmission to enable the ecs to clear its backlog before the next transmission attempt. The longer wait gives a high probability for a successful transmission following a flow control response, but also limits the throughput to
3.2 msg/s because INS spends most of the time waiting under ees flow control,
thereby preventing achievement of the required message transmission rate.
The actual throughput was slightly higher than 3.2, and dropped by a
small amount after INS was flow-controlled for the first time because INS
waits between retransmissions, and the flow control situation activates
additional logic in both INS and ecs. In addition, the INS message generator
processes go into the MwArr state when the transmitter process is being flowcontrolled by ecs. The changing of state from normal to MwArr and back to
normal requires additional overhead.
Examination of the PSF processor revealed that some messages were
retransmitted several times because a separate master process was used in
PSF-2 for each RTE and TSM simulated by INS. These processes contend for
available resources and are also frequently swapped in and out of memory,
thus creating some incorrect time-out situations that result in multiple message
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transmissions. In a real TDMA network, each 'IRMs Site is serviced by a

separate HI° processor, whereas the simulation environment has only simulation
processor and cannot easily simulate the entire network. It was later determined
that osiuoo software errors (subsequently corrected) also caused the time-out
conditions.
Throughput with simulated system variables

Several bottlenecks in the test setup resulted in a reduced throughput. The
simulation system was modified as follows to eliminate these bottlenecks and
improve throughput:
a. The INS wait time was reduced from I s to 0.1 s. This meant that
INS would waste much less time during flow-control situations and
consequently would attempt to send more messages. However, this also
meant that INS might get multiple flow controls for a single message
before successful transmission because ccs might he unable to clear its
backlog in the shorter 0.1-s wait time.
b. The INS internal message buffer was enlarged so that INS could
store more messages when ces was busy. This reduced the MwAIT time
for the message generator processes, but was expected to provide only
a small improvement in throughput.
c. The ces routing tables in the BOP VAX were changed to assign a
single channel for each network to serve six RTES and six TSMs in the
network. With one master serving two networks, only three masters
fixed in memory were created in the simulation PSF. This eliminated the
costly swapping in the previous design. The logic for the simulation
masters was changed slightly to support the new traffic requirements.
For example, when a message cannot be sent, the master attempts to
send a message from another TRMS to maximize the output.
When tests were run with these modifications, throughput values of 3.6
and 4 were obtained with methods I and 2, respectively. The lower throughput
with INS is a direct consequence of the message bursts INS sends to ccs.
With the current setup, INS sends a burst of eight messages (four RTES and
four ISMS per network) on each channel. The ccs currently has a window
size of 7, which means that it must flow-control the INS during every routine
data period. The PSF-2 master handles two channels and 16 messages during
a single burst, but there is less resource contention because there are fewer
masters, and the new simulation masters are more efficient for transmitting
a large number of messages.
Throughput can be further improved at this stage by modifying INS so that
it will not send message bursts, but will send single messages at shorter,
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regular intervals. Such a message pattern is closer to the anticipated random
message pattern in a real TDMA network where the TRMS sites send messages
independently of all other sites. In this test, a single RrF and TSM from each
network was put on active status. The message frequency was then increased
by a factor of 6 to compensate for the reduction in the number ofTRMS sites.
This means that INS sent only two messages per channel during a single
transmission, but with a higher frequency, giving the same average message
rate. The ccs can handle this load without flow control because INS is not
sending a large number of messages in bursts. The INS output can be further
increased by activating only one network per master (a PSF-2 master handles
two channels and two networks during simulation) and by increasing the
frequency as required to keep the message rate at the previous value.
A final modification would consist of using only RTE or ISM data at a
further doubling of the frequency. The INS message output is increased in
this case because INS has to support only one periodic message generator
instead of two. When throughput tests were run with the new RTE and TSM
configurations, methods I and 2 showed nearly identical throughput results.
Throughput with DS1000 parameter changes

The RTe and 'rsM messages and cDC/Brp messages exceed 128 bytes,
which was the previous packet size used in the simulation PSE. Consequently,
each message was transmitted from the BGP VAX to the simulation ISF in
two or more packets, causing the simulation masters in P5F-2 to wait for the
complete message to arrive before they could signal a successful reception
condition to the message-originating program. The waiting period can he
significantly reduced if the entire message can be transmitted in a single
DSlooo packet. Increasing window size from 2 to 7 would allow more messages
to be buffered in psF-2 at level 2. Again, these changes only refer to the
simulation system and did not require any modification to RsF-1 or IOCTF.
Tests run using these modifications to the Ds I ouo parameters gave throughput
values of 4.2 or more for both methods. In addition, the throughput for
method I (with INS) was obtained with the normal configuration of 24 I RMS
sites and with INS sending RTe/TSM data at the normal 16-s rate. The ccs in
the ncp VAX (and PSE-2) can forward INS messages as soon as they are
handed to ccs, so there are no backlogs in ecs and the ecs windows (message
buffers) remain unfilled even when INS is sending data in bursts.

Summary and conclusions
Table 2 summarizes the IOCTF throughput results obtained in this study.
As described above, method I uses INS to generate message traffic from the
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TRMSs, and method 2 uses the SOURCE and SINK programs to exercise only
the communications part of the ioc'n system. The throughput requirement
is 4 msg/s. Initial throughput measurements were made with two master
programs assigned in the simulation PSF to handle each TRMS site. Because
system throughput was significantly smaller than required, two major modifications were made to the simulation part of the IOCTF. First, a single master
process was assigned to handle all TRMS sites associated with two networks.
Second, Ds loot) window size and packet size parameters were changed. After
this second change, IOCTF met and exceeded the throughput requirement. It
should be emphasized that the measured message throughput was for the
combined system (consisting of the IOCFF part and the simulator part) and
represents the throughput limit for the simulator part.

TABLE 2. IOCTF THROCGIteuT RF:sui:rs
1)S 1000 WrNorna
one MASIFR S1zr Arco
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In a TDMA system, the need to collect, store, and display information from
numerous network nodes in a timely manner and with a high degree of
reliability is paramount. These goals have been achieved in the INTELSAT
ioc I F, and the throughput performance of a real-time network control facility
will have a significant impact on the long-term reliability and availability of
the TDMA network.

This study has revealed that the IOC VAX shows only 40-percent CPU
utilization, even at a message rate above 4 msg/s. The Ioc network monitor
process also shows that the incoming ccs channels are practically empty,
which means that the IOCTF message receiver process is reading incoming
messages as soon as they arrive from the ees and can support a much higher
throughput. Finally, the TSM measurement period may be increased from
16 to 64 s, reducing the expected operational message rate to below the
4 msg/s value. If the TsM data frequency is thus reduced, the ioc i' will
have even more reserve capacity to handle peak traffic loads and to support
six fully configured TRMS networks.
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This paper discusses the operational features of the measurements performed in the
INTELSAT time-division multiple-access (TDMA) system monitor, which is used to
assist in the operation of the TDMA digital speech interpolation network. The four
routine measurements discussed are relative burst power, carrier center frequency,
burst position error, and pseudo bit error rate. Three additional measurements can be
made: transponder operating point, transmit e.i.r.p., and carrier-to-noise ratio,
Normally, the TDMA system monitor cyclically checks each traffic and reference burst
in up to four transponders to retrieve records of system performance and to indicate
out-of-tolerance conditions at the reference station and the INTELSAT operations
center. When required, the monitor may be taken under more direct control for
measurement of selected bursts in troubleshooting. System design, software architecture, and hardware implementation measurements are described and system performance is assessed.

Introduction
The INTELSAT TDMA system consists of four independent networks, each
controlled and monitored by four TDMA reference and monitor stations

* This paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under the
sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT). Views expressed are not necessarily those of INTELSAT.
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(TRMSs) 111-131. This paper describes the role and features of the TDMA
system monitor (rsM) resident in each TRMS.
The TSM shown in Figure 1 is not required to perform simultaneous
measurements on the four transponders. Because simultaneous monitoring of
all down-links would require higher central processing speed in normal
operation, hardware requirements are reduced by hopping among the downlinks. Depending on the burst time plan, a complete cycle of measurements
on all four transponders requires less than 4 minutes, including calibration
time.
Each 'ISM performs the following measurements on all bursts received
from the reference station from any transponder: relative burst power, burst
position error, quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) carrier frequency, pseudo
bit error rate (PuLR), satellite transponder operating point, and carrier-tonoise ratio. Additionally, the'rsM measures the e.i.r.p. of the reference burst
(RB) from the colocated reference terminal equipment (RTE).

The T'sM equipment derives the following important items from the
INTELSAT TDMA frame structure 131:
a. Start of Frame (sot). The epoch which defines the start of each
2-ms frame, divided into 120,832 symbol periods for the TDMA frame.
b. Carrier-and-Timing Recovery Period. A sequence of 128 alternate
I's and 0's which is used for measurement of noise and transponder
operating point,
c. Unique Word (uw). The last bit of the cw relative to the SOF,
which defines burst position.
d. uw Identification. The uw identifies the type of burst once each
16 frames, with cwl, RBI; UW2, RB2; and uw3, the traffic burst.
Each ism meets an availability requirement of 0.99 with a mean time to
restore (Mire) of 5 hours when there is no redundant equipment at each site.
The 87 hours of TSM nonavailability per year is inconsequential for the
monitoring function.
Table I summarizes measurement performance requirements for the
INTELSAT TsM. Typically, these measurements require the accurate determination of a set of parameters for computer processing to statistically
combine burst samples and the application of various calibration transformations. TSM testing in-plant and on-site has demonstrated compliance with
Table I requirements.

The TSM system

Figure I. The TSM System

Figure 2 shows the basic ism architecture, its integration into the reference
station, and its interface with the RTE. The TSM system is designed to avoid
interruptions or harmful interference to the R'rt or the TDMA/digital speech
interpolation (DSi) equipment resulting from system operation or failure. The
TSM can operate in five distinct modes: initialization, routine measurement,
diagnostic measurement, calibration, and maintenance. In the routine measurement mode, four basic measurements are performed (relative burst power,
burst position error, carrier center frequency, and PBER). Three additional
measurements can be made under the diagnostic mode: transponder operating
point, transmit e.i.r.p., and carrier-to-noise ratio.
The four principal subsystems of the TSM are the TSM processor, the TsM
measurement subsystem, the TDMA controller, and the antenna interface. The
TSM processor subsystem receives, measures, and controls INTELSAT
Operations Center (Ioc) data. The TsM measurement subsystem processes
the TDMA IF signal under control of the TSM processor. The TDMA controller

TABLE I. TSM MEASUREMENTS

0
PROG RAMMABLI:

MEASURED QUANTITY

ACCURACY

MODL APPLICAuILIIY

Relative Burst Power

Routine and diagnostic ±0.3 dB (repeatability
10.15 dB)

Recovered Carrier
frequency

Routine and diagnostic

• Reference Burst

--3 kHz

• Traffic Burst

_ 02 kHz

Burst Position Error

Routine and diagnostic -2 symbols

Pseudo Bit Error Rate

Routine and diagnostic

ME ASUREMENT

LIMIT CHFCK

CONSTRAINTS

RANGII

Signal dynamic range of
+3 dB to -7 dB

0 ± 3 dB

0 - 100 kHz
Burst length ? 2000 symhots

0 100 kHz

0 - 32 symbols

• Reference Burst

21 °% to 9517 confidence
interval

True BER range of 10-'
to 10 '. Symbols observed -I 4 x 10'

Fixed: PBER -I X 10

• Traffic Burst

±21% to95% confidence
interval

True BER range of 10-'
to 10 `. Symbols observed -1.0 x ION

Fixed: PBER at x 10-

Transponder Operating Point

Diagnostic 1.0 dB

None

Transmit e.i.r.p.

Diagnostic -0.5 dB

None

Carrier-to-Noise Ratio

Diagnostic -0.5 dB

None
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Figure 2. TSM System Configuration
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subsystem synchronizes the TSM to the TDMA frame. The antenna interface
subsystem provides remotely controlled injection of a pilot signal into the
low-noise amplifier (LNA). The function and specifications of these four TSM
subsystems are described in Appendix A. Appendix B discusses the TsM
software architecture.

integrator is designed to sample the selected burst power parameter by
utilizing a measurement gate from the measurement control unit. The selected
burst is sampled for 64 consecutive frames and then the power meter is
triggered to read the integrator output.

Relative burst power measurement

The TsM measures individual burst power and compares and displays the
results in decibels relative to a reference power level of one of the previously
measured RBs.
Determination of RB power referred to the LNA input requires several
measurements to remove system noise from the carrier and to ensure that
changes in gain within the earth station equipment and the TSM are not
reflected in the displayed RB power. These measurements are QPSK carrierplus-system-noise power, system noise power during the QPSK burst, and
down-chain gain from the LNA input to the IF power meter.
Proper calibration constants must be introduced to account for coupler
losses for calibrating oscillator-to-LNA input, TSM input-to-output losses
relative to the 105-MHz filter path, and the noise bandwidth of each filter.
The RB power (carrier plus noise) is measured through the 140-MHz filter,
with a bandwidth of about 85 MHz. The noise measurement is made during
the carrier and timing recovery period through a filter centered at 160 MHz.
Figure 4 shows that only two spectral lines exist; however, it is important to
note that during this time the satellite transponder noise, near saturation, is
suppressed. Finally, in order to make the correction from carrier-plus-noise
to carrier level, the noise bandwidths of these two filters must be known, as
well as the difference in gain of the two filter paths.

Figure 3 shows the burst power measurement system. Each 120-Mbit/s
burst occupies an entire 80-MHz transponder which operates at an input
backoff of 2 to 3 dB.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 05 MHz
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Figure 3. Simplified Gain and Power Measurement Block Diagram
Normally, the ism cyclically checks each traffic and reference burst in up
to four transponders to measure system performance and to indicate out-oftolerance conditions at the reference station and the IOC. When required, the
TSMs may be taken under more direct control for measurement of selected
bursts in troubleshooting.

Reference burst power

Measurement technique

Burst power can be measured by two techniques. The first, which uses
the RE system monitor [4], [5], involves an analog power meter gated at the
occurrence of the burst. A conversion factor is needed to account for the
ratio of the measurement gate width to the frame length. In the INTELSAT
system, this factor amounts to about 33 dB for the RB.
The other technique uses a peak-reading power meter with a built-in narrow
sample gate. Problems arising from data scatter due to the nature of the QESK
spectrum and the random fluctuations of the noise level are eased by using
an integrator after the preamplifier and ahead of the sampling circuit. The

FREQUENCY(MHz)

Figure 4.

IF Spectrum During Carrier and Bit Timing Recovery
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To refer the measured IF power to the LNA input, the gain between the
LNA input and the TSM IF power meter is measured by inserting a pilot signal
at the LNA and ascertaining its level at the TSM. The accuracy of the gain
measurement depends on the calibration of the two power meters and the
coupler loss. The pilot signal power is measured at RF before the injection
coupler and at the TSM IF output. A noise power reading is also taken to
enable correction of the pilot-plus-noise reading at IF with reference to a pilot
signal IF level measured during the frame idle time period when no bursts
are present.
Received relative burst power is the measured power of any burst compared
to the power of the selected RB. The burst power level at the LNA input is
measured in the same manner as described for RB power measurement.
After this measurement and the corrections to refer measured burst power to
the LNA input, relative power is calculated by subtracting the RB measured
power.
The TSM can also measure the transmit burst power of the colocated
reference station. The TSM down-converts the transmit signal to the
140-MHz IF and adds a signal at 105 MHz to calibrate the gain of the
measurement path from the high-power amplifier (HPA) to the TSM IF power
meter. The measurements are essentially identical to those made on received
signals, except that the carrier-to-noise ratio is assumed to be high enough
that carrier-plus-noise correction is not required.

worst-case runs resolution by VA over that of a single pulse measurement,
where N is the number of averaged samples. And finally, the reciprocal
counting technique , which operates on a synchronized gating, helps reduce
measurement uncertainty.

Figure 5 shows the measurement sequence of a typical reciprocal counter
for a single- shot frequency , which is initiated at T = 0 when reset. The
event register begins accumulating counts at time Tee where the input signal
crosses the threshold . The opening of the events register causes the time
register to begin accumulating time counts with the leading edge of the next
clock pulse of the internal , high-speed, 500-MHz clock ( T 5). At the end of
the selected main gate time, Tse, the events register is disarmed and closed
when the input signal reaches threshold (Tee). This in turn disarms the time
register and allows it to close with the next clock pulse ( TeP). Using the data
contained in the time and event registers , the frequency can be expressed as

(a) Input Signal

(b) Counter Main Gate Setting

Carrier center frequency measurement
Carrier center frequency measurement is another of the four measurements
performed on either RBs or traffic bursts in the routine measurement mode
or the diagnostic mode.

(c) Events Gate

Measurement technique

As the reference burst is much shorter than the traffic burst, a longer
measurement time is required to achieve identical accuracy. Considering the
different lengths of the two kinds of bursts, the accuracy for the RB is about
an order of magnitude less than that for a traffic burst.
A reciprocal frequency counter with an external gating capability was
chosen for several reasons. First, external gating allows control of the starting
time of measurement and the exact duration over which a measurement is to
be formed. Second, external gating allows positioning, as needed, of the
measurement window within the RF burst to avoid transients at the beginning
and end of the RF pulse. Third, with external gating, burst frequency
measurements can be averaged over several frames, thus improving the

(d) Clock ( 500 MHz)

(e) Time Main Event Gate

Tes Tcs (f) Time

Tgc Tee Tce

Figure 5. TSM Counter Measurement Timing
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the number of events in a measurement window divided by the window
width.
As shown in Figure 5, the measurement accuracy of the clock pulse is
within -2 ns. The best achievable single-shot frequency measurement
accuracy of a 140-MHz carrier is -279 kHz for the RB and -9.333 kHz
for the traffic burst, for which the measurement gate periods are I is and
30 µs, respectively.
The reciprocal counter incorporates frequency averaging capability under
externally gated conditions. Averaging is accomplished when the measurement
gate width is smaller than the counter main gate width. In this case, the
counter will collect N measurements, where N times the measurement gate
width is equal to or greater than the counter main gate width.
The number of samples needed for achieving the required accuracy is over
2,400 for a measurement frequency at 140 MHz. At a frame rate of 2 ms,
the total measurement time would then be 4.8 s for the burst frequency
measurement, which is too long. Performing burst frequency measurements
at a carrier frequency of 2 MHz rather than at 140 MHz results in improved
measurement accuracy and speed. This frequency translation is accomplished
by down-converting the 140-MHz signal using a very high-frequency local
oscillator locked to the frequency standard.
The number of one-way threshold crossings of the input signal in a
measurement window are counted. As shown in Figure 5, the measurement
window will stretch as needed to always include integral multiples of the
input signal. The window duration is determined by counting the number of
clock pulses of the 500-MHz internal clock, which is locked to the frequency
standard. As the accuracy of this measurement is 2 ns (one clock pulse), it
is clear that if the number of events can be reduced significantly for a given
window width, the accuracy will improve considerably. There is no truncation
error in measuring the events.
Burst frequency measurement

From the host station equipment, the TSM receives a down-converted IF
signal which may drift slightly in frequency. Since the TSM should measure
only external TOMA burst frequency offsets, an injected pilot signal at the
LNA, locked to a rubidium standard, is used to measure the offset of the host
station down-converter.
Burst carrier center frequency measurement is made with reference to the
frequency of the phase-locked oscillator in the demodulator. The 140-MHz
phase-locked oscillator signal is down-converted to 2 MHz before being
counted. After the frequency is measured, the raw data value is corrected
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for the frequency offset contributed by the host station down-converter and
for calibration constants of the gated measurements counter.
Counter calibration, using a 2-MHz signal derived from the rubidium
standard, is performed at three different gate widths for the RB, the downconverter frequency offset, and the traffic burst.

Burst position error measurement
The position error of a burst, defined as the difference in time (symbol
periods) between its expected arrival in the burst time plan and its actual
arrival, is another of the four routine measurements performed. Arrival
times are counted from the start-of-receive-frame (SORE) signal to the last
symbol of the uw of the measured burst. The SORE itself is obtained by
applying a fixed offset to the instant of the last symbol of the uw of either
of the two RBS (primary) received from the designated timing and reference
transponder (rRT).
Since the TSM employs transponder hopping to minimize measurement
hardware and complexity, it periodically accesses the transponder from which
SOF timing is derived from the TRT. Valid burst position error measurements
can only be performed using frame timing from the TRT, since other
transponders in the synchronized community reflect multisymbol variations
in frame timing which arise from differences in RF, IF, and digital processing
paths. To overcome this source of measurement error, the TDMA controller
uses frame sync pulses of the colocated R'rI_ because this timing is continuously
generated from the TRT.
As shown in Figure 6, a differential time delay exists between the IF path
to the TOMA controller and the derived frame sync path through the RTE.
While the problem is shown for the down-link IF, in practice the up-link IF
problem is more severe since theism input signal is sampled after the HFA,
where greater differential delays are encountered.
The TDMA controller automatically compensates for a time shift by
synthesizing the correct frame sync in the following manner. The microprocessor-stored program employs a control algorithm which first establishes
internal frame sync using RTE pulses without phase correction. This is
followed by a programmed search on either side of the frame sync for the
RB, using a stepped aperture to gate uw detections. Upon RB detection, a
dwell cycle is programmed to carefully measure position error within the
aperture, which provides an accurate determination of the magnitude of the
shift in symbols. Using the measured shift and a determination of whether
RTE frame sync leads or lags behind the internal TSM frame, the program
computes the absolute position (in symbols) of the RTE frame sync relative
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leading edge of a predictive aperture to the occurrence of uw detection. The
measurement is processed and displayed in + or - symbols up to the
maximum of 32 symbols permitted by the uw detector aperture. Including a
time delay calibration accuracy of ± I symbol, burst position error measurement is accurate to within ± 2 symbols.
In the routine measurement mode, burst position measurements are
performed for 256 consecutive frames, and peak and average position errors
are computed and displayed. In the diagnostic measurement mode, the
peak and average values of the burst position error are measured over 16
consecutive frames.

Pseudo bit error rate measurement

TSM
TDMA

FRAME

CONTROLLER

SYNC

SIGNAL
PROCESSOR

TSM I RTE

Figure 6. RTEITSM Differential Delay Paths
to the ism internal frame. The controller utilizes the phase-variable, synchronous counter circuit to synthesize the frame synchronization using the
R'EE sync pulse. The measured RTE sync pulse position is down-loaded to the
frame counter load input (count IN). Thereafter, each time an RTE sync pulse
is received, the symbol counter is preset to the computed value. The local
symbol clock then drives the counter upward until the maximum count
comparator detects the last symbol value (120,831), whereupon the symbol
counter is reset to zero and a corrected frame sync is generated.
The synchronization process allows TSM to maintain continuous and accurate
frame synchronization relative to TRT without the additional IF and demodulator
hardware necessary for synchronization from TRT RES. The penalty is ± 1
symbol of additional burst position measurement uncertainty due to the
relocking of RTE sync pulses with the local TSM clock.
After establishing frame synchronization using RTE SORF pulses, the TSM
measures burst position error by counting the number of symbols from the

The final of the four routine measurements, PHER measurement, provides
a means of estimating the quality of the QPSK/TDMA links in a relatively short
measurement time without interrupting operation or having knowledge of the
transmitted bit sequence. QPSK modems employ two sets of decision thresholds
to distinguish between the four possible signal states. The PBER monitor
is implemented by including an additional set of decision thresholds
which create four pseudo error regions, as shown by the vector diagram in
Figure 7. The probability of a pseudo error, P, is the probability that the
signal vector will fall into the pseudo error regions at the sampling time.
The true probability of bit error, Pe, is the probability that the signal vector,
as a result of channel impairment, will cross a decision threshold at the
sampling time.
Snyder and Hersey [6] have previously shown that log P. and log Pe are
linearly related over a wide range of channel conditions. Thus, pseudo errors

QPSK SIGNAL STATE
x PSEUDO ERROR
r REGION

Figure 7. Pseudo Error Regions for PEER Measurement
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can be used to estimate BER. Basically, a pseudo error is sensed by comparing
the analog P and Q outputs of the demodulator to the tangents of the angles
defining the pseudo error regions. The pseudo error counter is gated ON after
burst uw detection and gated OFF after 4,000 symbols for typical traffic
bursts or 60 symbols for RBs.
In the routine mode, pseudo error counts are accumulated over a fixed
number of frames (approximately 250 frames for traffic bursts, 2,300 frames
for RBs). This enables the observation of 1 x 106 symbols for traffic bursts
and approximately 1.4 x 105 symbols for RBs.
The TSM processor determines BEE from a stored calibration of pseudo

TABLE 2. TSM PERFORMANCE
RELATIVE. POWER MEASUREMENT
MEASURED

POWER

(dB)

are stored in the TSM processor.

The accuracy of the measurement has been specified to be ±21 percent,
with a confidence interval of 95 percent. Because the errors are random, the
error rate cannot be uniquely determined in a finite measurement interval.
Therefore, an error rate measurement is always an estimate of the actual
error rate. The accuracy requirement recognizes the limited number of symbol
periods. Consequently, statistical variations in an error rate measurement of
limited duration are bounded by the confidence interval expressed as a
percentage. In other words, 95 percent of the processed measurements will
be within ± 21 percent of the actual sex.
The use of pseudo error regions, which are functions of angle, makes the
pseudo error counts insensitive to amplitude fluctuations; however, a small
deviation due to demodulator phase errors is introduced and additional
calibration errors are encountered. In the routine mode, the PBER monitor is
expected to meet specifications for traffic bursts having actual BERs of I in
102 to 1 in 105. RBs, which provide only 60 observed symbols per frame,
are accurately measured over actual BER ranges of I in 102 to I in 104.

POWER

(dB)

(dB)

3.10
0.10
-2 01
-4.10
-6.95

3.0
0.0
-2.0
-4.0
-6.9

error rate vs BER. The calibration at PBER VS BER is obtained by using a BER
test set on a looped test mode. The operator establishes an accurately known
EI,/No ratio at the QPSK demodulator input and measures the BER; then at
each ratio the TSM measures the pseudo error rate. The data for BER VS PBER

STANDARD DEVIATION

ACTUAL RELATIVE RELATIVE

0,14
0,13
0.10
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013

BURST FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
MEASURED ERROR

RELATIVE

FREQUENCY
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POWER (dB)
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OFFSETS (Hz)

DEVIATION (Hz)

3.0

-58,300

-2
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0.0
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0
0
0

-24
16
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51
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58,300
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PSEUOD BIT ERROR RATE MLASUREMENI
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( dB)

3.0
0.0
-2.0
-4.0
-6.9

E5iN„ (dB )

PBER

18 .1
15.1
t3.1
11.1
9.2

2.6 x 10
1.6 x 10
6.0 x 10 °
3.4 x 10-1
6 .Ox 10-4

DEVIATION

5.9
2.6
6.6
2.6

x
x
x
x

10 e
10-7
10-7
10
1.9x 10

Conclusions
Performance results
The TSM was qualified during in-plant testing to assess its performance
against the specification requirements . In all cases, performance was within
the limits required. Table 2 depicts the typical TSM performance under
laboratory conditions where the input parameters can be closely controlled.
Field experience has demonstrated that the repeatability of the results remains
unchanged.

The design of the INTELSAT TDMA TSM involved innovative solutions to
meet specified measurement accuracy and timing requirements. A monitoring
system which routinely causes no network interference was built, and
achievement of the required accuracy was demonstrated in the laboratory
under controlled conditions. Initial experience in the field under operational
conditions has confirmed the stability and reliability of the measurement
system. The TSM has proven to be an effective tool in the operation of the
INTELSAT TDMA network.
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Processor subsystem
The ism processor subsystem illustrated in Figure A-I receives raw measurement
data, performs calculations, and controls the display of processed measurements and
status data to the loc by a packet data network via the RTE. This subsystem consists
of a computer. disk, operator's console, system console, color video display, and
printer. The ism software is described in detail in Appendix B.
PACKET
DATA
CW PILOT ATTENUATOR

28-M byte
DISK

TDMA CONTROLLER
WATCHDOG ALARM

SYSTEM
CONSOLE

FREQUENCY COUNTER

CRT
COMPUTER
OPERATOR
CONTROL
CRT

COLOR
VIDEO
DISPLAY

IEEE IF POWER METER
488BUS
MEASUREMENT CONTROL UNIT
BUS
EXTENDER

LINE
PRINTER

FIBER OPTIC
TO
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
BUS
EXTENDER
REMOTE
IEEE
488 BUS - - ANTENNA INTERFACE CONTROL

pp. 285-311.

H- RF POWER METERS (3)

Figure A-I. TSM Processor Subsystem Block Diagram
Measurement subsystem

Appendix A. The four TSM subsystems
The ism consists of four subsystems: the processor, measurement devices. TDMA
controller, and antenna interface. These four subsystems can operate in five distinct
modes:
• Jnitiali2ation: sets the hardware and software to prescribed conditions.
• Routine measurement: measures all parameters on each burst in the time plan.
• Diagnostic measurement: measures selected parameters on selected bursts.
• Calibration: provides computer-aided system calibration.
• Maintenance: provides computer-aided troubleshooting diagnostics.

The TSM measurement subsystem diagrammed in Figure A-2 consists of the IF
measurement unit (IEMU), the measurement control unit (Mn;). and several instruments
which process the TDMA IF signal and perform power, frequency, and pseudo bit error
measurements under the control of the ism processor.
The IFMU provides IF signal routing, filtering, frequency conversion, and envelope
detection, as well as a low-level, 125-MHz pilot signal which can he added to the
transmitted RB from the reference terminal for use in measuring the transponder
operating point.
The Mcu controls the IEMU switches and provides measurement gates that are
properly timed to compensate for delays through the IEMU. The principal measurement
gates and their functions are described in Table A-1.
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TABLE A-1
GATE NAME

MEASUREMENT GATE FUNCTION
FUNCTION POSrtION IN BURST OR FRAME

Full Burst Gate

Power measurements of noise During idle time in frame.
and pilot signals in the absence of bursts.

Carrier and Timing Recovery

Power measurements of noise Centered in the I28-symbol
and pilot during bursts. carrier and timing recovery
period of the burst.
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The Mcu also receives analog P and Q signals from the burst demodulator and
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section of the burst modem provides digital P, Q, and clock signals to the TDMA
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controller for frame synchronization and burst detection purposes. The modulation
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section receives test P, Q, and clock signals from the test signal generator to initiate
a test TDMA frame at IF.
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The test signal generator provides a TDMA spectrum for TSM off-line calibration
and diagnostic troubleshooting. The test signal generator output consists of a test
frame at baseband formed by RBI, RB2. and a traffic burst. The test signal generator
adds test pilot signals at 105 MHz and at 125 MHz, plus broadband noise to the IF
signal from the modulator. The modulated signal is routed to the demodulator during
testing and troubleshooting.
The following instruments are included in the measurement subsystem:

H_w

t

fJ.

• Peak power meter: measures burst, noise, and pilot signals.
• Rubidium frequency standard: provides a stable reference signal for the locking
of internal oscillators.
• IF spectrum analyzer: displays the spectrum of a selected transponder output.
• Four-channel os, illoscope: displays detected bursts from four transponders.
TDMA controller
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The TDMA controller synchronizes the ISM to the TDMA frame using RTE and SoF
signals, generates the measurement gates, and measures the burst position error.
Figure A-3 is a simplified block diagram of the TDMA controller. An 8085-based
microprocessor provides an IEEE 488 interface for command reception and data
transmission with the ism processor. A firmware program controls internal processes
via an input/output data bus which is available to all functional elements.
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FRAME SYNCIIRONIZATION
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After establishing frame synchronization, the TDMA controller generates the burst
measurement gates. Each type of gate is generated by identical start and stop symbol
count comparators that continuously examine the frame symbol counter. The TDMA
controller microprocessor computes start and stop symbol counts foreach measurement
gate based on the burst position from the burst time plan. These start and stop values
are loaded into latches feeding one side of the comparators. As the comparators are
actuated by start symbol count, the gates are initiated. The stop symbol count
terminates the gate.
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The mMA frame synchronizer accepts transmit and receive Sol' synchronization
pulses from the colocated RUE. Differential delay correction is provided between the
colocated RTE SOT and the TSM-generated SOP. The output of the frame synchronizer
is a cyclic, modulo 120,832 digital counter sequence with each output value interpreted
as a corresponding symbol position within the frame. The measurement gate generator
uses frame symbol count values to digitally generate measurement gates and burst
apertures at specified positions within the frame. The uw detector correlates 24
symbol sequences to detect the presence of uws.
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The antenna interface subsystem (Ats) shown in Figure A-4 indicates that all
switches and power meters are controlled and operated remotely from the IsM. The
AtS provides the following measurement capabilities:
a. pilot signal injection to calibrate host station down-chain gain and downconverter frequency offset,
b. transmit power measurement of the RB and continuous wave pilot signal, and
c. calibration of transmit monitor path gain between the host station nPA and
the TSM measurement subsystem.

0
The AIS injects either a 3,710- or 3,790-MHz pilot signal into the LNA input at a
level 30 dB below the nominal TDMA traffic signals, which, after down-converting,
results in a pilot signal of 105 MHz for measurement at IF. A gain measurement from
the transmit sample output to the TSM IF is made by a similar method. The rsM injects
either a 5,935- or a 6,015-MHz signal, which is down-converted to 105 MHz by
the AIS.
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The ISM software allows automatic and continuous measurement of INTELSAT
TuMA network performance to be made by local or remote operator control at
the INTELSAT Operations Center TuMA Facility (IOCIE). The software architecture, illustrated in Figure B-I, consists of six subsystems and four data bases. In
Figure B-1, each subsystem (circled) consists of several programs which perform a
part of the total task of controlling the TSM. These programs interact with each other
and with external units (the hardware, indicated by rectangles) to control the acquisition
and processing of raw data. The data bases (specified between parallel lines) contain
the information which defines the monitored TuMA network and produces the data.
The largest of the six subsystems incorporates a measurement control program,
three device-handling programs, and several data base load programs to perform the
measurements that make up the principal function of the rsM. The operator interface
is the next most complex subsystem of the six, providing a tree-driven menu for the
selection of operational commands. The display processing subsystem controls the
printer and the video screen, exhibiting either real-time or retrieved stored data. The
IOCTE interface subsystem provides a two-way communications link to the INTELSAT
operations center via the control and display console of the RTE The data storage and
retrieval subsystem provides two-way access to the four major data bases: 24-hour
measurement data, event log, burst time plan, and initialization parameters. The last
of the six subsystems, status and event monitoring, provides two-way access to the
event log data base, a history of recent commands, and status changes in the TsM or
in the measurement burst parameters.
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Figure B-I. TSM Software Architecture
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Abstract
This paper addresses the key factors involved in the transmission design of the
INTELSAT time-division multiple-access (COMA) system. Linear channel analysis
was supplemented with computer and laboratory hardware simulation to evaluate the
impairments arising in the actual nonlinear channel. The required system performance
standards, a historical review of the system constraints, a transmission model, link
budgets, and a detailed discussion of the significant individual link impairments and
their evaluation are presented. The simulation data thus obtained should enable system
engineers to assess the INTELSAT v.vl performance under a wide variety of operational
conditions.

Introduction
The INTELSAT v/vI time-division multiple-access (TDMA) system supports
120-Mbit/s quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) transmissions among large
earth stations in a global satellite network with up to sixfold frequency reuse
in portions of the allocated spectrum. The 80-MHz nominal bandwidth
channel is nonlinear, with usable bandwidths from 60 to 72 MHz. The system
is efficient, although bandwidth- and interference-limited.

Key factors in the transmission design of the TDMA system as applied to
the INTELSAT wvt channels 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6 transponders (primarily in the
C-band hemi and zone antenna coverage configurations) are addressed.
53
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The design process used a linear channel analysis with an initial additive
white Gaussian noise (AwCN) assumption for link impairments, supplemented
by computer time domain and laboratory hardware simulation, to evaluate
the impairments actually encountered in nonlinear channels for which no
known analytic solution exists. Only steady-state impairment effects are
discussed, under the assumptions that the TDMA preamble design and attendant
burst synchronization problems have been treated elsewhere and that the
impairments experienced in the data portion of TDMA bursts are the same as
if the transmission were continuous. A historical perspective, design constraints, design approach, transmission model, and impairment definition are
presented. followed by a discussion of the required performance standards
adopted for the system and the system link budgets. The major portion of
the paper is devoted to an evaluation of significant system impairments.
The need for forward-error correction (Fee) is identified, the code selection
process is discussed, and the selected FEC code and its performance are
presented. Examples of overall system performance conclude the paper.

Historical perspective , constraints , and design
approach
The early INTELSAT v TDMA transmission link design was somewhat
dependent on ongoing operational frequency-division multiplex, frequency
modulation, frequency-division multiple-access (FDM-FM-FDMA) systems. The
choices made in the basic architecture of communications transponders and
earth stations were influenced by FDM-FM-FDMA usage, and by the everincreasing desire to provide greater transmission capacity. INTELSAT Iv and
Iv-A employed 40-MHz channel spacing with usable channel bandwidths of
30 to 36 MHz. Link budgets and the 36-MHz usable channel bandwidth
indicated the capability of supporting 60- to 68-Mhit/s TDMA QPSK signals
with Nyquist filtering, with careful attention to channel amplitude and group
delay equalization. Experimental tests led to the conclusion that 60-Mbit/s
QPSK would be the upper bandwidth-limited hound. Higher than expected
nonlinear channel impairments were also encountered, generating concern
regarding attainable transmission link margins, especially because of the
extensive co-channel interference (c,( I) resulting from frequency reuse.
INTELSAT IV-A was the first satellite to support 60-Mbit/s QPSK/TDMA
signaling in a large-scale multiple earth station field trial [I] which demonstrated the operational performance of TDMA. The subsequent INTELSAT v
system, which employed both 80- and 40-MHz channel spacing, was planned
for operational use of 120-Mbit/s QPSK/TDMA with 80-MHz (72-MHz usable)
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transponders. Fourfold frequency reuse of the 72-MHz transponders for
FDM-FM-FDMA (and potentially for TDMA) was also a significant advance in
system architecture which resulted in a TDMA channel design that was both
bandwidth- and interference-limited. Thus, during the critical INTELSAT v
operational TDMA design period, the basic architecture of the earth station
and communications transponders had been sufficiently well defined.
The two most important transmission link choices during the INTELSAT V
TDMA design process concerned the modem pulse-shaping filter (to reduce
nonlinear channel impairments) and FEC coding, which made it possible to
support bandwidth- and interference-limited 120-Mbit/s QPSK TDMA signals.
The INTELSAT V, V1 TDMA transmission system design was also complicated
by earth station and satellite transponder channel nonlincarities. Closed-form
analytic solutions do not exist for the intersymhol interference List) experienced
by filtered QPSK signals passing through a nearly saturated traveling wave
tube amplifier (rwTA), or the effect of up-link multiple filtered QPSK CcI
signals on the wanted signal, all of which are applied ahead of the saturated
TWTA. Similarly, the spreading effect of an adjacent channel's filtered QPSK
signal on the wanted channel cannot be assessed analytically.
In effect, system analysis started with a linear channel assumption; initial
estimates of the additional nonlinear channel impairments were made and
then refined through a combination of computer time-domain and laboratory
hardware simulation. Although the transponder design that would eventually
support the operational system did not exist at the outset of this procedure,
pre-TDMA transponder designs were available. In fact, COMSAT Laboratories
had constructed laboratory hardware transponder simulators for each operational satellite (INTELSAT Iv and Iv-A). These simulators employed 36-MHzbandwidth channels and were capable of supporting 60-Mbit/s QPSK transmission. The INTELSAT Iv and Iv-A simulators were used for initial channel
parameter characterization. Laboratory data could thus be scaled to permit
investigations for the desired 120-Mhit/s QPSK system.
Computer simulation was employed throughout the design process. An
extensive INTELSAT V TDMA hardware simulation facility was designed,
constructed, and used to determine, verify, or refine the channel performance
predictions obtained by analysis or computer simulation.

Transmission model and description of impairments
A transmission model of the 120-Mbit/s QPSKITDMA INTELSAT v/vi system
is shown in Figure 1. The significant transmission impairments, in addition
to up- and down-link thermal AWGN, include the following:
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a. Wanted channel in-hand nonlinear channel tsl due to filtered signalinduced AM followed by TWTA AM/PM conversion.
b. cci caused by frequency reuse co-frequency transponder coupling
from non-ideal feed polarization and/or antenna beam isolation on both
up- and down-links. The cci can increase because of rain-induced crosspolarization isolation reduction of the wanted signal or rain-induced
cross-polarization isolation reduction on one or more of the co-channel
signals, on the up- and/or down-link.
c. Adjacent channel spectrum spreading interference (ACSSI) caused
by TwTA-induced adjacent channel signal spectrum spreading (regrowth)
appearing in the wanted channel as ccI on both up- and down-links.
(The up-link effect is worse than the down-link and is most severe when
the up-link wanted signal is subjected to a rain fade.)
d. Dual-path interference (DPI) caused by the upper and lower extreme
edge portions of the wanted signal spectrum propagating through the
near edge portions of the adjacent channel transponder input and output
multiplexer filters and arriving at the down-link demodulator with
amplitude and phase relative to the wanted signal so that destructive
interference results.
e. Wanted channel in-band linear Isl due to non-ideal filter amplitude
and group delay of modem pulse-shaping filter and any earth station
and transponder channel filters having a bandwidth close to that of the
transmitted signal spectrum.

J. Adjacent channel interference (Act) due to strong mainlobe signal
components. On the up-link, these components riding through the filter
skirts of the wanted signal transponder affect the TWTA operating point,
with resulting AM/PM distortion. On the up-link as well as on the downlink, particularly in the presence of rain fading, these components affect
the demodulator via the receive filter.
g. ect due to frequency reuse co-frequency transponders) of another
communications satellite sharing the same orbit spatially isolated but
with the same coupling.

U
f
a
C
_a
fN

4

The Act was already well under control in the case of FDM-FM transponder
channel filter designs and in the case of demodulator interference, since the
demodulator filter is usually matched to the signal spectrum in order to reject
thermal noise efficiently with sharp skirt selectivity. Other satellite ccl was
controlled by specifying the minimum permissible carrier-to-interference ratio
(c/I) from adjacent satellite systems.
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Transmission performance requirements

TDMA link budget performance

The transmission design of the TIMA INTELSAT vivl system is based on
performance requirements, summarized in Table 1, which conform to CCIR
Recommendation 522 (Geneva, 1982).
The performance objective requires that the available clear-sky carrier-tonoise ratio exceed the carrier-to-noise ratio for the hit error rate (BER) objective
of 10 6 specified for long-term propagation conditions. The amount of uplink fade, down-link carrier-to-noise degradation, and the allowable up-link
carrier-to-CC1 ratios should be such that the HER objective of 10-3 is not
exceeded for the short-term propagation conditions. The short-term BER
objective of 10-4 for 0.3 percent of the worst month given in CCIR
Rec. 522 is not considered because it is not expected to be a limiting factor.
The out-of-band emission constraints shown in Table I relate to the e.i.r.p.
of the out-of-band emission resulting from spectral spreading of the QPSK
carrier due to high-power amplifier (IPA) nonlinearities, as well as the e.i.r.p.
of intermodulation products resulting from multicarrier operation of an HPA.
These limits are chosen to avoid significantly degrading the performance of
adjacent channels.
The maximum acceptable limit of external interference, given in Table I,
is consistent with the current INTELSAT practice in FDM/FM transmission
planning. The total external interference contribution should not exceed 10
percent of the thermal noise level at the demodulator for a HER of I in 106.

The INTELSAT v/Vl systems operate in the 6/4- and 14 / I I-GHz up-link/
down -link frequency bands. The 6 / 4-GHz frequency band is reused four
times through two hemispheric beam coverage regions and two zone beam
coverage regions for the INTELSAT V system. The same C-band in the
INTELSAT vi system is reused six times through two hemispheric beam and
four zone beam coverage regions. The link calculations employ net isolation
resulting from the specified isolations between beams for both the up- and
down-beams and the earth station, using the full frequency reuse capabilities.

TABLE 1. TRANSMISSION DESIGN PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
BER Performance Objective The BER at the output of the hypothetical reference circuit
(CCIR Rec. 522) should not exceed the values of:
• I in 1011, 10-min. mean value for more than 20 percent of
any month;
• I in IM, 1-min. mean value for more than 0.3 percent of
any month;
• I in 101, I-s mean value for more than 0.01 percent of any
year.
Out-of-Band Emission
Constraints
(earth station transmitting)

23.0- 0.02(a - 10)dBW/4kHzat6GHzor 12.0dBW-/4kHz
at 14 GHz, where a is the elevation angle in degrees.

External Interference
Criterion
(adjacent satellites and
terrestrial)

The aggregate interference power level averaged over any
10 min. should not exceed, for more than 20 percent of any
month, 10 percent of the total noise power level at the input
to the demodulator that would give rise to a BER of I in 10°.

* May be temporarily exceeded by as much as 9 dB when transmitter power control is
employed during poor propagation conditions.

The 14/ 11-GHz frequency band is reused through spatially separated spot
beams. In the INTELSAT V/VI satellites it is also possible to establish
transmission paths in the cross-strapped 6/I 1- and 14/4-GHz frequency bands.
In developing the representative link budgets for the various connections,
the INTELSAT v and vI spacecraft specification values are assumed. The actual
isolation , e.i.r.p., and G/T values are found to exceed these specification
values. Thus, the link calculations presented in this paper are pessimistic
relative to operational performance . Tables 2 through 4 illustrate the link
calculations using three different versions of INTELSAT v satellites (FI-F4,
F5-F9, and Flo - F15). The BER performance associated with these link budgets
is based on 60-MbiUs 1 21,13] and 120-Mbit/ s [4] QPSK transmission performance for the wanted channel only, as determined by laboratory hardware
simulation , with an additional allowance of - 0.8 dB at I x 10-6 BER for
link implementation losses due to modem interoperability, aging, non-ideal
modem performance variability, and non-ideal link equalization.
Figure 2 shows theoretical performance, practical modem in-channel
measured performance ( well-adjusted modem and optimum link equalization),
and the adjusted BG-42-65 specification 15] in-channel performance bound.
In the link budget tables, the effect of CCI is assumed to be the worst case,
in which the interference is AWGN with levels determined by the crosspolarization isolation . The effect of ACSSI and DPI is assumed to be a flat
I-dB loss. ( Actually, the AwGN assumption for co was pessimistic and
the 1-dB loss for ACSSI and DPI was reasonable.)
The available E6!N„ for the various spacecraft examples ranges from 12.3
to 12.7 dB. From Figure 2, using the BG-42-65 probable performance, it is
evident that a clear-sky performance BER of I x 10- 6 is unattainable for the
assumed link conditions . FEC coding studies performed during the design
process led to the choice of a rate 7 /8 BCH ( 128,112) block code powerful
enough to provide the required clear-sky performance with 2- to 3-dB rain
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TABLE 2. 120-Mbit /s TDMA SYSTEM INTELSAT V
(Fl-F4)
ITEM

HEMI/HeMI

Up-Link
• Saturation Flux Density ( dBW/m')
• Satellite G / T (dB/K )
• Path Loss ( d13)
• Input Backoff ( dB)
• Earth Station e.i.r.p. (dBW )
• (C/N) Up- Link (dB )
• (C/1) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C/N • 1) Up-Link ( dB)
Duwn-Link
• Saturation e . i.r.p. (dBW)
• Earth Station G/T ((IB/KI
• Down -Link Path Loss (dB)
• Output Backoff (dB)
• (C/N) Down-Link (dB)
• (C/i) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C'/N + I) Down - Link (dB)

ZONFIZONE

film

6/4

Frequency Band (GHz)
Occupied Bandwidth (MHz)

TABLE 3. I20-Mbit/s TDMA SYSTEM INTELSAT V
(F5-F9)

60.0

620

- 72.0
- 11.6
200 . 5

-72.0
-8 6
200.5
3.0
88.5
30.2
21.6
21.0

3.0
88.5
27.2
2L6
20.5

29.0
40.7
197.0
0.5
23.0
216
192

29.0
4(1-7
197.0
0.5

Interference
• 1( 1) External Interference ( dB)

29.0

29.0

Total I( ' N - U (dB)

16.5

16.7

Link Degradations
• ACSSI. DPI, e - i.r.p. Variations (dB)
Total Available (C/N ^ I) (dB)
Total Available E„/N, (dB)

23.t)
21.6
19.2

I.0
15.5
12.5

1.0
15.7
12.7

Required E,/N„ for BER of I x 10
With Rate 7 / 8 BCH Code (dB)

9.6

9.6

Margin (d13)

2.9

3.1

margin . The performance of the selected EEC decoder results in an output
BER of 1 x 10- 11 for an input symbol error rate of 5 x 10 4, as shown in
Figure 2. The figure also shows that the required E5/N„ for this FEC operating
point is 9.6 dB. The En/N„ is referred to the channel QPSK bit rate of
120 Mbit/s. With rate 7/8 EEC the actual TDMA information transmission rate
is 105 Mbit/s.

Frequency Band ((iHz)
occupied Bandwidth (MHz)
Up-Link
• Saturation Flux Density (dBW/m2)
• Satellite G/T (dB/K)

• Path Loss (dB)
• Input Backoff (dB)
• Earth Station e.i.r.p. (dBW)
• (C/N) Up-Link (dB)
• (C/i) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C/N + IT Up-Link (dB)
Down-Link
• Saturation e.i.r.p. (dBW)

• Earth Station G/T (dB/K)

HISi/HEMI

ZoNF./ZONE

6/4

6/4

60.0

60.0

-74.6

74.6

-9.0

-6.0

200.5
3.0
85.8
27.2
21.6
20.5

200.5
3.0
85.8
30.2
21.6
21.0

29.0

29.0
40.7
197.0

• Down-Link Path Loss (dB)
• Output Rackoff (dB)
• (C/N) Down-Link (dB)
• (C/1) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C/N + IT Down-Link (dB)

40.7
197.0
0.5
23.0
21.6
19.2

Interference
• (C/q External Interference (dB)

29.0

29.0

Total (C/N + 1) (dB)

16.5

16.7

Link Degradations
• ACSSI, DPI, e.i.r.p. Variations (dB)
Total Available (C/N + /) (dB)
Total Available E„/N„ (dB)

1.0
15.5
12.5

I.0
15.7
12.7

Required ED/N„ for BER of I x 10 °
With Rate 7/8 BCH Code (dB)

9.6

9.6

Margin (dB)

2.9

3.1

0.5
23.0
21.6
19.2

The link margins for the hemi-to-hemi and zone-to-zone links are about
3 dB with FEC coding. The link margin in the INTELSAT VI system is somewhat
lower than those of the INTELSAT V system, as shown in Table 5. The
additional degradation in the INTELSAT VI is caused by the lower net C/1
resulting from sixfold frequency reuse. The link budgets of Tables 2 through
5 are based on earth terminals with an elevation angle of the order of 10°.
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TABLE 4. 120-Mbit/s TDMA System INTELSAT V
IF 10-15)

Frequency Band (GHz)
Occupied Bandwidth (MHz)
Up-Link
• Saturation Flux Density (dBW/m')
• Satellite G/T (dB/K)
• Path Loss (dB)
• Input Backoff (dB)
• Earth Station e.i.r.p. (dBW)
• (C/N) Up-Link (dB)
• (C/I) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C/N + /) Up-Link (dB)
Down-Link
• Saturation e .i.r.p. (dBW)
• Earth Station G/T (dB/K)
• Down-Link Path Loss (dB)
• Output Backoff (dB)
• (C/N) Down-Link (dB)
• (C/I) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C/N + I) Down-Link (dB)

6/4

6/4

60.0

60.0

-76.6
-9.0

-76.6

200.5
3.0
83.8
25.2
21.6
20.0

Eb/No = 9 . 6 dB FOR BG-42-65 SPECIFIED CHANNEL
PERFORMANCE WITHOUT FEC TO PROVIDE
I x 10-8 BER WITH R 7/8 BCH ( 128, 112)
FEC WITH A 7/8 EFFECTIVE BURST DATA
TRANSMISSION RATE REDUCTION

6.0
200.5
PROBABLE PERFORMANCE
(BG-42-65 SPECIFIED)

3.0
83.8

28 2
21.6
20.7

29.0
40.7
197.0
0.5
23 0
21-6
19.2

29.0
40.7
197.0
0.5

Interference
• (C/I) External Interference (dB)

29.0

29.0

Total (C/N + I) (dB)

16.3

16.6

Link Degradations
• ACSSI, DPI. e.i. r.p. Variations (dB)
Total Available (C/N + I) (dB)
Total Available E„/N„ (dB)

1.0

1.0

15.3
12.3

15.6
12.6

Required E•/N„ for BER of I x 10-6
With Rate 7/8 BCH Code (dB)

9.6

9.6

Margin (dB)

2.7

3.0

FILTERED OPSK IN
NONLINEAR CHANNEL
^1P ^- JTWTA)

w

INPUT BACKOFFs IN dB

23.0
21.6
19.2

UNFILTERED
OPSK
THEORY
(LINEAR AWGN
CHANNEL)

HARDWARE LABORATORY
SIMULATION MEASUREMENTS
• OPTIMUM PULSE SHAPE
FILTERS
\ • NO DIFFERENTIAL CODING
EFFECTS
• WELL-ADJUSTED MODEM
AND LINK EQUALIZATION

Eb/No (dB)

Figure 2. QPSK Modem Performance in the Nonlinear Channel
Since there are no immediate TDMA operational plans for using the K-band
and the C/K-band cross-strapped links, the link calculations are not presented
here. However, Reference 6 shows that K-band links have a better margin
than C-band links because of the higher satellite e.i.r.p. in K-band spot
beams.
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TABLE 5. 120-MbiUs TDMA SYSTEM INTELSAT VI
(FI-F5)
ITEM

Frequency Band (GHz)
Occupied Bandwidth (MHz)
Up-Link
• Saturation Flux Density (dBW/m2)
• Satellite GIT (dB/K)
• Path Loss (dB)
• Input Backoff (dB)
• Earth Station c.i.rp. (dBW)
• (C/N) Up-Link (dB)
• (C/I) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C/N + /) Up-Link (dB)
Down-Link
• Saturation e.i.r.p. (dBW)
• Earth Station G/T (dB/K)
• Down-Link Path Loss (dB)
• Output Backoff (dB)
• (C/M Down-Link (dB)
• (C//) Frequency Reuse (dB)
• (C/N + I) Down-Link (dB)

HEMI/HEMI ZONr/7oNP.

6/4

6/4

60.0

60.0

-77,6
-9.2
200.5

-77.6
-20
200.5
3.0
82.8
31.2
21.0
20.6

3.0

92.8
24.0
20.1
18.6

19.2

31.0
40.7
197.0
0.5
25.0
21.0
195

290

29.0

Total (C/N + 1) (dB)

15.7

167

Link Degradations
• ACSSI, DPI, c.i.r.p. Variations (dB)
Total Available (C/N + /) (dB)
Total Available E,/N„ (dB)

I.0
14.7
11.7

I.0
15.7
12.7

9.6

9.6

Interference
• (C/n External Interference (dB)

Required E,/N„ for BER of I x 10 °
With Rate 7/8 BCH Code Will

31.0
40.7
197 0
0.5
25.0

20.5

Margin (dB)

Impairment evaluation
Nonlinear channel impairment [ impairment (a)]

Significant efforts in the system design were directed toward the evaluation
and subsequent reduction of the nonlinear channel impairment with coherent
Nyquist-filtered QPSK digital transmission by modem pulse-shaping filter
parameter optimization. Early design plans included bandwidth-efficient
Nyquist-filtered QPSK modulation at 60 MbiUs (30-Msymbol/s channel QPSK

symbol rate) in 36-MHz transponder channels. A relatively sharp 30-percent
rolloff raised cosine skew symmetric Nyquist filter function was proposed,
with the entire Nyquist function, including (-r/sin x) compensation, located
at the modulator on the up-link. For a linear channel assumption, this design
would have been compatible with typical INTELSA I Iv and 1V-A link budgets.
even assuming reuse CCI, provided that the channel performance without ccl
would be within I to 2 d6 of the theoretical unfiltered QPSK case. Nyquist
filtered QPSK in a linear channel would result in this level of performance.
However, in the nonlinear channel, the sharp-skirted filtering associated with
30-percent Nyquist filtering created sufficiently severe AM that the nonlinear
AM/PM-induced Isl resulted in a loss from 4 to 5 dB with respect to theoretical
unfiltered QPSK 171. Thus, an intolerable link budget would he encountered
when considering all other operational impairments that a fourfold or
sixfold frequency reuse TDMA system would experience, as in the then-future
120-Mbit/s Q1>SK TDMA INTELSAT V/VI systems.
Subsequent work performed in Europe, with bandwidth-efficient 'I DMA
nonlinear channels 181, indicated that reducing the Nyquist skew symmetric
rolloff factor ahead of the nonlincarity would significantly reduce the nonlinear
channel impairment. Studies were initiated at COMSAT Laboratories using
both hardware and software simulation to determine the best way to incorporate
this benefit into the INTELSAT TDMA system. The results 121,131.161,191
showed that modified pulse-shaping filters would indeed benefit the
INTELSAT TDMA system. Finally, two approaches to pulse-shaping filter
design emerged:
a. maintaining the transmit/receive filter function as Nyquist, but
with the Nyquist skew symmetric rolloff factor modified in the direction
of higher rolloff factor (less severe filter skirt selectivity), and providing
some optimum apportionment of the Nyquist function between modulator
and demodulator; or
b. departing from a strictly Nyquist approach and broadening the
modulator transmit filter function to 1.13 s BT < 1.15. where BT is
the bandwidth-time product, but keeping the demodulator filter as narrow
as possible for good noise rejection.
Eventually, it was found that a broad range of modulator/demodulator pulseshaping filter designs would produce nearly identical performance in nonlinear
satellite channels.
Early hardware simulation studied a series of Nyquist and modified Nyquist
filter functions in the nonlinear channel using an INTELSAT IV laboratory
transponder simulator and an HPA laboratory hardware simulation (Figure 3)
[2]. Table 6 lists the pulse-shaping filter characteristics and configuration
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TABLE 6. HARDWARE STUDY OF MODEM PULSE-SHAPING FILTERS (eont'd)
b. MODEM PULSE-SHAPING FILTER CONFIGURATION ALTERNATIVES

W

I
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5960
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Figure 3. 60-Mbids QPSK INTELSAT IV Transmission Test Configuration
Functional Block Diagram
alternatives investigated. Figure 4 shows the modem with pulse-shaping filter
locations used for this work. Transmission BER measurements for each of
these configurations in the nonlinear channel are summarized in Figure 5.
Of the narrowband alternatives, configurations 2, 3, 4, and 5 produced
significant performance improvement in comparison to the original 30-percent
rolloff Nyquist configuration specified for 60-Mbitis QPSK INTELSAT TDMA
[10].
TABLE 6. HARDWARE STUDY OF MODEM PULSE-SHAPING FILTERS
a. PULSE-SHAPING FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

DESCRIPTION

30-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = 1.0
for 30 MsymboVs
50-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = I.0
for 30 Msymbol/s
30-percent rolloff
Nyquist for
34 Msymbol/s
(68 Mbits),
BT = 1.13
for 30 Msymbol/s
30-percent rolloff
Nyquist for
34 Msymbol/s
( 68 Mbit/s),
BT = 1.13
for 30 MsymboVs
30-percent rolloff
elliptic, BT = 1.15
for 30 Msymbol/s
Wide elliptic function. BT = 2.00 for
30 Msymbol/s
50-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = 1.0
for 30 Msymbol/s

ID

DESCRIPTION

None

None

A

30-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = LO
for 30 Msymbol/s

B

50-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = 1.0
for 30 Msymbol/s

A

30-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = 1.0
for 30 Msymbol/s
50-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = 1.0
for 30 Msymbol/s
30-percent rolloff
Nyquist, BT = 1.0
for 30 Msymbol/s

B

A

' All filters contain an (x/sin x) spectrum shaping function for the design symbol rate except
filters D and E.
The receiver has another wider bandpass filter (BT = 1.10) ahead of recovery, demodulating,
and sampling functions for all configurations.

NYQUIST
NYQUIST RATE

RoLLOEP

2-dB BANDWIDTH

RELATIVE

FILTER

(Msymbol/s)

(%)

(MHz)

BT-

A

30

30

15.0

1.00

B
C
D
E

30
34
N/A
N/A

50
30
N/A
N/A

15.0
17.0
17.5
31.0

1.00
1.13
1.15
2.07

* B is 2-dB BW; 1/T is 30 Msymbol/s.

Similar results obtained using computer time-domain simulation for a wider
array of filter characteristics have been reported in Reference 9. Table 7
gives the filter descriptions for this work, and their performance in the nonlinear channel of Figure 6 is shown in Figure 7. The results of Figures 5 and
7 indicate that a wide variety of pulse-shaping filters characterized as either
40- to 50-percent Nyquist at the desired transmission rate or slightly nonNyquist (30-percent Nyquist for 1.13 to 1.15 times the desired transmission
rate) will provide essentially the same performance in the nonlinear channel.
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Figure 5. BER Performance for 60-Mbals QPSK Modem Filter Hardware
Study
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Figure 6. Typical Computer Time Domain Simulation Block Diagram

TABLE 7. CANDIDATE MODEM FILTER CHARACTERISTICS 1OR COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDYa
TRANSMIT FILLER

CASE

II
111
IV'
V°
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X"

BT
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.13
1.13
1.13
1.0
I.0
1.0

CHARACTERISTIC

30% Nyquist
40(7c half-Nyquist
40%o half Nygmct
311% Nyquist
30% Nyquisl
30% Nyqulst
40% half-Nyquist
40% half-Nyquisl
35% half-Nyqust
Hardware version
of case V

RECEIVE FILTER
COMPENSATION

x/sin 0''
Ir/sm x)"
dsm v
Iksm.v)1
r/sm x
(x/sin sl'"
(x/sin x)"
(dsin 1)12
1x/sin 41°

BT

CHARACTERISTIC

COMPENSATION

1.0

50% Nyquist
40 half-Nyquisl
40% half-Nygust
50% Nyquist
50% Nyquisl
50% Nyquisl
40% half-Nyquist
50% half-Nyquist
35% half Nyqrust

(dsin 01
(x/sm r)'
None
(x/sin x)"=
(A/sm r)"without (,c/sin x)"
v/sin e
(x/sin x)'

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
L0

° For cases I through IX, analytical amplitude expression and ideally equalized group delay characteristics are assumed.
Modification of case I with BT = 1.13 at the transmit filter.
Recommended in BG-42-65.
Hardware version of case V using measured filter characteristics.
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10-2

Table 7 and Figure 7 include a candidate modem filter that was selected
for the INTELSAT wV1 TDMA system specification. Case III of Table 7 is a
Nyquist filter of 40-percent rolloff with (x/sin x) aperture correction at the
transmitter, but the Nyquist function is split (square root) between transmitter
and receiver. Taking the square root of the function and combining it with
full (x/sin x) aperture correction at the transmitter prior to the nonlinearities
provides good reduction in filter-generated AM. For modem loopback testing
at IF, the filter response is full 40-percent Nyquist, also giving excellent

Io-3

performance.

10-4

m

l0-5

10-6

10-7
5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

Eb/No (dB)

Figure 7. BER Performance for Computer Simulation Modem Filter Study

Further computer simulation work for filter type III was conducted and
reported in Reference 6. The rolloff factor was varied to find the optimum
value for minimum nonlinear channel impairment. Figure 8 shows that 40percent rolloff is indeed optimum. Further investigations were conducted for
the type III modem filter to determine the effect of varying the receive filter
BT product. Figure 9 shows the computed result. A receive filter BT product
of 1.0-1.05 is optimum, giving the best balance between thermal noise and
filter 1st effects.
Associated with the pulse-shaping filter function choice is the requirement
for low earth station IIPA sideband regrowth levels falling in the near edge
of the upper or lower adjacent channels and causing interference with FDMA
signals. Although this requirement does not represent an impairment of the
TDMA system, it does represent a constraint on system design. The system
parameters that affect out-of-band emission (0BE) are IIPA backotT and the
modem pulse-shaping filter characteristics. Hardware simulation studies
reported in Reference 2 addressed this issue as part of the problem of selecting
an optimum filter for minimizing the nonlinear channel BER impairment.
After establishing that the behavior of a 35-W helix TWI A is nearly identical
to that of a high-power, coupled-cavity earth station HPA 121, the various
candidate transmitter pulse-shaping filters were evaluated by direct measurement of spectrum oBn at the output of an IPA simulator using the 35-W
helix tube. Figure l0a shows HPA TWTA measurements using filter A of
Table 6. Figure l0b shows measurements for the same type of filter (filter A),
but designed for 1.15 times the actual transmission rate. Reference 2 shows
measured spectra for a 50-percent rolloff Nyquist filter for BT = 1.00 and
1.15, respectively. Analysis of such measurement data in the critical near
region of the adjacent channel edges resulted in summary data as shown in
Figure II for the 30-percent rolloff Nyquist filter type A of Table 6, but
operated at 1.0 < BT < 1.20, which indicates the o13, level sensitivity to
filter BT and adjacent channel frequency location.
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Figure 8. Filter Type III Nonlinear Channel Impairment vs Filter Rolloff
Factor
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Figure 9. Filter Type III Nonlinear Channel Impairment as a Function of
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Figure 10. HPA Output Spectra for Filtered QPSK (filter A, 30-percent
Nyquist)
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TABLE 8. RELATIVE, MEASURED OBE LEVELS
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R,
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(dB)

60
120

30
60

27.2
24.2

-19F
-20 r-21 F
-22 1-23 F
-24
20
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FREQUENCY OFFSET FREQUENCY OFFSET
FROM CENTER DESIRED FROM CENTER DESIRED
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CHANNEL
(MHz)
(a) 0-dB Backoff

(b) 6-dB Rackoff

Figure 1 I. Summarized HPA Regrowth Spectra far Filtered QPSK (filter
A, 30-per(ent Nvquist)

The worst-case tolerable power spectral density in the adjacent
channel based on interference with an EM signal has been specified as
23.0 dBW/4 kHz for the INTELSAT system (Table I). The foregoing
sideband regrowth levels can be related to an INTELSAT TDMA operational
scenario. Assuming a QPSK modulation symbol rate of R, and an earth station
e.i.r.p. of P, dBW, the power spectral density in 4 kHz at the TDMA signal
band center is

The earlier studies assumed 60-Mhit/s QPSK. For this case, measured
sideband power density levels relative to desired signal band center power
density for 30- and 50-percent Nyquist filters were determined (as shown in
Figures 12a and 12b, respectively) for filter BT products of 1 .00 and L 15.
To meet the 27.2-dB sideband reduction would require 10- to 12-dB HPA
input hackoff for the optimum class of modem pulse-shaping filters determined
by the hardware simulation studies. For the actual INTELSAF v 120-Mbit/s
QPSK design, the permissible sideband reduction of 24.2 dB could he achieved
at an HPA input backoff of 6 to 10 dB.
Similar computer simulation investigations were conducted for the broader
class of filters of Table 7 191. A typical spectrum plot for a type I modem
filter for an IIPA input hackoff of 12 dB is shown in Figure 13. Table 9
shows the study results of AP for 12- and 8.5-dB HPA input hackoff for all
of the filter types of Table 7. All optimum filter candidates perform equally
well, although type LII, the square root 40-percent rolloff Nyquist solution
(finally selected for the TDMA specification), is slightly worse. This results
from the square root of the 40-percent raised cosine Nyquist filter response
mainlobe spectrum tending to be higher in the regions where adjacent channel

TABLE 9. 120-Mbit/s QPSK RELATIVE OBE LEVELS (AP) AT ADJACENT
CHANNEL BAND EDGE: COMPLIER SIMULATION
FIT TER

P,Rr = P, - 10 log Rs + 10 log 4 x 101 (dBW/4 kHz) .
The required level at band center plus or minus a frequency offset corresponding to the usable band edge of the adjacent channels is 23.0 dBW/4 kHz.
The sideband levels must be reduced by
AP = P, - 10 log R, + 13.0 (dB)
For the INTELSAT v/vI TDMA system, P, = 89 dBW. Table 8 presents the
relative measured OBE levels.

HPA INPUT RACKOFF

TYPU

12d6 8.5 dB

I
II
III
IV
V
Vi
VII
VIII
IX
X

-30.6
-333
-32.2
-33.1
-33.2
-33.2
-33.2
-33.2
-33.0
-31.7

-27.1
-26.2
27-0
-27.1
-27.1
-27.2
-27.2
27.1
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Figure 13. Computer Simulation of Spectrum ofTvpe I Modem Fillers
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signal density should be reduced. These results are, of course, very dependent
on the earth station 89-dBW c.i.r.p. required to maintain the transponder
TWTA operating point at or near saturation.
The performance of modern filter type III (Table 7) in the INTELSAT V
nonlinear channel has been measured in the laboratory simulation configuration
of Figure 14 and using a modem configuration similar to Figure 4, but
operating at 120 Mbit/s with an IF of 140 MHz. The results are shown in
Figure 15 for various combinations of HI'A and INTULSAT V TWTA inputbackoffs.
The values of 10/2 backoff are the system design values. Figure 16 shows
the INTELSAT BG-42-65 specified and hardware simulation modulator and
demodulator pulse-shaping filter measured responses. Figure 17 shows the
measured HPA and IN] ELSAT V simulator TWTA, single-carrier characteristics.
20

30

40

50

MHz FROM CENTER OF DESIRED CHANNEL
(b) Fitter B

Figure 12. HPA Regrowth Spectra Detail Comparison for Filtered QPSK

The measured IIPA TWTA spectrum regrowth characteristics as a function of
input backoff are shown in Figure 18. The optimum transponder TWTA
backoff that minimizes the channel HER was investigated using the hardware
simulation configuration of Figure 14 (with modem filter type III) as a
function O f f IPA input backoff and down-link constant clear-sky E,/N„ ("earth
Station size"). The results, shown in Figure 19, indicate that transponder
input backoffs of 2 to 0 are optimum. In the operational INTELSAr V system,
3-dB TWTA input backoff is selected because of up-link earth station e.i.r.p.
(one-related) and transponder gain limitations preceding the I W IA.
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As discussed with reference to the link budget, the initial conservative
assumption for cc1 was to treat it as AWGN under the assumption that the
channel was linear. Simulation studies were then performed to determine the
effect of other filtered QPSK co-channel signals. Clearly, the real system eel
model is complicated; the down-link cci, which is related to the up-link cci,
is a filtered, limited version of the up-link interference for each reuse.
Furthermore, each reuse transponder would have a separate receiver and the
down-link interference would not, in general, be coherently related to the
same reuse up-link interference. Hence, hardware simulation assessment of
the up- and down-link effects is complex.
eci was initially evaluated by employing both hardware and software
simulation. Much of the computer simulation work has been reported in
References 3, 6, and 9. Figure 20 shows the block diagram for these cases.
Significant results from Reference 9, showing comparisons with the hardware
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Figure 21a. Hardware/Software BER Performance Comparisons of
Satellite System With Up-Link CCI

Figure 21b. Hardware/Software BER Performance Comparisons of
Satellite System With Up-Link CC( (Continued)

simulation, are given in Figure 21 for one, two, and three QPSK up-link-only
eel signals. For the computer simulation, the interferers had random carrier
phases, different PN data sequence seed generators, and either zero or halfsymbol delays in the clock pulses among the wanted signal and single or

multiple interferers. For the hardware simulation, the wanted signal was
completely independent from the interferers. However, the interferers were
generated from a single QPSK modulator source, each additional interferer
being generated by successive RF offset and signal envelope delay (7 symbols).
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Additional computer simulation work reported in Reference 6 evaluated
one, three, and five up- or down-link QPSK co-channel interferers using the
optimum case Ill (Table 7) pulse-shaping filter in a system configuration
similar to that of Figure 6. Results for up-link only or down-link only
interference, shown in Figure 22, are similar to the optimistic extremes
shown in the computer simulation work of Figure 21.

10-3
REQUIRED Eb/Nc ( dB) FOR 1 x 10-6 BER
a THEORY 10.50
b MODEM BACK - TO-BACK 11.42
c NOMINAL 12.85
(SINGLE CHANNEL)
d WITH 1 CO-CHANNEL 13.10
INTERFERER
e WITH 3 CO-CHANNEL 13,78
INTERFERERS
f WITH 5 CO-CHANNEL 13.86
INTERFERERS

m
10-4

g WITH GAUSSIAN 14.70
NOISE

TOTAL C/ I = 20 dB
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(c) Three QPSK Interferers

Figure 21c. HardwarelSoftware BER Performance Comparisons of
Satellite System With Up-Link CCI (Continued)
Results showed encouraging agreement between simulation disciplines. While
the hardware results are believed to be optimistic in most cases, the software
results show, as expected, a wide spread in results due to the symbol
synchronism assumption.
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(a) Up-Link

Figure 22a. Additional Computer Simulation of CCI Performance
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and the two adjacent channel signals (assumed TOMA loading). Furthermore,
the adjacent channels were implemented with TWTAs to simulate the adjacentchannel spreading effect [ACSS1 impairment (c)]. The method used to generate
and apply the Ccl using simulated reuse transponder TWTAs is shown in
Figure 14. Up-link (6 GHz) and down-link interference (4 GHz) were generated from the same up-link signal using dual up-converters designed and
constructed by COMSAT Laboratories (see Figure 23). As opposed to the
real system, these up-converters produced coherent up- and down-link
interference signals; in addition, the up- and down-link signal modulation
spectra were inverted by virtue of the dual-converter design. Initial investigations were made to determine the effects of a single up-link and a single
down-link interferer pair on performance for two configurations:
• down-link co-channel interferer, coherent or non-coherent, and
• down-link spectrum inversion or non-inversion.

6

8

10

12
14
Eb/Na (dB)

16

18

(b) Down-Link

Figure 22b . Additional Computer Simulation of CCI Performance
(Continued)

Finally, an extensive hardware simulation effort was planned and implemented to evaluate all of the expected TDMA 120-Mbit/s QPSK transmission
impairments in the INTELSAT v system. An INTELSAT v transponder simulator
was constructed at COMSAT Laboratories using filters and TWTAs identical
to those of the spacecraft transponder. Figure 14 is the system simulation
block diagram. This system hardware simulation was unique 14]: for the first
time, completely independent, similarly filtered 120-Mbit/s QPSK signals were
available for the wanted signal, the three cci signals (INTELSAT v reuse plan),

Figure 23a shows the configuration for this initial part of the ec1
study. The results of BER measurements are shown in Figure 23b for
(C/I)cl, _ (C/I),L = 20 dB, comparing up-link/down-link interference
spectrum coherence/noncoherence and inversion/non-inversion. No significant
difference was found between these configurations. In a real system, incoherent
desired and reuse channels occur by virtue of separate receiver/downconverters in the transponders, but the down-link reuse signal coupled to the
desired channel does not experience spectrum inversion with respect to the
desired channel spectrum. These initial experiments justified the cci configuration outlined in Figure 14.
Link performance with band-limited up-link AWGN as interference was
measured with this configuration; the results are shown in Figure 24. Also
shown is the result of calculating the AWGN interference performance by
graphically adding AwGN to the C/I = - performance of the modem in the
nonlinear channel. The agreement is very good, as previously encountered
in the 60-Mbit/s QPSK INTELSAT Iv simulation work. In the following QPSK
CC[ measurements, this method of AWGN analysis is included to support the
integrity of the measurements and to show how much more optimistic than
an AWGN assumption the particular QPSK interference case will be in a real
system. Figure 25 shows the performance results for one, two, and three
QPSK co-channel interference signals interfering on either the up-link or
down-link, but not both jointly. Figure 26 shows the cases of one, two, and
three QPSK co-channel interferers on both the up- and down-links together.
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Figure 24. Performance Impairment Due to Up-Link Thermal Noise

Adjacent channel spectrum spreading ( ACSSI ) limpairment (c)l

In the previous link budget discussion, a combined allowance of I dB was
used for ACSSI and DPI, mainly as the result of computer simulation. For
example, Figure 27 shows the result of a three-channel computer simulation
using the configuration of Figure 6 with modem filter case Ill of Table 7 [91.
Figure 28 shows another independent computer simulation investigation of
this impairment 16]. Figure 27 would indicate I dB or more loss depending
on the HER, whereas Figure 28 would indicate 0.5-dB loss for ACSSI.
The validity of the computer simulation was supported by the hardware simulation. The extensive INTELSAT v hardware simulation discussed previously
(Figure 14) included ACSSi evaluation. Qi'SK modulation with independent

Eb/NO (dB)

(a) One Up-Link or One Down-Link CCI

Figure 25a. INTELSAT V Channel 3-4 10/2 Performance With CCI on
Either Up-Link or Down-Link
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Figure 25b. INTELSAT V Channel 3-4 1012 Performance With CCI on
Either Up-Link or Down-Link (Continued)
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(c) Three Equal Up-Link or Down Link CCI

Figure 25c . INTELSAT V Channel 3-4 10/2 Performance With CCI on
Either Up-Link or Down-Link ( Continued)
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clocked-PN data generators and case III (Table 7) pulse-shaping filters,
together with up-converters and simulated HPA helix TWrA., was used to
achieve realistic sideband spectrum regrowth levels in INTELSAT V laboratory
transponder simulator channels 1-2 and 5-6 interfering with the wanted
transponder channel 3-4. Figure 29 shows the measured HPA TWTA output
spectra as a function of input backoff for these channels. Comparison of the
sideband regrowth of Figure 29 with the corresponding detail of the wanted
channel HPA output spectrum of Figure 18 indicates some differences in the
absolute level and shape of the regrowth sideband power. Interference spectra
similar to those of Figure 18 would have been more representative of the
adjacent channels of real system high-power, coupled-cavity TWTAs. However,
even the slightly non-ideal spectrum regrowth signatures provided the desired
result.
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(a) One Up-Link and Down -Link CCI

Figure 26a- INTELSAT V Channel 3-4 1012 Performance with CCI on
Both Up-Link and Down-Link
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off for these measurements.) The BER performance measurements show an
imbalance in sideband interference between upper and lower adjacent channels
(Figures 30a and 30b). This results from the TWTA sideband regrowth
differences already noted. Channel 5-6 lower sideband regrowth levels are
higher than channel 1-2 upper sideband regrowth levels (Figure 29) and the
corresponding performance measurements reflect this imbalance.
These data were used to perform an AWON analysis. The wanted channel
main spectrum lobe and the adjacent channel sideband regrowth levels were
graphically integrated within the 60-MHz central portion of each channel,
using linear scaling to determine the effective C/I ratios. The adjacent channel
input backoff was 10 dB. The resulting C/1 ratios are
C/I
Channel (dB)

10-4

25.05
23.70
21.31

1-2
5-6
1-2 plus 5-6
10-5

10-3

T

a THEORY 10.50
b MODEM BACK -TO-BACK 11.42
c NOMINAL 12.85
SINGLE CHANNEL
d WITH 2 UP-LINK 1322
INTERFERERS
e WITH 2 DOWN - LINK 12.84
INTERFERERS
I WITH 2 UP-LINK-DL 1322
INTERFERERS
g WITH DUAL 12.84
PATH EFFECT

10-4
10'6

10-5

71
6
16l
I
10 A56789)01112131415161718
Eb/No (dB)
10-6

Figure 27. Computer Simulation of INTELSAT V With and Without TwoChannel ACSSI
Aess1 effects on wanted channel 3-4 performance of each channel separately
and both channels combined are presented in Figure 30. These results do not
include dual-path effects or any down- link adjacent transponder TWTA ACSSI
effects. (The adjacent channel INrELSAT v transponder TWTAs were turned
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Figure 28. Computer Simulation of ACSSI and DPI Effects
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1

20 (OFFSET)
I

I

sideband level than the typical 'rWIA of Figure 18. Therefore, it is more
reasonable to assume adjacent channel levels upper bounded by the levels
shown by the channel 1-2 plots of Figure 29. (The corresponding computed
C/I ratio was 25.05 dB.) The contribution from two such interferences (upper
and lower adjacent channels) would be a C/I of 22.05 dB.
Figure 31 is included as an aid to determine the loss effect to the wanted
nonlinear channel with specific incremental levels of additive interference
expressed as a C/I ratio in a 60-MHz bandwidth. From Figure 31, a C/I ratio

.160 -120 -80 -40 f^ +40 +80 +120+160
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(b) Channel 5-6

w

ADJACENT CHANNEL HPA
INPUT BACKOFF (dB)

Figure 29. Adjacent Channel Signal Spectra Showing Sideband Regrowth

6
10-5

Using these values of C/1 ratio, the BER performance was graphically
determined from the nonlinear channel performance (C/I = ^), assuming
interference power as thermal AWGN, with the results shown in Figure 30.
Clearly, for the levels of regrowth associated with 10-dB HPA input backoff,
the interference to the wanted nonlinear channel performance can be treated

10-6

0, C/I = 25.05 dB
AWGN
CALCULATION
FROM C/I CURVE

as AWGN.

Figure 30c indicates that the adjacent channel TWTA regrowth levels
(although unbalanced) produced a combined loss of about 1.7 dB at
I x 10-6 HER. Careful examination of Figures 18 and 29 in the regrowth
regions show that, at l0-dB input backoff, the lower regrowth region of
channel 5-6, which interferes with channel 3-4, is excessive and nontypical
compared to the regrowth regions of the wanted channel 3-4 TWrA, which
are more typical of the actual 8- or 12-kW coupled-cavity HPAS. Furthermore,
the channel 1-2 upper regrowth sidehand (Figure 29), which interferes with
channel 3-4 and whose performance is shown in Figure 30a, has a higher
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(a) With Channel 1.2 ACSSI

Figure 30a . INTELSAT V Channel 3 -4 1012 Performance With Up-Link
ACSSI
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of 22 dB is seen to incur a loss of about 1.3 to 1.4 dB at 1 x 10 6 BER.
Typical sideband levels can be obtained by comparing the channel 1-2 upper
sideband level in Figure 29 (-25 dB) to that of Figure 18 (- 28 dB) for 10-dB
input backoff. The Figure 29 level is approximately 3 dB lower than the
corresponding Figure 18 level.* Hence, 28-dB (rather than 25.05 dB) C/I

102
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ACSSI

10,
C/I = 23.7 dB

AWGN CALCULATION
C/1=21.31 dB PLUS

C/1=33 dB
COMBINATION (*)

AWGN
CALCULATION
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C/I= CURVE
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DOWN-LINK Eb / NC Ida)

(c) With Channels 1-2 and 5.6 ACSSI and Other Effects , as Noted
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6

Figure 30c. INTELSAT V Channel 3-4 10/2 Performance With Up-Link
ACSSI (Continued)
0 12 14

6

18

20

(Eb/NO )DL (dB)

(b) With Channel 5-6 ACSSI

Figure 30b. INTELSAT V Channel 3-4 10/2 Performance With Up-Link
ACSSI (Continued)

* The original laboratory spectral plots are needed to verify the 3-dB difference
accurately.

for one ACSSI and 25-dB (rather than 22.05 dB) Cl1 for two ACSSI interferers
would be more likely for the operational system. The resulting loss for
Of = 25 dB from Figure 31 would be approximately 0.7 dB.
Dual path interference (DPI) [impairment (d)]

Early measurements made with an INTELSAT tv laboratory simulator in the
configuration shown in Figure 3, with the 60-Mbit/s QPSK modem of Figure 4,
indicated that dual-path transmission resulted in some impairment loss. In
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10-4

I
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Optimum pulse-shaping filters (case III of Table 7) were used in the modem.
The transponder channels were prepared by adjusting the small-signal gains
of channels 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6 to be equal with the channel 1-2 and 5-6 phase
shifters in place. Additional attenuation of 6 dB was introduced into the
signal path of channels 1-2 and 5-6 to study the effects simulating the
presence of signals in these channels that saturate the TWTAs. Each phase
shifter needed to be adjusted methodically to search out the minimum and
maximum effects of dual path on the BER of the desired channel. Due to the
lack of a phasing specification between channels, it is impossible to predict
the average effect prior to pre-launch or in-orbit measurements.
Figure 32 shows the measured results of the INTELSAT v hardware simulation. BER was measured for channel 3-4 with HPA and transponder TwTA
operating input backoff of (10/2) and (0/0) dB. It is important to note that
these results were obtained for "silent" adjacent channels (channels without
signal loading). For the case of adjacent channels loaded with QPSK/TDMA
signals, up-link (primarily) and down-link ACSSI effects will mask the effect
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of DPI alone.
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Figure 31. Modem In-Channel Performance Variation With AWGN
Interference Calculation as a Function of C/I

Reference 2, the minimum and maximum dual-path loss conditions were
identified and measured. Although the relative RE phasing of transponder
channels in the INTELSAT systems had not been specified, it was observed
that a specific phasing condition between adjacent and center wanted channels
would result in a worst-case destructive interference at the demodulator.
Attempts were made to evaluate the DPI for INTELSAT V using computer
simulation. The evaluation in Reference 9 does not distinguish DPI from
ACSSI, and in Reference 6 the effect was found to be negligible (see Figure 28).
The extensive INTELSAT v hardware simulation work included this impairment evaluation. Figure 14 shows the arrangement of the transponder
simulator adjacent channels 1-2 and 5-6 with phase shifters and attenuators
which allowed the determination of maximum and minimum dual-path effects.

These results showed that, for the (0/0) input backoff channel 3-4 link
operating conditions, the worst-case phasing dual-path effects are large for
the equal small-signal, three-channel gain condition. When the adjacent
channel gain is reduced by 6 dB, the (0/0) worst-case phasing dual-path
effect is reduced considerably. This same (0/0) link condition showed
essentially no dual-path effect for the best-case phasing adjustment. For the
normally expected (10/2) input backoff link operating conditions, the worstcase dual-path phasing produces moderate effects (equal small-signal, threechannel gain conditions) and essentially no effect for the best-case phasing
adjustment. Although not measured, it can be inferred from the (0/0) link
condition that reducing the small-signal gain of the adjacent channels by
6 dB would produce essentially no dual-path effect for the worst-case phasing
adjustment in the case of (10/2) link operating conditions.
These impairment losses are lower than previous dual-path measurements
made at 60 Mbit/s [2]. System parameters affecting this impairment are
primarily the input and output transponder filter multiplexer characteristics
and the demodulator adjacent channel rejection filter characteristics, and
secondarily, the modem pulse-shaping filter design, the HPA spectral regrowth
characteristics, and possibly the demodulator carrier and clock recovery
circuits.
The overall system down-link effect of both adjacent channels loaded with
TDMA signals which include the dual-path effect as well as any down-link
ACSSI was studied as indicated in the previous section on ACSSI impairment
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Channel equalization distortion ISI limpairment (e)I

_-

• ALL 3 CHANNELS SMALL SIGNAL
GAINS ADJUSTED TO BE EQUAL
EXCEPT AS NOTED

A very important issue for the INTLISA'F V TDMA transmission system was
the precision required in the link amplitude and group delay responses. This

• NO SIGNALS IN CHANNELS 1 2 & 5-6

issue was addressed in part through the INFELSA r v laboratory hardware
simulation effort.

(HPA/INTELSAT V) TWTA INPUT
BACKOFFS
(10/2)

CHANNELS 1 2. 5-6 6-dB LESS
GAIN RELATIVE TO CHANNEL 3-4
CHANNEL 1 2, 5-6 PHAING
ADJUSTED FOR WORSST-CASE
PERFORMANCE

w

CHANNELS 1 2, 5-6 PHASING
ADJUSTED FOR BEST-CASE
PERFORMANCE

I

MODEM B/B^ 1

16

18

20

EE/NO (dB)

Figure 32 . INTELSAT V Channel 3 -4 Performance With Channel 1-2 and
Channel 5-6 DPI Effects

evaluation. The phasing of the adjacent channels was adjusted to give the
worst-case dual-path effect as explained above. The adjacent channel TWTAs
were turned off to measure the up-link ACSSI effect and then turned on to
include dual-path and down-link ACSSI. Figure 30c shows the result for
10-dB HPA input backoffs. The combined effect of DPI and down-link ACSSI
(thought-to be mainly dual path) is small. An AWGN analysis shows this
effect to he equivalent to a noise interferer having a CII of 33 d6 producing
an E,IN,, degradation of approximately 0.1 dB at a BER of I x 10 6. The
combined effect of up-link and down-link ACSSI (0.7 dB) plus DPi (0.1 dB)
justifies the assumption of 1.0 dB used in the link budget work.

The link shown in Figure 14 includes up- and down-link group delay and
amplitude equalizers to bring the various portions of the link into compliance
with prescribed INTELSAT specifications or. in the case of the transponder
output filter, to achieve an improvement in the filter group delay characteristic
with reasonable equalization complexity.
The equalization of the IIPA simulator of Figure 14 was required due to
the characteristics of the single up-conversion handpass filter. A very small
single-stage parabolic correction (equalizer I of Figure 14) was required to
correct this filter. The HPA simulator up- and down-converters shown in
Figure 14 are not part of the actual operational system.
The equalization of the second up-converter (the only up-converter in the
actual system) was required as a result of the first u- handpass filter in the
up-converter. A two-stage all-pass group delay equalizer was designed
(equalizer 2 of Figure 14) with the aid of a COMSAT Laboratories computer
program. The overall up-link responses were observed from interface (A) to
interfaces (B) and (C) (Figure 14). The response of interface (A) to (B)
represents the entire "earth station transmit chain" response. The measured
"transmit chain" amplitude and group delay responses have been plotted on
the INTELSAT TDMA specification masks and are shown in Figure 33.
The response of the channel 3-4 transponder input multiplexer filter (not
included in Figure 33) is shown in Figure 34a. This filter has a measure of
internal group delay equalization required by INTELSAT v transponder
specifications.
The down-link is somewhat more complicated than the up-link. Two group
delay equalizers had to be designed and constructed, one for INTELSAT V
channel 3-4 output filter correction (not equalized by INTELSAT v transponder
specifications) and one for the down-link down-converter (equalizers 3 and
4, respectively, of Figure 14). Equalizer 3 employed a three-stage all-pass
configuration and equalizer 4 employed a two-stage configuration. The
correction required for the transponder output filter is not specified. Figure 34b
shows the amplitude and group delay response of the channel 3-4 transponder
output filter without group delay equalization. A reasonable tradeoff between
corrected group delay and equalizer complexity was chosen, resulting
in a three-stage design for equalizer 3. An amplitude slope correction of
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Figure 33. Channel 3-4 Up-Link Amplitude and Group Delay Responses
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+0.5 dB/80 MHz was found to be necessary for the down-link in addition
to the group delay correction, resulting in part from the non-ideal all-pass
characteristics of the cascaded group delay equalizers 3 and 4. This resulted
in equalizer 5 of Figure 14.
Figure 35 shows the amplitude and group delay responses plotted on the
INTELSAT TDMA specification masks for the "earth station receive chain"
(without equalizer 3) demonstrating the degree of compliance achieved
linterface (D) to (E) of Figure 14].
Finally, the overall tandem HPA and transponder channel 3-4 amplitude
and group delay responses (including equalizer 3) measured at two combinations of HPA and transponder TWTA input backoffs are shown in Figure 36
[interface (A) to (E) of Figure 14]. The link equalization achieved is evident
from these figures.
However, the question remains as to how good equalization has to he or,
conversely, how sensitive is BER to link equalization degradation. BER
performance measurements have been made for linear group delay, parabolic
group delay, and linear amplitude slope of varying degrees of distortion on
the up- or down-link of an INTELSAT v 72-MHz channel having the initial
equalization perfection described above. The results are summarized in
Tables 10 through 12 for linear amplitude slope, linear group delay slope,
and parabolic group delay distortion types, respectively.
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Figure 34. Channel 3-4 Transponder Input and Output Filters Amplitude
and Group Delay Responses
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Figure 35. Channel 3-4 Down-Link Amplitude and Group Delav Responses

Forward error correction coding
EEC coding is required on links that experience the full reuse cci. A study
was conducted to identify candidate error correction codes and assess their
impact on the INTELSAT TDMA system 1111. The primary performance goals
were to improve an uncoded BER of 7 x Itl ' under clear-sky conditions to
better than I x 10-6 and to improve an uncoded HER of 3 x 10-3 under
Cc1 conditions arising from rain-induced depolarization to better than
I x 10 '. Errors produced by Ccl were concluded to be sufficiently random
to permit the use of random error correcting codes to achieve the desired
performance goals. This fact was subsequently confirmed in hardware testing
of models of a coder/decoder (codec) selected on the basis of the study
results.
Block codes were found better suited to TDMA operation than convolutional
codes, which require the extra complexity of convolutional encoder parity
bit flushing at the end of a burst. Furthermore, the convolutional decoders
need the insertion of dummy information bits corresponding to the flushed
parity bits. The time required to process the numerous dummy bits restricts
the minimum spacing of adjacent bursts. Block codes are also shorter than
comparable self-orthogonal convolutional codes and offer better BER
performance.

GROUP DELAY

A
140 MHz
0 HPA TWTA
(b) 2 INTELSAT V TWTA

Figure 36. Channel 3-4 Overall Link Responses
Universal application of a single coding and decoding method throughout
the system appeared most desirable since a larger number of links require
coding and all requirements can be met with a high-rate code and moderate codec complexity. Placement of the codec between the multiplexer/
demultiplexer and scrambler/descrambler permits a single codec operating in
a burst mode to process all bursts. Unique word detection was recommended
for ambiguity resolution since differential decoding doubles the HER. Furthermore, if the differential decoder is located ahead of the FEC decoder, the
resulting paired errors produce further decoding degradation, while positioning
the differential decoder after the FFC decoder requires additional overhead
bits since ambiguity is not resolved prior to FEC decoding.
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TABLE 10. LINEAR AMPLITUDE SLOPE DISTORTION
E,/N,, DEGRADAT ION FROM IDEAL
(dB)

DISTORTION
i (dB/72 MHz )

UP-LINK

DOWN-LINK

0
1
2
3
4

2.50
2.65
3.10
3.75
4.70

2.50
2.65
3.05
3.65
4.50

5

6.15

5.35

6

7.75

6.50

TABLE 11. LINEAR GROUP DELAY SLOPE DISTORTION
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A code rate of 7/8 is a nearly optimum tradeoff between efficiency and
decoder complexity. Efficiency improves only slightly for rates above 7/8,
while decoding complexity increases greatly. For rates below 7/8, decoders
become much simpler, but efficiency suffers significantly because of the
increased percentage of parity bits. The recommended block code was the
rate 7/8 (128,112) BCH code. The final performance specification of the
decoder is given in Table 13. Figure 37 is the decoder input/output error rate
characteristic. This figure can be used to transform any of the previous
uncoded BER performance measurements, or calculations, to performance
with coding. Note, however, that all measurement data based on hardware
simulation in this paper include modem differential coding for phase ambiguity
resolution. These hardware simulation BER results must therefore he divided
by two for use in determining both uncoded and coded performance in the
INTELSAT V/vl system.

Lea/N, DEGRADATION FROM IDEAL
(dB)

DISTORTION

TABLE 13. FEC PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS WITHOUT' DIFFERENTIAL,

. (ns/72 MHz)

UP-LINK

DOWN-LINK

0
2
4
6
8
10
12

2.50
2.60
2.90
3.25
3.85
4.80
6.25

2.50
2.63
2.93
3.43
4.10
5.13
6.50

TABLE 12. PARABOLIC GROUP DELAY DISTORTION

ENCODING
LINK CONDITION

INPUT BER

Clear-Sky
Rain Degraded

5 x 10
6 x 10

OUI'PUr BER

I x 10 °
1 X 10

System performance
The overall transmission performance of the INTELSAT V system with all
impairments present will now be discussed with emphasis on two areas:

E,/N, DEGRADATION FROM IDEAL.
DIE)

DISTORTION
2 (ns/36 MHz)

UP-LINK

DOWN-LINK

0

2.60

2.65

+2

2.70

2.90

+4
+6
+8
+ 12
+16
0
-2

2.80
2.95
3.30
4.00
4.80
2.60
2.55

3.00
3.30
3.70
4.55
5.40
2.65
2.60

-4

2.62

2.62

-6
-8
-12
-16

2.70
2.85
3.35
4.00

2.67
2.80
3.25
3.95

a. Results of the extensive INTELSAT v laboratory hardware simulation
with all or partial impairments present. This work yields steady-state
results assuming all signal and interference levels at some selected
constant value.
b. Results of a BER/error-free second (BEEFS) program that computes
estimates of BER and percent error -free seconds ( EFS) applied to a worstcase INTELSAT TDMA link based on known earth station location rain
fade statistics.
Laboratory hardware measured system performance

The following describes results of performance measurements made with
a composite system of interference types and levels using the extensive
INTELSAT v hardware simulation configuration of Figure 14 to represent what
could be expected in the INTELSAT V TDMA operating system. Because of the
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TABLE 14. COMPOSITE NOMINAL INTELSAT SYSTEM CASE

10-2

10-3

Backoffs
UP-Link Noise
Up-Link CCI
Three Equal Interference Sources
External Interference
Total Interference

GDO /
Jai/
10-4

/

ACSSI
HPA Input Backoffs
Carrier Frequencies
Cartier Levels

10-5

TWTA Input Backoffs
Down-link CCI`
Three Equal Interference Sources
External Interference
Total Interference
Down- Link Noise E„/N,

10_7

10_B

3-4; HPA/INTEISAT V
TWTA input
10/2 (dB)
P.pIN„ = 24.2 dB
CJI = 21.6 dB
C/I = 32.2 dW
C4 - 11.24 dB
10 dB
---80 MHz from ch 3-4
Equal to ch 3-4 level at
INTELSAT V receiver output
3.5 dB"
C/I = 21.6 dB
C/I = 32.2 dB^
C/7 = 21.24 dB
Variable ( Nominal value
expected, E„/N„ _ 19.7 dB)

° Provided by increasing the level obtained with three equal interference sources.
An inadvertent error used through all of the full - scale work but which has no impact on
results since adjacent channel TWTA spectrum spreading is well filtered on the down-link,
producing no ACSSI. The up-link ACSST is set by the HPA hackoff.
Co-channel INTELSAT V TWTAs at 2-dB input backotf.

10-9
5

2
10-10
10-5 2

117

510-4 to-3

10-2

INPUT BER

Figure 37. BER Performance of EEC Rate 7/8
(128,112) BCH Code

large number of variables involved, the variation of parameter values had to
be limited to avoid an unmanageable number of combinations. For application
of these results to INTELSAT system planning, it should be re-emphasized
that they include differential coding/decoding and do not include any EEC
coding. To use any of these results for the INTELSAT application, which
does not employ differential coding/decoding for carrier phase ambiguity
resolution, the BERs shown must be reduced by a factor of two.
Table 14 defines the configuration and conditions for a nominal INTELSAT
system. Figure 38 shows the resulting BER performance with all interference
present and with selected interference components present. In addition, an
AWN analysis has been calculated assuming that all interference levels are
AWCN and can be added on a power basis to obtain an equivalent (E„/N„)'oz.

ACSSI has been accounted for by integrating the appropriate adjacent channel
spectrum regrowth measured for channels 1-2 and 5-6 in a 60-MHz bandwidth
as explained earlier. The desired signal power has been determined by
integrating the modulated signal power for channel 3-4 in a 60-MHz
bandwidth. In order to perform this calculation, C/1 ratios are assumed to be
equivalent to E,1N„ (signal-to-noise ratio in 60-MHz bandwidth) and the
linear addition of all interference is accomplished with interference measured
in the same bandwidth, as follows
Up-link
Thermal Noise

(E,,/N„)1 = 24.2 dB
(E,IN„)I = 27.2dB

CCI

(E,IN„)2 = 21.24 dB

ACSSI

(EI,/N„), = 21 .31 dB (total ch 1-2 and ch 5-6)
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• Down-link

The total equivalent down-link power ratio is given by

Thermal Noise

(E5/N,,)4 = 19.7 dB (nominal value expected)

I
(E,IN„)TOTrQ =

(E,/Nj, = 22.7 dB
CC'

I

I

I

I

(E,IN,,)1 (E,IN,,), (E,IN,,)1 (E,IN,,)4 (E,IN,J5

(E,IN„)5 = 21.24dB

Substituting and performing the indicated operations for (E,1No)4 = 22.7 dB
results in
SYSTEM INTERFERENCE COMPONENT
-NOT PRESENT

- PRESENT
SYSTEM UP-LINK
SCENARIO THERMAL
NOISE

DUAL
PATH
(2 CHAN)

(E,IN,,)n,rrE = 1528 dB

CHAN12 OHAN 5-6
ADJACENT ADJACENT
HAN CHAN

3.OPSK
UP LINK
CO-CHAN

or

(E1'1No)7 orrg = 12.28 dB
330
(EST)

21 24

21 24

2505 L237
21 31

MEASURED
+--A- AWGN ANALYSIS
w

m

I CHANNEL 3-4 (HPA/INTELSAT V) TWTA

INPUT BACKOFF-( 10/2)

CHANNEL
WITHOUT

INTERFERENCE

DOWN-LINK Eb/ND (dB)

Figure 38. Channel 3-4 Static BER Performance With Three Multiple
Interference Scenarios

From Figure 38 , the channel without interference performance curve is used
to determine the BER for (EA/NO),JC = 12.28 dB and the result is plotted as
a point at the actual case I down-link E,,/N„ of 19.7 dB ((E,/N„ )4 = 22.7 dB].
Using this AWGN analysis approach , comparative noise performance was
developed and plotted for all of the system interference scenarios listed in
Figure 38 . The results show very good agreement with actual measured
performance but also reveal that the AWGN analysis is slightly pessimistic
for multiple interference cases. The value of EA/N, used in Figure 38 is
down- link thermal noise only referred to 120 Mbit/s.
Table 15 shows the tabulated link HER for system scenario I with (hardware
simulation measurement cases ) and without (operational system case) differential coding and with the rate 7 /8 (128, 112) BCH FEC decoding (applying
Figure 37 ). Note that with FEC the margin to a threshold performance of
1 x 10 6 (10.7-dB FIN,,) from a clear-sky E,IN, of 20 dB (23-dB C/N in
60 MHz, Tables 2 through 5) appears to be 9.3 dB. However, it should be
understood that rain degradation causes a loss in wanted signal level plus a
cross-polarization isolation depolarization effect, both of which increase cci.
The total impairments would be an increase in thermal noise , an increase in
CCI (decrease in co-channel C/I), and an increase in ACSSI. It is not possible
to determine the true statistical link margin from these steady-state laboratory
simulation measurements.
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TABLE, 15. SYSIFM PERFORMANCE DERIVED FROM SIMULATION
MEASUREMENTS (SCENARIO 1)
MEASURED HER Wrmour
DOWN-LINK HER Wrm HER WlfnoUf DE ILREN II At,
TuERMAL NOISE DIPI:ERENTIAI DurERENFIAT. CODING
ONLY 6„/N

(dB) CODING CODING But WITH FEC

8.0
10.0

107°
12.0
14.0
16.0
20.01

60x
6 0x1 0
1.6 x 10
1.0x 10
4.0 x 10
1.1 x 10 4
3.6 x 10 `
7.0 x 106

3.0 x 1 0 `
8.0 x 10 4
5.0x104
2.0 x 10
5.5 x 10
1.8 x 10
3.5 x 10-6

22x 10 4
4.0 x 10 ^
Lox 10^
6.8 x 10
1.5 x 10
<10
«I0-'

Referred to 120 Mhits.
Link threshold FEC output BER = I x 10
Typical down-link clear-sky 8„ /N„ (C/N = 23 (113 in 60 MHz, ' fables 2 through 4 for
INTELSAT V).

It is important to note that the measured results show significant flaring of
BER as a function of down-link E,,/N„ and night at first glance be questioned.
However, using the nonlinear channel modern performance C/l = - result,
which of itself does not significantly flare out, produces a flared result as a
result of the AWGN analysis. It is the degree of interference being characterized
closely by AWGN that causes the flare. It is not a measurement error.
Now it is easily seen how FEC is necessary to reduce the relatively high
error rates resulting from a scenario I system configuration, for example, to
the acceptable values given in Table 15.
True link rain degraded system performance using the BEEFS com.
puler program

The BEEFS program developed by COMSAT Laboratories computes an
estimate of HER, percent EFS, and percent error-free deeiseconds (EFDS)
performance for INTELSAT TDMA links. This program was developed to
assess INTELSAT TDMA links for use in data transmission networks such as
the integrated services data network (ISDN).
The program combines detailed link parameters, rain impairment effects,
and laboratory measured BER data to obtain performance for very small
percentages of time. (The desired performance objective for the links being
analyzed initially has been a BER of 10 6 or better for 99.2 percent of the
time, and a percent EFS of 99.36 percent, normalized to a 64-kbit/s channel.)

The BEEFS program combines the following elements to compute BER and
percent EFS and EFDS for specific INTELSAT TDMA links:
a. A description of the satellite, including its location and its
transmission characteristics in the direction of INTELSAT earth stations,
including co- and cross-polarized antenna characteristics,
b. A description of the location and link characteristics of the
INTELSAT earth stations involved.
c. A rain impairment model for up- and down-link rain impairments
at each earth station.
d. For each run. the identity of the specific earth stations and
transponders that are the up-link and down-link for the desired carrier
and the co-channel and adjacent channel interferers.
e. A laboratory measurements-derived model based on the work
presented in this paper that gives BER as a function of up- and downlink thermal noise, ccl, and ACSSI, and the transponder operating point
for INTELSAT 120-Mbit/s TDMA transmission.
J. A model that converts BER to percent EFS and EFDS. The program
has been developed to handle C-band, K.-band, and C-band/K„-band
cross-strapped links.
The principal output of this program is a plot of BER vs percent time, and
values of percent FFS and EFDS.
To assess the rain fading condition in the INTELSAT v and VI TDMA system,
a representative link in the Indian Ocean Region primary path (IOR PRI)
INTELSAT v network was studied using the BEEFS program. The analysis was
performed for the link from Fucino to Yamaguchi, which has severe rain
statistics. The other three co-frequency transponders were loaded with crosspolarized TDMA carriers from Raisting to Jatiluhur, Jatiluhur to Raisting, and
Yamaguchi to Encino. Figure 39a, which shows the BER from the clear-sky
condition to 99.999-percent availability without FEC coding for the worst
month precipitation modeling, indicates that the clear weather HER is better
than I x 10 7. Figure 39b shows the BER vs link availability for the same
link with FEC coding. With FEC coding, the clear-sky error rate improves to
better than I x 10 17. Figure 39 demonstrates that the INTELSAT TDMA
system meets the current CCIR Recommendation 522 and the new draft
recommendation for ISDN.
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Conclusions
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The INTELSAT V/Vi TDMA l ink transmission design has been reviewed in
detail. The major focus of the paper dealt with the development of pulseshaping modem filters for the nonlinear channel, with the resulting in-band
sex performance and related earth station OBE in adjacent channels, and the
evaluation of system impairments . FEC coding was reviewed and overall
system performance was presented using both static hardware simulation
measurements and a statistical dynamic modeling program (BEEFS).
Emphasis was placed on hardware simulation for the evaluation of the
modem filters ; co-channel , adjacent channel, dual path , and channel equalization distortion; and for the realistic assessment of IIPA out-of - band emission
spectrum characteristics and levels.
Overall system performance of the nonlinear channel with system interference elements was determined with good accuracy by treating all interference components as AWGN and adding them to the measured modem
performance in the nonlinear channel (without interference). For one or two
co-channel interferers , this approach will give more pessimistic results than
for three to five co-channel interferers with C/ITO.r values on the order
of 20 dB.
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TDMA traffic terminal verification and
testing*
R. P. RIDINGS, J. F. BOMAR, AND F. L. Kltoo
(Manuscript received September 5, 1985)

Abstract
COMSAT has performed system integration testing to prepare the U.S. Signatory's
time-division multiple-access (TDMA) traffic terminal for use in the INTELSAT TDMA
network. Tests were developed to verify compliance with the INTELSAT TDMA,DSt
Traffic Terminals Specification BG-42-65 and to ready the traffic terminal for
INTELSAT network testing and live traffic. The tests were conducted after manufacturer on-site acceptance testing and before INTELSAT network testing. 'this paper
describes the tests, special test equipment, and related data.

Introduction
COMSAT has installed two 120-MbiUs time-division multiple-access
(TDMA)/digital speech interpolation (DSI) traffic terminals for the U.S.
Signatory at the Etam, West Virginia, earth station to operate in the INTELSAT
TDMA network accessing the Major Path 2 (MP2) and Primary satellites.
COMSAT has also installed a third TDMA terminal at the new earth station
in Roaring Creek, Pennsylvania. This terminal was originally planned for
operation over the Major Path I (Met) satellite; however, there are currently
no plans for Met TDMA network operation.
The system integration tests described in this paper verified that the MP2
terminal [l] is in compliance with INTELSAT Traffic Terminals Specification
BG-42-65 [2]. The test plan was designed to be run in-station without the
*This paper is based on work performed by COMSAT under the sponsorship of
the Earth Station Ownership Consortium (ESOC). Views expressed are not necessarily
those of EsoC.
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use of the satellite, the INTELSAT reference terminal, or the traffic terminals
of other signatories. However, satellite loop tests were conducted because
the satellite was already in a hemi-loophack configuration for INTELSAT
testing of the Etam MP2 reference terminal.
The tests were performed with the traffic terminal operating in the loop
configurations shown in Figure 1. The traffic terminal was controlled by a
built-in reference burst generator when testing in the IF and RE loop
configurations, and by the Elam reference terminal when testing in the
satellite loop configuration. Testing in the transmultiplexer loop does not
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require a reference burst controller. The tests included equipment alignment
(equalization, gain, etc.), acquisition and synchronization, basehand performance, verification of burst time plan (BTP) management, system monitoring
and control, and redundancy switching control.
Tests were also conducted using the COMSAT Laboratories experimental
TWMA traffic terminal [31 and the INTELSAT reference station emulator (RSE)
[41,[51. This permitted end-to-end baseband testing between two traffic
terminals, verification that the INTELSAT Dsl specifications were properly
implemented, and extensive exercise of the acquisition and synchronization
protocols by the RSE.

Truffle terminal overview
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Figure 1 Loop Test Configurations

Three components of the U.S. Signatory's TDMA traffic terminal will he
discussed: baseband equipment, RE equipment, and the operations and
maintenance center (oMC). As shown in Figure 2, baseband terrestrial
supergroup traffic is routed through the redundancy switch to the transinultiplexer, where it is digitized into the CEPT pulse-code modulation (PCM)
2.048-MbiUs format. The traffic is then compressed by the DS1 module into
an allocated number of satellite channels and routed through the DSI interface
to the common TDMA terminal equipment (crrE). The CITE multiplexes the
traffic into [DMA bursts, which are transmitted at a bit rate of 120.832 MbiUs
using quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation. The return traffic is
demultiplexed from the received TDMA bursts and routed through the DSI
interface to the proper DST module. The DS1 module directs the received
traffic into the CEPT 2.048-Mbit/s bit streams. The digitized traffic is then
converted back to analog supergroups by the transmultiplexer and routed
through the redundancy switch to the frequency-division multiplex (FDM)
equipment.
The RF up-links and down-links are illustrated in Figure 3. Redundant
equalizers and up-converters feed traffic to one of three high-power amplifiers
(HPA,) via redundant interfacility link (IEL) amplifiers. The RE down-link
consists of redundant low-noise amplifiers (LNA,) which interface with
redundant equalizers and down-converters. The status interface unit (siu)
monitors the status of the equalizers, IEL,, HPAs, and I.NA, and feeds this
information to the oMC where it is monitored at the status, alarm, and control
(SAC) panel.

Figure 4 shows the oMC, which consists of an HP-1000/A600 computer with
a 67-Mbyte hard disk, a printer, an operator console, and a real-time operating
system. Two HP-9316 microcomputers used as operator terminals interface to
the computer: one for operation and one for maintenance. Operation includes
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real-time monitoring, control, and data collection; maintenance includes
diagnostic testing of off-line equipment and the entry of master time plan
(MTP) information. Each operator terminal is provided with a SAC unit which
displays equipment status and alarm conditions, implements automatic
redundancy switching, and allows for manual control of equipment status
(on-line, standby, maintenance, and fail). The oMC computer monitors the
CTTEs via their respective ci-m interfaces, and the remaining equipment via
the SAC interface. The computer provides real-time displays for monitoring
and control, data collection, and MTP entry. It also receives the condensed
time plan (CTP) from the INTELSAT Operations Center (hoc) using X.25
protocols, verifies checksums, and converts the CTP to machine-readable
format (BG-42-65, Subsection 7.7.3). In case of hard disk failure or computer
failure, backup configurations are available that permit CTP reception and
operation of the terminal with a limited number of monitoring functions.
The SAC unit receives the status from each of the individual units carrying
traffic and commands the appropriate redundancy switch when a fault occurs.
The redundancy configuration for the DSI and transmultiplexers is a I-for-N
scheme. Two 120-channel transmultiplexers and one 240-channel Dsi module
switch as a single unit whenever a failure occurs in the DSh or a transmultiplexer.
The redundancy switch redirects four supergroups to the redundant transmultiplexers, and the c7TE/osl interface is automatically remapped to the
redundant DSI module. The remaining equipment switches in a 1-for-I
redundancy scheme. The CTrE and the CVTE/DSI interfaces switch together,
the modulator and up-converter switch together, and the demodulator and
down-converter switch together. The RE equipment redundancy switching is
controlled independently of the TDMA system, and status is provided through
the siu for display at the SAC panel.
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The traffic terminal tests are partitioned into the following categories (see
Table 1):
• equipment alignment,
• acquisition and synchronization,
• basehand tests,
• BTP management, and
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operation and maintenance.
Equipment alignment
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The transmultiplexer, modem, RF chain, and orderwire circuits were
aligned by setting signal levels and equalizing certain equipment in accordance
with INTELSAT specifications.
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TRANSMULTIPLEXER
TABLE 1. TDMA SYSTEM INTEGRATION TESTS (U.S. SIGNATORY)
RIfIRENCE

TEST TITLE

SSOG [6J
Vol. 3, Book 2 BG-42-65

Equipment Alignment
Transmultiplexer Signal Level Adjustments
Modem
• Demodulator Recovered Carrier
and Clock Phase Adjustment
• Modulator IF Frequency and
Stability
• Electrical Path Length Equalization
• Carrier and Clock Cycle Skips
• BER and Unique Word Miss Detection
RF Equipment
• Earth Station e.i.r.p.
• Gain
• Frequency Tolerance
• Amplitude and Group Delay
• Electrical Path Length
Equalization
• Satellite Equalization
Voice Orderwire
• Insertion Loss
• Frequency Response
• Channel Noise
Acquisition and Synchronisation
• RSE Tests
• Reference Burst Generator Tests
• Satellite Loop Tests
Baseband Tests
• Channel BER
• Test Tone SIN
• Channel Check Test Alarm
• Speech Detection
• Speech Detector-Echo Canceller
Interaction
• 14.4-kbit/s Modem Data BER
BTP Management
• CTP Reception
• Local CTP Generation
• MTP Generation
Operation and Maintenance
• Monitor and Control
• Fault Detection and Redundancy Switching

The transmultiplexer was designed with the level of the supergroup pilot

fixed at -20 dBmO so that setting the supergroup level automatically sets
the levels in the system. The transmit level was adjusted to give the specified
input level at the analog-to-digital converters, and the receive level was
adjusted to give the specified level at the supergroup distribution frame. The
performance of the transmultiplexer was verified during the baseband tests.
MODEM

2.2

The following modem adjustments and performance measurements were

2.7

conducted:
2.10
2.9
2.4,2.5.2.6

3.5
3.33
333.1,3.3.3.2

6.2
32
3.7, 6.7
3.3, 6.3
3.4, 6.4

2.2
2.8
2.1.1, 2 1.2
2.5
2.6

3.6. 6.6

2.5.2

9.2.1
9.2.2
9.2.3

7.2
7.2
7.2

5.0

6.0. 7.8
6.0

6.0

to
8_5.5
8.6

• demodulator recovered carrier and clock phase adjustment,
• modulator frequency and stability,
• electrical path length equalization,
• carrier and clock slips, and
• bit error rate (BER) and unique word (uw) miss detection.
The demodulator recovered carrier was adjusted in IF loop for the optimum
eye pattern, and the clock was adjusted for midbit sampling. Modulator
frequency and stability were verified by measurement over a 24-hour period,
indicating a frequency deviation of less than I part in 107. Electrical path
lengths were adjusted in the factory by trimming coils of coaxial cable
provided in the modem for that purpose and tested on-site by COMSAT.
The delay variation between any modulator/demodulator combination was
equalized to within 7.2 ns. Carrier and clock slip measurements were
conducted in the IF loop configuration with the modem in continuous
transmission mode and are plotted as a function of E,/No in Figure 5. The
BER and uw miss detection were measured in both the IF loop (Figure 6a)
and the satellite loop (Figure 6b).
RF UP- AND DOWN-CHAINS

The following measurements were conducted to verify alignment of the
RE up-chains and down- chains:
.4.2

.7.2

7.7

3.5, 6.5

• earth station e.i.r.p. for TDMA,
• gain,
• frequency tolerance,
• amplitude and group delay responses,
• electrical path length equalization, and
• satellite equalization.
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Figure 5. Carrier and Clock Cvcle Slipping vs EhIN„
w
The TDMA e.i.r.p. was adjusted at the up-converter RF output by using a
continuously variable potentiometer with a 30-dB range. Since the IFLs and
itPAs operate in the multicarrier mode, no gain adjustments were made beyond
the up-converter. Down-link gain adjustments were made at the RF input and
the IF output of the down-converter.
Up-converter frequency translation accuracy and stability were measured
by injecting a continuous IF carrier and measuring the output frequency of
the up-converter over a 24-hour period. Down-converter frequency translation
and stability were measured by injecting a continuous RF carrier and measuring
the frequency at the iF output over a 24-hour period. The worst-case frequency
deviation, measured for both up-converters and down-converters, was less
than I partin 108.

4

6

8
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EbINO (d8)
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Figure 6. Modem BER Performance
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Amplitude and group delay were adjusted by using a conventional
microwave link analyzer (MLA) operating in the continuous mode. Up-link
alignment was achieved by placing the Ni transmitter at the equalizer input
and the receiver at the antenna feed. For down-link alignment, the MLA
transmitter was placed at the antenna feed and the receiver at the equalizer
output. Amplitude equalization was implemented using fixed modules of
positive or negative linear slope ranging from I to 4 dB, and linear group
delay equalization was accomplished using fixed modules of positive or
negative slope ranging from 2 to 8 ns. Parabolic group delay equalization
was performed with fixed modules of curvature ranging from I to 4 as over
the 80-MHz band. Final trimming of the equalization was achieved by a
four-tap variable transversal equalizer. Figure 7 shows amplitude and group
delay as a function of frequency for both the up-link and down-link.
Electrical path lengths were equalized because a redundancy switch can
cause a jump in burst timing which must be minimized in order to maintain

burst reception within the specified aperture. Measurements were made for
the 12 combinations of up-links and 4 combinations of down-links (Figure 3).
The down-link electrical path length was measured from the antenna feed
port to the demodulator input, and the worst-case difference between any
two paths was 8 ns. Likewise, the up-link electrical path was measured from
the modulator output to the transmit feed port, and the worst-case difference
between any two paths was 13 ns.
The design of the satellite channel equalizers is the same as that described
for the up-link and down-link equalizers. Figure 8 gives the amplitude and
group delay measured in the satellite loop configuration.

1dB

140 MHz

10 ns
05dB
I I
(a) Equalizers Set to the Approximate
INTELSAT Mask
1 ns

0.5dB
(a) Up-Converter A, IFL A, HPA A

3 ns

140 MHz
0.5dB
(b) Response Modified by Adjusting
Down-Link Satellite Equalizer

1 ns
NOTE: MARKERS AT 10 MHz

Figure 8. Overall Satellite Loop Response
(b) Down-Converter A, LNA/IFL D
ORDERWIRE CODECS
NOTE: MARKERS AT 10 MHz

Figure 7. Up-Link Amplitude and Group Delay Response

The delta-modulation orderwire coders were aligned at the factory by the
manufacturer and their performance was verified by the following tests:
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• insertion loss,
• frequency response, and
• channel noise.
Insertion loss was measured at 1,020 kHz and adjusted to 0 ± 0.1 dB, and
frequency response was obtained by measuring the amplitude of a
-10-dBmO test tone transmitted at the frequencies given in Figure 9. Channel
noise measurements consisted of C-message weighted idle channel noise
(-73 dBmO) and test tone signal -to-noise ratio (S/N) vs input signal level
(see Table 2).

-- I I
--

-I

^o
-1--t

0.3 04 0.6 1.0
FREQUENCY (kHz)

Figure 9. Delta Codec Frequency Response
TABLE 2. DELTA CODEC TEST TONE S/N
INPUT SIGNAL* C-MrsSAGE
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because protocol failure can cause interference to traffic bursts or reference
bursts that share the same transponder. COMSAT tested the protocols using
the RSE, the reference burst generator, and the Etam MP2 reference terminal.
The RSE was developed by COMSAT Laboratories for INTELSAT to
validate the acquisition and synchronization protocols of traffic terminals
under both normal and anomalous operating conditions [4],[5]. The RSE
transmits reference burst(s) and receives the traffic terminal's principal burst
via an iF interface. Tests are implemented in the RsE by programming the
reference burst status and Uw bit errors. The response of the traffic terminal
is monitored by reading the principal burst's service channel messages and
observing the cTTE front panel indicators. Test scenarios are programmed
into the RSE to test the following protocols:
• search mode acquisition (SMA).
• gated mode acquisition (GMA),
• steady-state reception (ssR),
• burst timing synchronization (BTS),
• reference burst identification (RBID),
• burst qualified (BQ),
• receive frame synchronization (RFS),
• transmit frame acquisition (TEA),

• transmit frame synchronization (TFS),
• do not transmit (UNIX),
• selective do not transmit (SDNTX),
• BTP change,*
• service channel evaluation.

LEVEL WEIGHTED S/N

(dBmO) (dB)
-38 19
- 35 22
-28 26
-20 29
-18 30
-10 30
-8
30
0
28
+2
15

*Frequency = 1,020 Hz.
Acquisition and synchronization

Tests were performed to verify the operation of the acquisition and
synchronization protocols specified by INTELSAT. These tests were critical

An example of the RSE operation can be explained using the SSR test, which
verifies that the traffic terminal declares loss of SSR status when four
consecutive Uw, are missed, followed by 512 frames without the occurrence
of four consecutive uw detects. The test procedure consists of the following
three steps:
a. The RSE synchronizes the traffic terminal to the primary reference
burst (PRB) and receives the traffic terminal's principal burst.
b. The RSE. programs six hit errorst in the PRB's UW for 512 consecutive
frames and verifies continued reception of the principal traffic burst.
c. The RSE programs six bit errors in all the PRB uw, and verifies
* In the BTP change test, the RsI: compensated for the satellite delay and monitored
for traffic burst uw misses, thereby executing a Bit' change with verification of no
interruption to traffic.
T Six bit errors in the uw will cause a Lw miss, since the error threshold is 5.
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ceased transmission of the principal traffic burst (the operator verifies
ceased transmission of all other traffic bursts).
The built- in reference burst generator implements the following INTELSAT
Satellite Systems Operations Guide (ssoo) nontransmitting protocol tests
(Reference 6, Section 5):
• acquisition and steady-state reception (ASSR) evaluation,
• RFS evaluation,
• TEA evaluation,
• SDNTx evaluation,
• DNTx response evaluation, and
• Bit' change.
These tests are conducted to requalify the CITE following a failure. After
requalification the crrE is placed in the standby mode, fully operational with
its transmit bursts terminated at the up-converter switch. Operation is verified
from the cTfE status displays and by measuring the transmit burst length and
frame position using an oscilloscope.
The Etam MP2 reference terminal acquired and synchronized the Etam
traffic terminal in the satellite loop configuration. The reference terminal
monitored traffic burst position in the frame, the delay number (D„) returned
in the service channel, and uw misses. Acquisition was successfully completed
multiple times and synchronization was maintained over a 24-hour period.
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test tone S/N and in-band data (2,400 and 4,800 bit/s) BER, interfaced at the
four-wire board with the terminal looped at the digital side of the transmultiplexer. The second baseband test repeated the measurements with the
terminal in IF loop. Both tests were conducted for 24 hours without DSt
loading and without additive noise. The test tone S/N was displayed on a
strip-chart recorder, and the BER was recorded hourly. All BER measurements
were zero, and the test tone S/N was the same in both tests (40 dB,
C-message weighted). This verified that no degradation was introduced in
the DSI/DNI channel by the digital portion of the traffic terminal.
Following these tests, DSILDNI channel BER measurements were performed
in IF loop using the Tekelec PCM test set without Ds1 loading and with additive
noise. The test verified that BER vs E,,/N„ in the OSI channel was the same
as that measured in the modem test. The BER was then measured with forward
error correction (FEC) to verify the improvement due to coding. Figure 10
shows BER vs E„/N„ with and without FEC.

Raseband tests

The objective of the baseband tests was to verify transmultiplexer and DSI
performance. These tests consisted of the following:
• channel BER,
• test tone SIN,
• channel check test,
• speech detection,
• echo canceller-speech detector interaction, and
• 14.4-kbit/s modem BER.
Tests with the COMSAT Laboratories experimental TIMA traffic terminal
were conducted to allow end-to-end BER and S/N measurements between two
DSt modules and to verify the channel check test procedure. The RSE was
used for acquiring and synchronizing the two terminals.
Test configurations used to evaluate DSI/DNI channel performance can be
explained with reference to Figure 2. The first baseband test measured the

EbINo RIB)

Figure 10. DSI Channel BER Performance (IF loop with DSI loading)
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The test configuration using the COMSAT Laboratories TDMA traffic
terminal and the RSE is depicted in Figure 11. The two traffic terminals and
the RSE were connected at IF with additive noise. The DNI channels were
evaluated by measuring BER (using two Tekelec units), and the DSI channels
by measuring test tone S/N. The DST modules were loaded by a speech
activity simulator located in the COMSAT Laboratories DSI module; loading
at the Etam traffic terminal was achieved by looping the received channels,
except for the channels under test.
BER vs Ee/N(, was measured for DNI channels, with and without FEC, and
the results were the same as those obtained in IF loop (Figure 6a). The test
tone S/N was measured in the DST channel with DSI loading and without
additive noise. The C-message weighted S/N was nominally 40 dB, except
during periods of overload when the S/N dropped to approximately 34 dB.
In this case the measured noise is due mostly to quantization distortion.
The COMSAT experimental traffic terminal was used to verify the channel
check test procedure. This procedure confirms DST channel assignment and
continuity between D51 modules by transmitting a 1,000-Hz square wave
which is on for 500 frames and off for 4,500 frames. Reception of this signal
was verified at both the Etam terminal and the experimental terminal.
Whenever the channel check test signal is not properly received, an alarm
message is sent to the transmitting station. To ascertain that the alarm
message was sent, DST loading was increased until the test signal was frozen
out.

The speech detector was tested using prerecorded speech to verify that no
perceptible degradation was introduced by speech clipping, speech chopping,
or noise spurts between words caused by false speech detection. The
prerecorded speech was transmitted through the DSI channel with the system
operating in satellite loop, and was received and recorded for later evaluation
by trained listeners.
The speech consisted of phonetically balanced (FIT) words spoken by male
and female talkers, with levels of -20 and -30 dBmO and additive noise
ranging from -70 to -48 dBmO. The DST was forced into constant overload,
thereby requiring each speech spurt to be detected by the speech detector
before assignment to a satellite channel. A second recording was made of
the PB words (same signal and noise levels) transmitted over a DNI channel
(no speech detector). The trained listeners found that the PB words from both
the DNt and DST channels were of the same quality, except for slight clipping
noticed on a few words when the speech level was -30 dBmO and the noise
level was -48 dBmO.
The DSI was tested to evaluate the interaction between the speech detector
and an echo canceller 151,171. In the presence of receive speech, the echo
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canceller center clipper operation reduces noise power at the Ds1 channel
input, forcing the adaptive threshold in the speech detector to adjust to a
lower level. When receive speech ends, center clipper action is removed,
causing a sudden increase in the noise power which may result in a false
detection and the transmission of a noise spurt. This increases the probability
of overload and freeze-out, thereby degrading the quality of the voice channel.
This interaction was tested using the COMSAT Laboratories experimental
terminal connected at IF to the Etam terminal (Figure 11). Noise (-55,
-50, and -45 dBmO) was inserted at the send side of the Etam terminal,
and recorded PB words (-20 and - 30 dBmO) were inserted at the send side
of the COMSAT Laboratories terminal. Activity in the channel was monitored
at the receive side at the COMSAT Laboratories terminal. The results
indicated that activity due to speech detector and echo canceller interaction
was insignificant because of the speed of threshold adaptation and the
minimum allowable threshold level. Activity resulting from false triggering
was further minimized because of the shorter hangover time specified by
INTELSAT for signals of short duration.
The BER performance of the traffic terminal configured in the IF loop mode
with additive noise was measured with 14.4-kbit/s of modem data. The tests
were conducted using a Fujitsu 1926L modem and a BER test set. The results
are given in Table 3.
TABLE 3. 14.4-kbit/s MODEM BER PERFORMANCE
CHANNEL

14.4- kbit/s

BER

BER

6.8
6.3
1.3
7.0
2.7
5.0

x
x
x
x
x
x

10 6
10-7
10-7
10"
10 4
10 1

1.2 x
6.3 x
3.0 x
4.1 x
8.9 x
< I X

10 4

10
10

10
10-6
10-7

FEC
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Burst time plan management

The operational parameters of the TDMA traffic terminal are provided by
INTELSAT in the BTP, which consists of the CTP and the MTP. The CTP
contains information that identifies controlling and noncontrolling reference
bursts, transmit and receive burst timing, the transponder number for each
burst, the number of sub-bursts per burst, sub-burst length, and orderwire
maps. The MTP contains information to configure IF/RF equipment and
DSUDN1 equipment and to identify voice and teletype (TTY) orderwires.
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In normal operation, the CTP is generated by INTELSAT and sent from
the toe to the traffic terminals over an engineering service circuit (Esc). The
CTP reception at the Etam traffic terminal was verified by receiving the
INTELSAT CTP from the loc. After reception, the CTP is automatically
returned over the ESC to the IOC for verification. Implementation of the CTP
was verified by measuring the burst positions and burst lengths using an
oscilloscope.
During the testing at Etam, it was necessary that CTPs be generated by the
test personnel. The oMC permits operator entry of the CTP, storage on floppy
disk, and down-loading to the cTTE under operator control. Prior to conducting
the acquisition and synchronization tests and baseband tests, CTP generation
and implementation by the cTT'E had to be verified. This was achieved by
down-loading the CTP from the omc computer, performing normal acquisition
and synchronization using the reference burst generator, and measuring burst
positions and burst lengths using an oscilloscope. The acquisition and
synchronization tests required two e'res for the REP change. The CTP for
baseband testing allowed the CT-rE to receive its own transmitted bursts, and
the CTP for interfacing with the COMSAT Laboratories experimental terminal
allowed one sub-burst of traffic between terminals. The CTPs were generated
with and without FEC. The CEP for the RSE was programmed by the operator
at the RSE operator terminal.
The procedure for MEP generation is local entry at the omc operator
terminal, with the operational MTPS specified by INTELSAT and the test
MTPs specified by the test personnel. Test MTPs configure the DSI modules as
required for the baseband tests. In normal operation, the MTP is down-loaded
automatically during CTP reception from the toe; however, test M'rrs are
stored on floppy disks with their corresponding CTP and are down-loaded by
operator command.
Operation and maintenance

Operation and maintenance of the traffic terminal is performed at the omc
The omc testing described in this section includes system monitoring and
control, fault detection, and redundancy switching.
System monitoring and control are implemented from the operator terminals
and at the omc computer console. Testing was accomplished by controlling
and monitoring the terminal from the omc during system testing. Particular
attention was given to the real-time CITE acquisition and synchronization
display because this display must allow the operator to quickly determine
cTTE status in case of an alarm.
An equipment fault can be detected by either on-line or off-line diagnostic
testing. Each piece of equipment performs these tests, and the results are
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sent to the oMG. On-line diagnostic testing requires that a fault be forced
into the unit to produce the desired failure. Three types of alarms are sent
to SAC: minor I, indicating a nontraffic problem; minor 2, indicating loss of
interface signal from another unit; and major, indicating loss of traffic in the
unit. Each piece of equipment was tested to verify that the correct alarm
message was displayed at the SAC panel and that the fault message was
displayed at the operator terminals. The equipment was then manually
switched to the maintenance mode to verify off-line diagnostic testing.
If a failure occurs in an on-line unit, causing a major alarm, the SAC will
automatically switch the alarm unit to the failed mode and the standby unit
on-line. Redundancy switching was tested by forcing a major fault and
measuring the switchover time by observing the duration of the traffic outage.
Measurement was made by monitoring a test tone signal in the traffic channel
at the four-wire board using a storage oscilloscope. This test was conducted
in the satellite loop configuration; however, if the satellite loop were not
available, the test could have been performed in the RF loop configuration.
Table 4 gives the worst-case redundancy switching times.
TABLE 4. MEASURED REDUNDANCY SWITCHING TIMES
TRAFFIC OUTAGE TIME

The modem tests were conducted using a modem test set supplied by the
manufacturer of the TDMA equipment. The test set was designed to implement
the INTELSAT modem test procedure (BG-42-65, Attachment A). The RE
amplitude and group delay equalization was performed by using a conventional
MLA which requires continuous transmission. This was possible since the
transponder was not otherwise loaded: however, during normal operation a
BMLA (SSOG. Section 4, Annex I) will be necessary to prevent interference
to other bursts in the transponder. The Tekelec PcM frame simulator (TE-S20)
was used for baseband testing since the PCM DSI test set specified by
INTELSAT (BG/temp-48-1732, Rev. I) was unavailable. The reference burst
generator is a special test unit supplied with the Elam traffic terminal to
verify normal acquisition and synchronization operation. The RSE was used
to verify the acquisition and synchronization protocols under both normal
and anomalous operating conditions.
Testing with the COMSAT Laboratories experimental traffic terminal
verified compatibility between two TDMA/DSI terminals developed by different
manufacturers. The RSE: and the experimental TDMA traffic terminal were
essential in the early phases of system testing as there was no reference
station or other traffic terminal available to operate with the Etam MP2 traffic
terminal.

(WORST CASE)

EQ UIPMENT
Transmultiplexer/DSI

CTTE
Modulator/Up-Converter
Demodulator/Down-Converter
Transmit IEL
HPA
LNA/Receive IEL

(ms)

150
3
2-100 (adjustable)
2-100 (adjustable)
125
275
140

Specialized test equipment
The following specialized equipment was used in testing the TDMA traffic
terminal:
• modem test set,
• MLA or burst mode link analyzer (BMLA),
• Tekelec PcM frame simulator,
• reference burst generator,
• RSE, and
• COMSAT Laboratories experimental traffic terminal.

Conclusions
The results of COMSAT traffic terminal system integration testing verified
that the U.S. Signatory's traffic terminal complied with INTELSAT Specification BG-42-65. The INTELSAT SsoG tests and the AT&T subjective
tests were successfully completed, and the terminal entered service in October
1985. The Etam MP2 traffic terminal has performed exceptionally well, and
the same system integration tests have since been conducted for the primary
traffic terminal at Elam and the traffic terminal at Roaring Creek.
The COMSAT testing identified problems for correction before INTELSAT
SSOG and AT&T subjective testing and provided the operators with the
experience necessary to evaluate procedures and recommend improvements.
Testing with the INTELSAT RSE and the COMSAT Laboratories experimental
traffic terminal uncovered minor problems that could not be identified with
other available test equipment.
The newness of the TDMA equipment and the differences between it and
the communications equipment previously installed at the earth station meant
that highly knowledgeable personnel were required in order to integrate and
ready the terminal for operation. The test team consisted of three full-time
engineers trained in TDMA traffic terminal operation, earth station personnel,
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and specialized technical support from COMSAT Laboratories . The high
degree of cooperation that existed between the manufacturers and COMSAT
enabled prompt correction of problems found during testing.
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Generation of burst time plans for the
INTELSAT TDMA system*
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Abstract
In the INTELSAT time-division multiple-ac(Tss (I)MA) system, the burst time
plan Hine) contains the assignments of traffic and reference bursts, common acquisition
windows, and test slots to time slots within the TDMA frame for a given network.
Generation of the err involves the processes of sub-burst formation, burst formation,
reference burst assignments, and burst scheduling. wrP information is transferred to
the individual reference and traffic stations in the form of a master time plan (Mn')
and a condensed time plan (err). This paper describes algorithms which have been
developed for each of the uTr generation processes, as well as those algorithms and
procedures used to generate the Mfrs and errs. A software system which implements
these algorithms is also discussed.

Introduction
In the INTELSAT time-division multiple-access (TDMA) system, a community of transponders is synchronized to a common time period called the
TDMA frame . During the frame , each accessing station transmits its traffic
* This paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under the
sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT). Views expressed are not necessarily those of INTELSAT.
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within preassigned time intervals in one or more high-rate streams of bits
referred to as bursts. The INTELSAT TDMA system is characterized by the
use of transponder hopping, digital speech interpolation (DSI) techniques for
voice channel compression, and forward error correction (FEC) coding.
A network which uses two transponders on an Atlantic Ocean region
satellite is currently operating in the INTELSAT IDMA system. A second
network which uses transponders on an Indian Ocean region satellite began
operation in December 1985. Another TDMA network will become operative
in the future on another Atlantic Ocean region satellite.
The implementation of these networks has required considerable coordination and planning by the international signatories and the executive organ
of INTELSAT. Traffic prediction and management, the design and acquisition
of equipment, network configuration and control, and training in the concepts
of TDMA system operation have been addressed in great detail in order to
facilitate the development of these networks.
Traffic management deals with the process of collecting traffic requirements
from each system user; allocating the space segment efficiently while meeting
the traffic requirements of each user; recognizing the equipment constraints
of each user and complying with all INTELSAT TDMA system conditions
and constraints; coordinating a time for the synchronous reconfiguration of
the network for adding new traffic and/or stations; and providing each station
with the timing and control information necessary for transmitting and
receiving its traffic and configuring its baseband equipment.
The projections of traffic requirements given to INTELSAT by the users
are entered in the INTELSAT traffic data base (ITDB) from which the burst
time plan (BTP) is generated. The BTP is the entire body of timing assignments
for a specific IDMA network, including the time slot assignments for all
transmitted traffic and the control information for all network terminals. After
the network BTP is reviewed and agreed upon by the system users at an
annual operations representatives meeting, baseband worksheets are used to
support generating the baseband equipment configuration for each station.
The baseband, assignments and BTP timing assignments for each individual
terminal are then formatted into a master time plan (MTP) and a condensed
time plan (CTP) and sent to the stations to allow them to prepare for the
changeover to the new BTP.
Generation of a BTP requires a voluminous amount of information about
the individual stations and the constraints and requirements of the INTELSAT
TDMA system. This paper describes those considerations which are applicable
to the process of generating a BTP, and the algorithms which are implemented
in a set of software used by INTELSAT for this purpose.

overview of the INTELSAT TDMA system
An INTELSAT TDMA network consists of four reference stations, traffic
stations, and the INTELSAT Operations Center IDMA Facility (tocTF). The
reference stations monitor the status and timing of the system and provide
the traffic terminals and other reference terminals with timing and control
information . The traffic stations transmit voice signals using DSI techniques
at baseband , and also transmit digital noninterpolated (DNI) voice and data
traffic. A description of the components of the INTELSAT TDMA system and
its operation is given in Reference I.
Network timing

All network traffic transmission and reception is synchronized to a common
2-ms time frame 1120,832 quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) symbols].
Each traffic and reference station is assigned time slots within the frame
during which it will transmit or receive. The duration of each time slot
depends on the amount and type of traffic contained in the burst being
transmitted or received. Burst length is determined by the number of satellite
channels in the burst, the preamble length, and whether or not the burst is
FEC encoded. Each satellite channel is 64 symbols long. Time slots are also
reserved in the frame for terminal acquisition and network testing functions.
An appropriate amount of guard time separates the bursts within a transponder.
The BTF contains the time slot assignments for the entire network. Each
BTP is identified by a unique number. When network traffic changes, a new
BTP is distributed to all network terminals from the RICTF, and a scheduled,
synchronous changeover is made to the new BTP by all of the network
terminals.
MTP, and CTPs for each traffic and reference terminal and for the TDMA
system monitors (TSMs) are derived from the BTP. The MTP and CTP contain
the subset of BTP information which is relevant to a particular terminal. This
includes the terminal transmit and receive burst time slot assignments,
orderwire assignments, and controlling transponder information. The MTP is
written in an operator-readable format, while the CTP is in a binary format
and is loaded into the TDMA terminal. A later section describes MTPs and
CTPs in detail.
System startup and terminal acquisition

In each hemi region, one reference terminal is assigned to transmit a
primary reference burst, RBt, into each transponder, and the other reference
terminal is assigned to transmit the redundant reference burst, RB2, in each
transponder. The four reference stations are assigned specific roles in the BTP
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for startup purposes . These roles are master primary, secondary to the master
primary, primary, and secondary to the primary.
The criteria used to assign startup roles to the reference terminals are based
on the transponder configuration . In a loop configuration , a reference terminal
with access to the loopback transponder is appointed the master primary role.
This terminal controls all of the network reference terminals and thus is able
to ensure that transmission into all transponders is synchronous at the satellite.
A reference station in the opposite coverage region is appointed primary.
The two redundant stations are assigned the corresponding secondary roles.
In the nonloopback configuration , a reference station in either coverage
region may be assigned the master primary role . In this mode , reference
terminals in each hemi region monitor and control the terminals in the
opposite hemi region , which results in two sets of synchronized transmission
groups in the network.
At system startup, the master primary station , under the control of the
[OCTF, transmits the first burst. In normal operation this role is assigned to
a station transmitting RBis. The master primary station establishes , maintains,
and controls network timing. Once normal operation has been established,
the roles of master primary and secondary to the master primary may be
interchanged . The roles of primary and secondary to primary may also be
interchanged.
Role of the BTP software

The software system, which was developed at COMSAT Laboratories to
generate the BTP, models an INTELSAT TDMA network and uses the network
traffic matrix to assign time slots for each station to transmit and receive its
traffic. The software implements algorithms which form traffic and reference
bursts, generate timing and control assignments for reference terminals and
the TSMS, assign orderwires between all terminals and the IocTF, and generate
baseband channel mapping assignments. In addition, a network configuration
data base is maintained using the software. This data base contains information
concerning all earth stations using or planning to use a particular INTELSAT
satellite. The information includes such assignments as terminal identification
numbers, the control channel address for receiving control and delay
information for each terminal, and the satellite name and number.
After the network BTP has been determined, the software generates MTPS
for each terminal. These MTPs are sent to the administrations responsible for
the earth stations for review and approval. The CUP, are loaded into the
terminals and are executed after the changeover to the new BTP.
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The software also generates baseband worksheets for each country, based
on the BTP assignments. These worksheets are used by the administrations
to inform INTELSAT of the baseband channel mapping at their earth stations.
This information can he used to modify the mapping generated by the
software algorithms.
Several test crPs can be generated from the software which are compatible
with the operational BTP and can he used in various testing procedures without
interfering with TDMA operation.

Algorithms applied in generating the INTELSAT TDMA
system BTP
This section describes each of the algorithms used in generating a BTP.
The algorithms fall into three major categories: burst scheduling algorithms,
network control assignment algorithms, and intrasystem communications
assignment algorithms.
Scheduling the network traffic

In generating an INTELSAT TDMA BTP, all network terrestrial traffic is
first grouped into sub-bursts. The sub-bursts are then grouped into bursts
which will eventually be scheduled for transmission at an assigned time in
the frame. All generated bursts and their return bursts are assigned to specific
terminals at the earth stations. Bursts transmitted by the reference terminals
are generated and assigned to each accessible transponder. Each reference
and traffic terminal in the network is assigned to receive reference bursts
from one or two specific transponders. Test slots and idle time slots are
assigned for each transponder, and common acquisition windows (cAws) are
assigned in transponders where necessary. The test slots, CAW,, traffic and
reference bursts, and idle time slots are then scheduled in the frame.
The remainder of this section describes the individual network BTP
generation algorithms in the sequence in which they are invoked when
generating the burst schedule.
SUB-BURST FORMATION

The network terrestrial traffic matrix consists of the numbers of 64-kbit
voice and nonvoice channels for each traffic link, and the transmit and receive
transponders for these links. Each traffic link is grouped into sub-bursts
which will be assigned to individual terrestrial interface modules (rims) at
the station. The traffic links are assumed to be symmetrical. Figure I shows
a typical traffic matrix.
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The function of the sub-burst formation algorithm is to assign the input
terrestrial traffic to DST and DINT modules while minimizing the number of
Tills required at the station. The algorithm makes efficient use of both
transponder capacity and earth station equipment.
Voice traffic is primarily assigned to DST sub-bursts. DS1 techniques take
advantage of the characteristic pauses in speech to interpolate the terrestrial
voice channels into a reduced number of satellite channels. The DST gain is
the ratio of the number of input channels into the TIM to the number of
satellite channels out of the TIM. The DST gain increases as the number of
terrestrial voice channels into the TIM increases. Currently, the maximum
DST gain used in the INTELSAT't'DMA/DS1 system is 2.25 [2]. The maximum
input capacity of a DST module is 240 terrestrial voice channels, and the
maximum satellite channel output is 128 channels.
Portions of each DST sub-burst may contain nonvoice traffic or noninterpolated voice traffic. If there is a sufficient amount of such traffic, it is
typically assigned on DNI sub-bursts. DST and DNI sub-bursts can be single
or multidestinational, with a maximum of eight destinations per sub-burst.
Single-destination sub-bursts are formed when there is sufficient traffic
between two stations to use the full capacity of the DST module, thus achieving
maximum DST gain and efficient use of the receive terminal since it will only
be receiving its own traffic. A multiple-destination sub-burst is formed by
combining small groups of voice channels to different destinations to maximize
the DST gain on that sub-burst and minimize the number of TIM, required at
the transmit station.
The voice channels for each link from the transmit stations are assigned
first . For each transmit station, possible full-capacity (240-channel), singledestination DST sub-bursts are formed first: that is, let
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The remaining less-than-240-channel portions of the links from station A
(i.e., r, = n, - (m, • 240) are then grouped to form multiple-destination
sub-bursts. These links are grouped by simply adding together the r, assigned
to the same transponder until the capacity of the DST module is exceeded, in
which case a new DST sub-burst is formed.
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After the voice traffic for all stations has been assigned, any DST sub-bursts
carrying less than 14 channels are reassigned as DNI sub-bursts. Statistically
there is no appreciable DST gain with so few channels, and the DNt units are
less expensive than the DST units. This reassignment is contingent upon
equipment availability at the earth station and whether or not the return voice
channels can be transmitted as noninterpolated.
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p+2x 108x64
= 280 + 13,824
14,104 symbols
where p is the 280-symbol preamble. If the burst is to be FEC encoded, the
length becomes

The nonvoice channels are assigned using the same basic logic. The fullcapacity, single-destination LINT sub-bursts are formed first. Remaining links
are assigned to existing DNI sub-bursts (creating multiple-destination LINT subbursts), to existing multiple-destination DST sub-bursts, or a new DNT subburst is formed.
An alternate algorithm for sub-burst formation assigns both the voice and
nonvoice traffic on each link to sub-bursts before proceeding to the next link.
Using this option, less than full-capacity voice and nonvoice portions of a
link must be assigned to the same DST sub-burst before the voice portions of
additional links can be assigned.

GEC

^P]

= 16,080 symbols = 246 x 64 + 56 + 280
where g = FEC information group size = 56 symbols
C = FEC check group size = 8 symbols
k 0if(t -p)=I(t'-p)lgl-g
otherwise , k = (t - p) - I(t - p)lg] g + c
and where Ixl = greatest integer ^ X.

TRAFFIC BURST FORMATION

Each traffic burst consists of a preamble followed by one or more subbursts carrying the voice and data traffic. Figure 2a provides the format of a
traffic burst. The preamble is 280 symbols long and consists of a carrier and
bit timing recovery sequence, a unique word, a service channel, and voice
and teletype (TTY) orderwire channels.
The traffic burst formation process groups all single-destination sub-bursts
from a station to a common destination into one burst. A maximum of eight
sub-bursts can be assigned to any one burst. Each multiple-destination subburst is assigned to a separate burst to make efficient use of receive station
equipment, since a receive terminal must "listen" to each designated received
burst from the preamble up through the end of the last sub-burst carrying
traffic to that terminal. If several sub-bursts to different destinations were
combined, the receive terminal would be required to process unused subbursts and its capacity would be reduced.
The bursts are then converted from satellite channels to symbols (64
symbols per channel) and are selectively FEC encoded. The preamble is
assigned to the burst, and each burst is assigned a unique number in the
network. For example, if two fully loaded Dsl sub-bursts had been formed
from station A to station B, they would be combined to form one burst.
Each fully loaded D51 sub-burst contains 108 satellite channels using a DST
gain of 2.2. The length of this burst without FTC is
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Figure 2. Burst Description
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REFERENCE BURST FORMATION

A reference burst must be transmitted by a reference terminal into every
transponder in its coverage region during each 2-ms frame . Reference bursts
are also given unique numbers consistent with the traffic burst numbering
scheme. Figure 2b shows the format of a reference burst . Each reference
burst is 288 symbols long, with a 280-symbol preamble followed by an 8symbol control and delay channel (CDC). The CDC carries information from
the reference terminal to its controlled reference and traffic terminals.
Two reference bursts, RB1 and RB2, are transmitted into each transponder
each frame from the two reference stations in the coverage region. In
multitransponder operations , the reference bursts transmitted into the transponders by one reference terminal can be scheduled at different transmission
times within the frame and are identical in content . The only exception to
this may be in the contents of the CDC if more than one cycle is being used.
TEST SLOTS AND CAWS

A vacant slot, referred to as a test slot, is reserved in each transponder for
system tests and the testing of redundant equipment . By using the vacant
slot, testing of this type will not interrupt normal traffic . A test slot is
assigned in each transponder in the network and is considered an additional
entity to be scheduled in the time frame for that transponder . The nominal

The two sub-burst numbers are coupled as returns for that group of terrestrial
voice channels . By the same procedure , the nonvoice channels to each
destination are assigned to a return sub-burst.
A single-destination sub-burst can have one return sub-burst carrying its
return terrestrial channels, both voice and data, or two return sub-bursts, one
carrying return voice channels and one carrying data. Similarly , a multidestination sub-burst can have as many as two return sub-bursts specified for
each destination.
CALCULATION OF REQUIRED TERMINALS

The number of TDMA terminals required at each earth station is determined
based on various parameters associated with the transmit and receive bursts
at the station . Several factors determine the necessary number of TDMA
terminals: the number of transponders the station transmits into and receives
from, the number of bursts transmitted and received , the number of subbursts transmitted and received , and the total number of symbols transmitted
and received . The terminal capacities per frame are 4 transmit and 4 receive
transponders , 16 transmit bursts , 32 receive bursts, 32 transmit and 32 receive
sub-bursts , and a total transmit and receive capacity of 120,832 symbols per
frame. For station A, let
t = number of bursts transmitted
r = number of bursts received
s, = number of sub-bursts transmitted
s, = number of sub-bursts received
j, = number of transponders in which the station transmits
j, = number of transponders from which the station receives traffic
in, = total number of QPSK symbols transmitted by the station
(including burst preambles and guard time)
m, = total number of QPSK symbols received

length of a test slot is 3,000 symbols.
CAWs are generated in transponders where terminals must acquire sequentially, and are considered an additional entity to be scheduled in those
transponders . These windows are used for acquisition by terminals that have
allocated slot durations in the frame which are less than the system requirement.
Reference terminals and traffic terminals with small bursts will typically
acquire in these windows . The nominal duration of a CAW is 5,024 symbols.
A maximum of one CAW is scheduled in any transponder , and no more than
four users are assigned to any CAW.
COUPLING OF SUB-BURSTS AS TRANSMIT AND RETURN PAIRS

As each sub-burst is formed , it has associated with it a unique sub-burst
number, one or more destinations , and groups of terrestrial channels to each
destination . After all sub-bursts have been formed , each destination on a
sub-burst is coupled with a return sub-burst from that destination to ensure
that return traffic on a link is assigned to be received by the same terminal
that transmitted the sub-burst . The first unassigned sub-burst transmitted by
each destination station , which contains the same number of terrestrial voice
channels as are being transmitted to the destination being processed, is
specified as the return sub-burst for the voice channels of that destination.

then
n = number of TDMA terminals required at station A
= max([t/16], [r/32], [s,/321, ls,/32I, [j,/41, [/r/4], [m,1120,
832], [m,/120, 8321)
where [xl is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
ASSIGNMENT OF BURSTS TO TERMINALS

Before bursts are assigned to terminals, the number of terminals required
at each earth station is determined . Linked burst groups are then formed at
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each station. These groups consist of transmitted and received bursts at a
station which must be assigned to the same terminal because they carry
coupled sub-bursts.
Figure 3 illustrates a linked group for earth station A. Transmit burst I
has receive burst 2 as its return. Since two sub-bursts of burst 2 have subbursts on transmit burst 3 as a return, this burst is also included in the group.
Burst 4, which contains the other return sub-burst for burst 3, completes the
linked grouping.
/TRANSMIT STATION
A f /RECEIVE STATION

BURST 1

PREAMBLE

must be added at the earth station in order for all transmit and receive bursts
in a group to be assigned to the same terminal. For example, if station A is
transmitting three equal-sized bursts into three transponders where each burst
is approximately two-thirds of a frame in duration (80,000 symbols), three
terminals are required even though theoretically two terminals would provide
sufficient capacity (i.e., 3 bursts x 80,000 symbols/burst=240,000 symbols,
where the capacity of two terminals is equal to 241,664). Figure 4 illustrates
this case. Since bursts I, 2, and 3 must all be transmitted simultaneously for
at least one-third of the frame, regardless of how the bursts are scheduled,
no one terminal can transmit any two of these bursts.

120,832 SYMBOLS

TRANSPONDER
BURST 1
1

SUB-BURSTS

80,000
BURST 2
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BURST 2

PREAMBLE
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A

A
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PREAMBLE

B

B

C

C

SUB-BURSTS

C
BURST 4

PREAMBLE

A

I
80,000

A

SUB-BURSTS

Figure 3. Linked Burst Group
After all linked groups have been formed, groups are assigned to terminals
at the earth station using two criteria: first, minimizing receive transponder
hopping at each terminal, and then if possible distributing the total receive
symbols evenly between the terminals. In rare cases, an additional terminal

Figure 4. Illustration of Three Terminal Requirements

PRIORITY ASSIGNMRNIS

Priority factors are computed for all traffic and reference bursts, test slots,
and CAWS which have been generated. These priority factors determine the
sequence in which these entities will be scheduled (in order of descending
priorities).
The highest priority factors are given to those bursts which will be the
most difficult to schedule. Factors which influence how difficult the burst
will be to schedule are burst size, number of transponder hops required of
the assigned transmit and receive terminals, and transmit and receive fill
factors for the terminals. The transmit fill factor is the total number of
symbols sent by the terminal transmitting the burst, divided by the number
of symbols per frame. The receive fill factor is the sum of all the assigned
receive symbols at all of the burst's destination terminals, divided by the
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frame length in symbols. The priority factor, p. for a burst i is calculated as
p, = bit1, , t, -F rh • r1)
where b = burst size in symbols
t, = number of transmit transponder hops made by the terminal
transmitting i
rl, = sum of receive transponder hops made by all terminals receiving
burst i, divided by the number of terminals receiving burst i
t, = transmit terminal fill factor
rJ = receive terminal fill factor.
Three primary factors influence the complexity of reference burst scheduling
and are considered when computing reference burst priority factors. First,
the reference station may be colocated with a traffic station, in which case
both stations may share a high-power amplifier; therefore, the transmit
parameters of the colocated traffic terminal are considered. Second, receive
terminal fill factors and the number of receive terminal hops made by the
reference burst destinations are considered. However the third factor, the
reference burst size, generally causes the reference bursts to have a low
scheduling priority factor.
The items considered in determining test-slot scheduling priority factors
are the average number of transponder hops, the average transmit terminal
fill factor, and the average receive terminal fill factor of the constrained testslot users. Constrained test-slot users are those who cannot transmit bursts
and use the test-slot simultaneously.
Priority factors are also determined for CAws. Acquisition slot size is the
only parameter considered in determining the CAW scheduling priority factor.
SCIIEDUI.ING ALGORITHM

The burst scheduling process locates a slot for each traffic and reference
burst, CAW, and test slot in the frame, while avoiding transmit and receive
terminal overlap and intraframe collision. Transmit or receive overlap occurs
when any one terminal is scheduled to transmit or receive more than one
burst at any given instant. Intraframe collision occurs when two or more
bursts are transmitted into the same transponder simultaneously.
The bursts, test slots, and CAW, are scheduled at the earliest acceptable
location in the frame, with the exception of the RB2 reference bursts. The
last symbol of the unique word of each traffic and reference burst is required
to be positioned on a modulo 16 location in the frame. The first symbol of
each acquisition window and test slot is also scheduled on a modulo 16
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location. The RB2s are scheduled at the earliest acceptable location after the
center of the frame in order to bias the algorithm to provide maximum
spacing between the reference bursts in a frame.
The hierarchy by which the bursts, test slots, and acquisition windows are
scheduled is as follows:
a. The RBIs in the designated timing and reference transponders
(TR'rs) are scheduled. The start of frame (soF) for synchronized transponders is defined as the burst position of these reference bursts.
b. All bursts occupying more than half of the frame are scheduled in
such a way as to minimize transmit and receive overlap for the terminals
assigned to these large bursts.
c. The remaining bursts, test slots, and CAWS are scheduled in order
of descending priority factors.
When a burst, test slot, or acquisition window is encountered that cannot be
scheduled, this entity is flagged and the remaining entities continue to be
scheduled.
The priorities of any unscheduled entities are adjusted after the first
scheduling attempt is complete. The scheduling algorithm is then reinvoked,
with the previously unscheduled bursts, test slots, and acquisition windows
having the highest priorities. This priority adjustment rescheduling attempt
is an iterative process that repeats until all bursts have been scheduled or
until a specified number of attempts have been made.
Figure 5 is a plot of a burst schedule. Details of this burst schedule are
provided in Table I.
CALCULATION OF EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

The basic traffic station equipment required in order to implement a TDMA
system consists of the TIM,, common TEMA traffic equipment (Cite), and
up-link and down-link converters. Calculation of the number of C TES for
each station was discussed in a preceding section. The TIM,, at each station
can be either Est modules or DNI modules. The number of Est modules and
the number of DNI modules are determined for each traffic station based on
a one-to-one correspondence with the Est and ENI sub-bursts assigned to
each terminal at the earth station. An up-link or down-link converter is
assigned for each transmit or receive transponder used by each traffic station.
CHANNF.I. NUMBERING

Channel numbers are assigned to identify the traffic elements throughout
the system. Terrestrial channel (rc) numbers are assigned to identify the
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Figure 5. Sample Plot of TDMA Burst Schedule

TABLE I. TDMA BURST SCHEDULE
BURST TRANSPONDER
NUMBER NUMBER

I RB1

BEGINNING
SYMBOL

-199
153
53
18469
21689

ACQUISITION WINDOW
7

10 RB2

11
12
13
14
15
16
TEST SLOT
18
11
18
11
20
R81
21
20
21
21
21
21
23
23
21
24 RB2
21
25
21
26
21
27
21
21
28
TES T SLOT 21
ACQUISITION WINDOW 21
41
29 RBI
41
30
41
3
TEST SLOT
41
41
32
41
33
34
41
41
35 RB2
41
36 RBI
37
51
38
51
51
439
51
5,
TEST 0SLOT
4
51
42 RB2
51

27081
35200
41097
46201
52777
60297
60649
69321
77209
85753
93497
1 00649
1 05616
108713
115129
199
153
27785
41817
543,3
50297
60793
72841
83289
91689
106896
109968
41
393
6153
13456
35209
43017
60681
77193
100665
41
393
9529
16457
22160
27801
60409

BURST
POSITION

0
352
15552
18688
21888
27280
41296
46400
52976
60496
60848
69520
77408
85952
93696
100848
108912
115328
352
27984
42016
54512
60496
60992
73040
83488
91688
240
592
6352
35408
43216
60880
77391
100864
240
592
9728
16656
28000
60608

END
SYMBOL

88
15280
18416
21624
27016
35120
0767
46136
52704
60224
60584
58464
75600
85680
93424
100584
105536
108515
115064
120456
86
27720
41744
54240
59936
60584
/27 76
83216
91616
106816
109895
115535
328
6088
13384
16455
42952
50392
77128
77480
108624
328
9455
16392
22080
25159
57856
60696

LENGTH

288
15128
3054
3136
5328
8040
5568
5040
6504
7448
288
7816
6280
8472
7672
7088
4888
3000
6352
5328
285
27568
13960
12424
5624
288
11984

10376
6328
15125

3000
5568
288
5696
7232
3000

7744
7376
16448

288
7960
288
9064
6864
5624
3000
30056
288
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voiceband channels in each station-to-station traffic link. International channel
(ic) numbers sequentially identify the terrestrial channels as input into a Dsl
or DN1 module. Satellite channel (Sc) numbers identify the output channels
of a DS1 or DNl module. On DSI sub-bursts, satellite channel 0 is specified as
the assignment channel, carrying dynamic sc-to-ic mapping information. An
additional satellite channel is assigned as a supervisory channel for the
exchange of terrestrial traffic alarm information over the TDMA/DSI System.
DS1 check channels are assigned for testing of the DSI modules. Figure 6
shows a typical configuration for BTP channel numbering.
ASSIGNMENT SUPERVISORY
SATELLITE
CHANNELS

0 1-48 49-53 54 55-63 64

INTERNATIONAL

CHANNELS 1-28 29-33

3458 59

60-108 109-117

TERRESTRIAL 1-28 1-5 34 - 58 1 1-49 1-9
CHANNELS VOICE NONVOICE VOICE NONVOICE VOICE NONVOICE

correct baseband channel mapping into the TIM, at the transmit and receive
earth stations. The Ic numbers are assigned as input to a DSI or DNI module.
Each IC corresponds to one input terrestrial channel. Each noninterpolated
DNI sub-burst in the BTP can have up to 128 terrestrial channels assigned to
it, and each interpolated DSI sub-burst can have up to 240 terrestrial channels.
The is numbers are assigned on the sub-burst and are associated with
groups of terrestrial channels. Each sub-burst is assigned Ic numbers
sequentially, beginning with the number I and incremented by I for each
assigned terrestrial channel in the first destination until all terrestrial channels
to all destinations have been counted.
sc numbers are assigned first to the satellite channels generated from the
interpolated pool of terrestrial channels, then to the satellite channels generated
from the assigned noninterpolated voice channels, and finally to the noninterpolated data channels. The satellite channels are numbered from 0 to 127.
Channel 0 is used as an assignment channel for Dsi sub-bursts and as a
dummy assignment channel in DNI sub-bursts that receive return channels
from DSI sub-bursts. If a supervisory channel is required, it is considered an
additional noninterpolated channel and is assigned the highest sc number on
the sub-burst.
The DS1 check channels convey a special checking procedure which tests
the end-to-end assignments by requesting assignments and, when an assignment is not received, setting an alarm at the transmit terminals. These channel
numbers are assigned beginning with 192, in increments of I, for each
destination of the sub-burst.
THE BTP NUMBER

TO SSS TO HHH TO JJJ

Figure 6. Channel Numbering on DSI Multidestination Sub-Burst
From Station AAA to Stations SSS, HHH, and JJJ
Voice and datare numbers are assigned for the channels in each stationto-station traffic link defined in the input traffic matrix. The voice channels
on each link are numbered beginning with channel I and incremented by I
for each voice channel on the link until all voice channels have been assigned
numbers. The data channels are also numbered beginning with channel I and
incremented by 1 for each transmitted data channel until all data channels
have been assigned numbers for that particular link. Numbering continues
for each link, beginning with 1 for the voice channels and I for the data
channels, until all links have been processed. As each Set of Tc numbers to
a sub-burst destination is assigned, the return sub-burst is found and the same
Te numbers are assigned to the return link on the return sub-burst to ensure

Every BTP is assigned a unique five-digit decimal number which follows
one of two patterns. Plans to he used for normal system operation have BTP
numbers with a first digit of 0. The second digit identifies the operating
network, the third and fourth digits identify the generation, and the final digit
is the issue number of that plan. Plans which are generated for special test
purposes have numbers with the network identifier as the first digit, and the
remaining four digits are used for internal identification.
Acquiring the satellite and control of the system

The INTELSAT TDMA system requires a highly accurate system of control
in order to ensure exact synchronization of bursts sharing the transponder in
a TDMA frame. There must also be a procedure to start up the network.
Startup roles and redundant startup roles are assigned for all reference stations.
Each reference station follows a procedure at startup based on its assigned
role.
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The principal burst transmitted by every earth station is designated as the
burst used for acquisition. Synchronization information is delivered to each
terminal via the CDC on a controlling reference burst specified in the BTP.
This section describes the algorithms which are invoked to determine all
control-related information in the BTP for use in the MTPs and CTP,.
REFERENCE STATION ROLE ASSIGNMENT AND REFERENCE STATION REPLACEMENT MATRIX

The algorithm that assigns startup roles to the reference stations uses
criteria for startup that are based on the transponder configuration of the
network. These criteria were described in detail in the preceding section on
system startup and terminal acquisition. The reference station replacement
matrix provides information indicating the roles of each of the reference
terminals during normal operation and in the event of failure of any reference
terminal for the given BTP.
After startup roles have been assigned, a unique reference station replacement matrix is associated with each reference terminal and included in the
MTP and CTP for that terminal. Each matrix is generated by listing all of the
reference terminals in a designated order, followed by the type of network
configuration (loop or nonloop) and the highest possible role the reference
station could have at startup. The order in which the reference terminals are
listed is determined by the assigned startup role for the terminal whose matrix
is being generated. The highest role assigned is either master primary or
primary. For example, the redundant reference station to the master primary
is assigned master primary as its highest role, since it would be required to
take on that role in the event of master primary station failure or outage.
ASSIGNMENT OF REFERENCE BURSTS TO TERMINALS FOR CONTROL

A traffic terminal must receive a set of reference bursts from the reference
terminals in each coverage region into which it transmits, regardless of the
number of transponders it accesses. One set of reference bursts (RBI and
RB2) controls the sot: for the terminal and monitors each burst received in
its coverage region, sending selective-do-not-transmit (SDNTX) messages for
these bursts. These reference bursts are referred to as the controlling reference
bursts for the terminal. The second set of RBt and RB2, referred to as
noncontrolling reference bursts, monitors bursts transmitted into the other
coverage region and sends SDNTX messages for those bursts. The RBI and
RB2 must be received from the same transponder. Each traffic terminal is
assigned to receive the reference bursts (for each coverage region) in the
transponder from which it is receiving the most traffic. Reference terminals
are assigned to receive all reference bursts in all of their receive transponders.
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A traffic terminal receiving only one Set Of reference bursts is assigned

these bursts as controlling reference bursts. If a traffic terminal receives two
sets of reference bursts, the reference bursts assigned in the loopback
transponder are designated to carry control information.
In a nonloop configuration, each set of reference terminals controls the
other, and the bursts transmitted into the designated TRT, are arbitrarily
selected as controlling bursts. In a loop configuration, bursts from the
reference stations transmitting into the loopback transponder are assigned as
controlling bursts for all four reference stations, since the loopback stations
will then monitor and adjust their own bursts to achieve a higher degree of
timing accuracy.
Several constraints exist for assigning controlling reference bursts. Each
reference terminal can control a maximum of 56 terminals, with up to 28
being controlled by one transponder.
PARALLEL OR SEQUENTIAL ACQUISITION ASSIGNMENTS

Terminals can acquire the system either sequentially, using a CAW, or in
parallel, using the assigned transmit principal burst slot in the frame. One
burst transmitted by each terminal is assigned as the principal burst to he
transmitted during acquisition . Only the preamble of this principal burst (the
short burst ) is transmitted into the center of the acquisition slot until the
terminal has been synchronized . All acquisition slots must be scheduled at
least 320 symbols from any sync window in order to avoid inaccurate control
information resulting from an acquisition window and sync window overlap.
When the principal burst of a terminal is longer than 5,840 symbols, an
acquisition slot can be assigned within the burst slot in the frame. Several
terminals can acquire in parallel in this manner . Otherwise , the terminal is
assigned to acquire sequentially in a CAw. A maximum of four terminals can
be assigned to use the same CAW. They acquire using the CAW one at a time,
or sequentially 131.
PRINCIPAL BURST ASSIGNMENT

Principal bursts are assigned for every terminal in the BTP, based on the
controlling reference burst assignment. The longest burst transmitted by the
terminal into a transponder received by the controlling reference bursts is
assigned as the principal burst for the terminal. The reference terminals'
principal bursts are arbitrarily assigned in the first transmit transponder
monitored by the controlling reference station.
CONFIGURATION OF ACQUISITION WINDOWS WITHIN THE PRINCIPAL. BURSI SI,OT
Figure 7 illustrates the algorithm used to configure an acquisition slot for

a terminal acquiring in its assigned principal burst slot in the frame. The
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END OF SYNC WINDOW

SYNC
WINDOW

END OF UW

<199> <32>

<320>
MINIMUM

START OF BURST
90,505 SYMBOL

<5,024>

<264>

64> <167> <32> <32>

ACQUISITION SLOT END OF BURST START OF
97,664 SYMBOL
NEXT BURST
97,392 SYMBOL
92,368 SYMBOL

CENTER OF ACQUISITION WINDOW = 92,368 + 5,024 /2=94,880
* NOT TO SCALE.

Figure 7. Assignment of Acqui.rilion Slot in a Principal Burst

acquisition window is a 5,024-symbol-long slot located within the burst slot.
The end of the acquisition slot is positioned 264 symbols from the scheduled
end symbol of the burst to ensure that adequate space (i.e., at least 320
symbols) is allowed between the acquisition window and the sync window
of a following burst. The start of the acquisition slot is then adjusted forward
within the burst slot to the first modulo-16 position available. A check is
made that the start of the acquisition slot is at least 320 symbols from the
sync window of the burst to avoid acquisition window and sync window
collision within the burst. The center of the acquisition window is then
calculated by adding half its length (2,515 symbols) to the adjusted start of
the window.
SDNTX TRANSPONDER ASSIGNMENT

Whenever a burst has been declared lost, for example because it has lost
synchronization, the reference terminal monitoring that burst initiates the
SDNTX procedure for the terminal transmitting the burst. This procedure
requires the terminal to switch to redundant equipment or shut down
transmission of that one particular burst in order to protect the system. An
algorithm associates an SDNTX transponder with each burst in the BIT. The
set of reference stations receiving the burst, and the terminal transmitting the
burst, are identified. The transponder from which the transmitting terminal
receives reference bursts from that set of reference stations is assigned as
SDNTX transponder for the transmit burst.
CDC ASSIGNMENTS

Control and delay information is sent to each controlled terminal by
destination-addressed messages over the Cue. The duration of each message
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is one multiframe (16 contiguous frames), and the messages are repeated
once in each control frame (32 multiframes) 131. This information includes
the control codes and transmit delay information to be used by the controlled
terminals for acquisition and synchronization, the reference station status
code, the start-of-superframe (every 16.384 s) code, and the BTP number. A
unique multiframe number within the control frame (the cue address) is
assigned to each terminal. Address 0 is used for transmission of the status
code, and addresses 29, 30, and 31 are reserved for testing purposes. The
reference terminals generate control information in two cycles, A and B.
Reference terminals can maintain these two CDC address cycles, allowing
them to control up to 56 terminals when using more than one transponder.
Each cue address cycle can be used to control up to 28 terminals, and only
one cycle may be used in each transponder.
ASSIGNMENT OF BURST POSITION

A detailed description of the format of the burst preamble can be found
in Reference 1. Figure 2 illustrates the components in the preamble. The last
symbol of the unique word in the preamble of each burst marks the position
of the burst in the frame. Burst position is calculated by adding 199 symbols
to the scheduled starting symbol of the burst.
Communications on the TDMA network

Voice and TTY orderwire channels are contained in the preambles of all
bursts and are used to facilitate communications in the network between
operators and for network control. There are terrestrial communications lines
between the reference stations and the IOCTF.
FORMAT OF THE PREAMBLE

Figure 2 gives the format of the preamble for the reference and traffic
bursts. The preamble consists of a carrier and hit timing sequence, the unique
word, voice andrry orderwircs, and a service channel. A detailed description
of the burst preamble is provided in Reference 1. Orderwires in the preamble
provide voice and data communications between earth stations and downloading of the CTPs to terminals.
ORDERWIRE ASSIGNMENTS

Orderwires are assigned between all stations with assigned traffic links.
Each traffic station is also assigned an orderwire to one set of reference
stations, and orderwires are assigned between reference stations receiving
each other's bursts. The traffic stations communicate with the IOCTF via
additional orderwires assigned through the reference stations.
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Ten orderwires are available on each burst: two for voice and eight for
Try. The voice orderwires are numbered PI and P2, and the Try orderwires
ci through es. Each earth station pair is assigned one voice orderwire and
one Try orderwire. Each traffic terminal can transmit up to 16 voice and 32
TTy orderwires, and can receive up to 32 voice and 64 LEY orderwires. The
algorithm for assigning orderwires minimizes the total number of orderwires
assigned and tries to distribute evenly the total number of orderwires assigned
to each set of reference stations.
For each traffic terminal, the set of reference stations for orderwire
communications to the tOCTF is selected using the following criteria. If the
terminal receives only one set of reference bursts, the reference stations
transmitting those bursts are selected. If the terminal receives reference bursts
from both coverage regions, the reference stations switching the least number
of IOCTF orderwires are selected. If possible, orderwires are assigned to the
IOCTF on two separate traffic bursts received by those reference stations. The
PI and ci orderwires assigned through the reference station transmitting RB2S
are designated as orderwires to rocB. Those assigned through the reference
station transmitting RBIs are designated as IOCA orderwires. Whichever
reference station is designated as the primary switches the orderwires to the
IOCTF.

When IOCTF orderwires are assigned on two separate bursts from each
traffic terminal, the orderwires are selected in the following manner. If the
principal burst is received by these reference stations, it is selected as one
of the bursts for IOCTF orderwires. The burst which can be received by these
reference stations and has the greatest number of destinations is then located.
If this burst also happens to be the principal burst at the terminal, then the
burst with the next greatest number of destinations is located. If the principal
burst has more destinations than this second transmit burst, Ioc6 orderwires
are assigned on PI and ci of the principal burst; otherwise, IOCA orderwires
are assigned. The second burst is then assigned IOCA or IocB, whichever
remains. If the principal burst is not received by the selected reference
stations, then the two transmitted bursts with the greatest number of
destinations received by these reference stations are chosen for the tocTF
orderwire assignments.
Orderwires to the reference station pair are assigned on P2 and c2 of the
second transmit burst. These orderwires are not assigned on the principal
burst from the terminal unless necessary. If the terminal receives bursts from
all four reference stations, P2 and c2 orderwires to the second reference
station pair are assigned on the transmit burst with the greatest number of
destinations which is received by that reference station pair.
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One voice ( P2) and one TTY (c2) orderwire are assigned to each of the
traffic destinations on the burst with the greatest number of destinations. The
burst with the next greatest number of unassigned orderwire destinations is
selected for the next orderwire assignments . This process continues until all
orderwire assignments have been made.
The P2 and C2 orderwires are assigned between all reference stations able
to receive each other , and from the reference stations to all received traffic
stations on the reference bursts previously assigned to be received by these
stations . Return PI and ci orderwires from the ioc to the traffic station
destinations are assigned on the received reference bursts from the reference
stations designated for IOCTF orderwire switching.
TERRESTRIAL LINES BETWEEN REFERENCE STATIONS AND THE IOCTF

All four reference stations have direct terrestrial lines to the IOCTF.
Communications between the traffic stations and the lo(, rr are relayed via
orderwires assigned on the reference bursts and switched at the reference
stations.
Manual maintenance of the nelnork assignments

A number of manual assignments are made in the BTP which are maintained
and updated by the operations planners at INTELSAT. Decimal terminal
numbers are manually assigned to all traffic and reference terminals and TSM,
in the network. Binary equivalents of the decimal terminal numbers are also
used in the MTPs and cTPs. A short terminal number is obtained by using the
6 least-significant binary digits from the binary equivalent of the decimal
terminal number. A long terminal number contains the 8 least-significant
binary digits.
Four CDC addresses are assigned to each terminal. These addresses are
multiframe numbers used to address the individual terminals. The actual
addresses used in a particular BTP are determined by the cycle (A or B, as
previously described) used in the transponder from which the terminal receives
its controlling reference bursts, and by the coverage region of the reference
stations transmitting these bursts.
Three special terminal numbers are assigned on all networks. Terminal
number 31 is assigned as a universal test terminal. Terminal numbers 29 and
30 are used for system control purposes.
A table of coded earth station names and corresponding International
Telecommunications Union (rru) country codes is maintained for each satellite
network. The coded earth station name consists of a three-character abbreviation of the earth station name, followed by a dash and two-character
antenna code. Each satellite is assigned a name, based on its present role,
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and an identifying number. These identifiers are used to extract the correct
traffic levels from the ITDB for inclusion in the BTP. They are also used to
identify the MTPS and CTPs.
Each BTP is assigned a unique five-digit BTP number which identifies the
network, generation, and issue number of the plan.

least significant bits of this sum are retained. The checksum is provided as
the last line of each block and is used to verify the accuracy of the cur
transmission as received by the TDMA station. The checksums for each block
are recomputed by the receive station and compared against the received
checksums. If any discrepancies are found, the tociF retransmits the CTP.

MTP and CTP descriptions

Traffic terminal operational time plans

The following subsections describe the functions of the MTPI and the
different types of CTPs. The information provided in these terminal-specific
time plans is also described.

The traffic terminal operational MTP includes information on controlling
and noncontrolling reference bursts; transponder, sub-burst, orderwire, and
schedule information for each transmit burst and receive burst at the traffic
terminal; acquisition information; transmit and receive baseband arrangements;
and a summary of the transmit burst configurations, the receive burst
configurations, and the equipment requirements at the earth station.
The traffic terminal operational crP consists of a series of information
blocks indicating received reference burst information, unique word position,
length, transponder assignment, and orderwire maps for all transmit and
receive bursts at a terminal. Preamble and postamble blocks begin and end
each eTP, identifying the BTP number and terminal number, and indicating
the total number of blocks in the eTP.
Examples of a typical traffic terminal MTP and corresponding operational
CTP are presented as an appendix to this paper.

Purpose of the MTPs and CTPs

The MTPS and CTPs provide the TDMA station with all of the information it
will need to configure itself in order to participate in the network when the
network switches over to a new BTP. Stations may need to reconfigure or
introduce such items as baseband equipment, frequency converters, and
amplifiers in order to accommodate the new traffic assignments. Orderwire
assignments and baseband channel arrangements between the individual traffic
links are formalized and verified through the time plans. The CTP binary
information is loaded into the terminal to provide the transmit and receive
timing information for that terminal.
The MTPs are typically sent to the administrations responsible for each
earth station weeks or months before the BTP change is scheduled to take
place. The CTP is transmitted from the iOCTF to the terminal via orderwires
anywhere from 2 weeks to minutes before the BTP change will occur.
Operational MTPS and corresponding operational and test CTPs are defined
for the reference, traffic, and ism terminals and have specific functions.
Each of these formatted time plans will be described later in this section.
The operational MEP, and CTPs are defined in pairs; that is, for every
operational MTP there is a corresponding set of operational and test CTPs.
CTP format

The machine-readable CTPs are coded using the 5-bit International Telegraph
Alphabet (rrA) No. 2 [4]. Each CTP contains a variable number of information
blocks, depending on the cur type and the amount of traffic to be transmitted
and received by the terminal. A unique three-digit code number defines each
block type. The code number range varies with the CTP terminal type.
Each CTP block ends with a binary five-digit checksum which is calculated
by the following procedure. The checksum is set to zero at the start of each
code block of the crp. As each line of the block is generated, the checksum
is incremented by summing the ]TA character codes from that line, including
control characters such as line feeds, spaces, and carriage returns. The five

Reference terminal operational time plans

The reference terminal MTP contains transponder, terminal, burst, and
orderwire information for the terminal's controlling pair of reference bursts,
controlled reference bursts, and any other received pair of reference bursts.
The reference station replacement matrix is provided. There is burst and
orderwire information for each transmit burst; terminal, transponder, subburst, and orderwire acquisition information for each traffic burst controlled
by the reference terminal; and information on all other received traffic bursts.
The CAW and test slot assignments are also provided. The CDC addresses are
provided for all terminals controlled by the reference station.
The reference terminal CTP contains information blocks for controlling,
controlled, and any other received reference bursts; the reference station
replacement matrix; information for all reference bursts transmitted by the
terminal; blocks with terminal number, unique word position, and acquisition
information for all traffic bursts controlled by the reference terminal; CDC
addresses of all controlled terminals; information for all other received traffic
bursts; and the positions for CAW,. "Preamble" and "postamble" blocks
begin and end each crr. These blocks identify the BTP number and reference
terminal number, and give the total number of eTP blocks.
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System monitor operational time plan

The TsM MTP provides transponder, terminal, and burst information for
all reference bursts transmitted or received by its monitored reference terminal.
It provides a list by transponder of all traffic bursts received by its monitored
reference terminal. This list gives the transmit terminal and the number,
length, and position of each burst. Descriptions of idle time slots, CAW,, and
test time slots for all transponders transmitted into or received by the
monitored reference terminal are also provided.
The TSM crP consists of blocks providing the burst position, number,
transponder, and transmit terminal for all reference bursts transmitted or
received by the monitored reference terminal and for all traffic bursts received
by the monitored reference terminal. Idle time slots are given for all transmit
and receive transponders. "Preamble" and "postamble" blocks provide the
nip number, TSM identification, and the total number of blocks in the CTP.
Abridged CTPs

Abridged CTP, (ACTT,) for traffic. reference, or TSM terminals consist of a
preamble and postamble block providing the nip number, terminal number,
and a block count of 2. The ACTP is used by the IocTF to verify the content
of the cTP in the background memory for the specified terminal. Upon
receiving an ACI P from the IOCTF, the terminal substitutes the n'IP number
from the ACTP into the c'ri, in its background memory and returns the
complete CTP to the iOCTF.
Test CTPs

The INTELSAT Satellite Systems Operations Guide (ssoo) [51 describes
the testing procedures carried out in the system. Test CTPs are generated to
facilitate some of the sSOG procedures when the TDMA system is being used
in the testing.
Test-2 CTP, (r2-CTP,) are used by traffic terminals in a contrived loop
configuration 161 to evaluate the correct functioning of the DSIIDNI units in
conjunction with the terminal's crre. The traffic terminal receives one set
of real reference bursts to identify the start of frame; however, it does not
transmit into the TDMA system, but into a contrived loopback mode to test
the traffic path through the terminal. Information for this Crr is generated
by assigning one full-size sub-burst to each List or DNt unit at the terminal;
forming maximum-configuration EPIC encoded test bursts from these subbursts; scheduling these test bursts in the transponder from which the traffic
terminal receives its controlling reference bursts in the operational cTP; and
scheduling simulated reference bursts in this transponder. The cTt is then
generated using preamble and postamble blocks, a block with the simulated
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controlling reference bursts, a block with a test burst assigned as the principal
burst, and using the test bursts for both transmit and receive burst and subburst information blocks.
After the off-line tests have been conducted and the T2-cTP, utilized, a
new terminal is sent a test-I cii' (Ti-cTp) to test its on-line response to the
reference terminal's control information. The ri-rips are identical to the
operational traffic terminal ci Fs except that each transmit burst has only one
sub-burst consisting of two satellite channels. The traffic terminal's response
to the acquisition and synchronization procedures and SDNTX messages is
tested. Once it has been determined that the terminal is qualified, it is taken
out of the I DMA system, sent its operational CTP, and it reacquires the system
using this crp.
Test-abridged cTPS ('iAC'rPs) are identical to ACID, except that the BTP
number differs. A TACTP is used to support a traffic terminal in conducting
the transmit frame acquisition test, phase 1 131. iACrt', can be generated for
every traffic, reference, and TSM terminal in the network.
naseband worksheets

Baseband worksheets are used to request changes in the automatic baseband
and orderwire assignments for terminals in a proposed BTP. These worksheets
may be generated for each traffic station. The assigned transponder and
destinations for each transmit burst are provided for each station. The number
of assigned channels for each sub-burst of the burst is also provided.
Orderwire assignments can be requested and channel numbering on each
sub-burst can be specified.
BTP software, system description
The software system which generates the nip and the MTP, and CTP,
consists of four programs implemented in FLECS, a high-order structured
FORTRAN language. Figure 8 illustrates the data flow between these programs.
The software is oriented toward the operational planner and the communications engineer. 'the programs are conmmand-driven through a user-oriented
command language. Each command generates a nip assignment, executes
one of the algorithms described in previous sections, or overrides part of an
algorithm.
The input commands may be categorized as control commands, specification
commands, analysis commands, modification commands, or output commands. Control commands interface the program with on-line user files and
control the program flow. Specification commands define the I DMA network
which is to be considered. Some of these commands have a direct impact on
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slots and CAWS; couple sub-bursts with returns; determine required equipment;
assign bursts to terminals; and assign reference bursts to terminals for control.
Output from the program consists of tables of various assignments, a plot of
the frame schedule for each transponder, and a binary file of parameters
generated by the assignments.
The MTPDATA program is dependent upon the assignments generated by
the BTP program. It requires the binary HIP output parameter file as an input.
The MTPDATA program implements the algorithms for assigning orderwires,
SDNTX transponders, principal bursts, and channel numbers.
The NETCON program has no analysis functions. Its purpose is to generate
a table describing the network configuration, including satellite name,
participating stations, terminal identification numbers, and specific CDC
addresses, along with a binary file of these same parameters which can be
used by the GENTP program to generate the MTP, and CTPs. The binary file
can also be accessed by the BIT program if specific terminal numbers are
desired in BTP output. An input file, which is generally fixed over long
periods of time, consists of a series of commands specifying assignments for
the particular satellite and network configuration.
The GENTP program formats the MTPE and CTPs and generates output files
in both printed and binary form from corresponding I I A code. It is dependent
upon the output generated by the MTPDATA and NETCON programs. The
GENTP program implements the algorithms for acquisition slot configuration,
DSI check channel numbering. ITA conversion, checksum generation, and
generation of T2-CTP test burst parameters. For each block of the CTP, data
are converted into ITA standard code line by fine, the checksum is calculated,
and the entire coded block is written to an output file. This TTA file is written
to magnetic tape and read by the Iou rF operator onto the background processor
(HGP), where it is stored until it is disseminated to the network terminals.
Use of the BTP system in planning

Figure 8. BTPIMTPICTP Software System Data Flow
the analysis commands, which are used to initiate the automatic algorithms
in the various programs. Modification commands allow the user to modify
assignments made by the automatic algorithms, while output commands
generate printed output.
Functions of the four programs

The BTP program implements the previously described algorithms to form
and schedule sub-bursts, traffic bursts, and reference bursts; schedule test

Incorporated into the design of the BTP software system is the ability to
selectively override the automatic algorithms to reconcile a generated BTP
with existing operational constraints or to reduce the changes between
successive time plan assignments which may occur using the automatic
algorithms.
When Brrs are being generated, first the automatic algorithms are invoked
and the resulting burst schedule and assignments are reviewed. The operations
planners are then able to override certain results of the automatic algorithms
in order to modify the final plan generated. Various modification commands
are used in both the BTP and MTPDA I A programs for this purpose.
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In the 'rl' program, terrestrial channels can be moved from one sub-burst
to another, bursts can be divided or merged. interpolated channels can be
switched to nonintcpolated and vice versa, and bursts, test slots and CAWs
can be moved in the frame or distributed within the frame more evenly.
Selected bursts can be assigned a scheduled starting symbol, and the program
will schedule all other entities around them using the automatic scheduling
algorithm but exempting these selected bursts. Bursts can be manually
formed, and the program will then schedule these bursts and make all other
assignments.
In the MTPDATA program, orderwires can be manually assigned or deleted
on specified bursts, principal bursts can be specified for terminals, channel
numbers and SDNTX transponders can he selectively reassigned, and baseband
configurations can be input.
Development phases of the DTP software system

Development of the BTP software began with the system design and
implementation of the BIP program in 1981, employing user commands
designed to implement the automatic algorithms and selectively override
several of these algorithms. The MTPDATA, NETCON, and GENTP programs
were initiated in 1982.
The use of the FLPICS FORTRAN preprocessor simplified the task of developing
a large software system and resulted in a well-ordered, readable set of
software which has readily accommodated software maintenance and enhancements. The software has been implemented in a modular manner, which
permits the addition of new functions or the replacement of existing functions
with little effect on the other system components.
As the planning stages of the INTELSAT TDMA system progressed, various
options were added to the software to selectively override the automatic
algorithms in order to comply with additional operational constraints or
requests from participating earth stations to minimize changes to equipment
configurations. For example, it was found that if at least one reference burst
in each transponder is not located at the same position in the frame in
consecutive BTPs, difficulties arise in maintaining synchronization of the
system during a BTP change. Therefore, the capability to manually fix the
scheduled start of a burst was added to the BTP program. Baseband channel
mapping was another area in the BTP where requests for minimizing changes
between succeeding time plans resulted in the creation and distribution of
baseband worksheets and the implementation of commands in the MTPDATA
program to override automatic mapping at specific earth stations.
As commands to override the automatic algorithms proliferated in the
software, so did the probability of a user-generated error in the resulting

operational CTP,. The most recent enhancement of the software has been the
implementation of an extensive error-checking system throughout the software
to prevent the release of an erroneous Cr! which, if used, could cause system
failure.
Conclusions
Traffic management in the INTELSAT IDMA system involves a large
number of coordinated timing and control assignments which must he related
specifically to each participating terminal. Channel mapping and orderwrrc
assignments must also be provided for each terminal. The entire body of
these assignments is referred to as the RI P. After a BTP has been generated,
a procedure for gaining approval of (or processing modifications of) the BTP
from participating administrations i, necessary. A software system has been
developed at COMSAT Laboratories, in close cooperation with the operations
planners at INTELSAT, which automatically generates these assignments for
a complete DMA network. This software system enables planners to override
selected assignments based on requests from participating administrations,
and analyzes these overrides to ensure that the resulting BTP will be compatible
with INTELSAT's TDMA specifications.
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Appendix . Sample traffic terminal time plans
This appendix describes an MTP and c I I, for a selected traffic terminal. Portions of
the operational MI I' are presented at the end of this appendix, followed by portions
of the operational CTP for a traffic terminal in country "AAA" participating in a
I DMA network. Since the terminal in this example receives a large number of bursts,
portions of the receive burst assignments have been deleted for the sake of brevity.
The BTP and Mir, are consistent with the example nit' figures and tables which have
been presented throughout this paper. It should he noted that this ow has been
generated for illustrative purposes only and will not be implemented in the network.
The network being illustrated uses four transponders: two with hemi-beam coverages
on up-link and down-link and two with zone-beam coverages on up-link and downlink. There is no loophack transponder; therefore, all traffic and reference terminals
are controlled by the reference stations in the opposite coverage region. One set of
reference stations is located in each of the zone coverage regions. These stations are
referred to as wzi and wz2 in the West zone and Ezl and 1 /2 in the East zone.
Traffic terminal MTP example

The MTP consists of a cover page and a number of pages containing the traffic and
control information for this terminal. Each information page contains a header with
the page number, station name, and terminal number. The trip number, date of MTP
generation, traffic terminal identification, and network identification are contained on
the cover page.
Page 2 of the MTP contains the controlling reference burst information for this
terminal. The controlling reference bursts are in transponder I I and are burst numbers
I and 10. Burst I is the tier reference burst (RBI) transmitted by Pzl and is positioned
at symbol 0, the sot-. Terminal 196 will receive controlling information from this
burst during acquisition from its coc. Four orderwires are active for terminal 196 on
this burst: Pi and ci are the voice and TrY orderwires from the toGrr, and P2 and c2
are the voice and TTY orderwires from the controlling reference station, Fal.
The bursts and orderwire addresses which contain the return orderwires to complete
the links are listed beside each of the receive orderwires. These are the bursts on
which terminal 196 will transmit orderwires to the locrt and Ezi. Burst 10 is the
secondary reference burst (w12) and contains essentially the same information as the
Rnl. The reference station passes an alternate tocrr orderwire (tofu) and its own
orderwire ([/2).

Page 3 shows the transmit burst information for terminal 196's principal burst,
which is used for acquisition. The principal burst, number 27, will be transmitted
into transponder 21. The time slot assignment, burst duration, and FEc indicator and
transponder containing the reference bursts which will provide the sin rx message
are provided next.
The orderwire assignments reflect that the principal burst is assigned as many
orderwires as possible. All terminals receiving this burst will be assigned a voice and
rrv orderwire. tocB rather than JOCA has been assigned on this burst, since the burst
has the greatest number of destinations of any transmit burst. The return orderwire
assignments are indicated.
Burst 27 consists of two multiple-destination sub-bursts. The individual sub-burst
information is supplied at the bottom of page 3. The sub-burst start symbol specifies
the number of symbols after the last symbol of the preamble unique word where the
sub-burst begins. The sub-burst length is given in intended symbols. Each traffic link
assignment on the sub-burst is specified by the receive stations, number of voice and
non-voice terrestrial channels, and the return burst and sub-burst assignments.
One other burst, number 40, is transmitted by terminal 196. This burst carries the
necessary orderwire information to the reference stations, the ImCTF, and the remaining
traffic terminals.
Page 5 begins the information for the traffic bursts received by terminal 196. A
total of 13 bursts will be received in response to the 2 bursts transmitted by terminal
196. The receive orderwire assignments and traffic assignments correspond with the
transmit burst assignments. The receive burst information continues through page 17
of the MIT; however, pages 6 through 16 have been omitted in this example.
Pages I8 and 19 contain the transmit baseband arrangements. The channel numbers
identify the interpolated and non-interpolated traffic being transmitted by terminal
196 from the baseband arrangement through the satellite. The channels are assigned
per sub-burst. The description type indicates I for interpolated channels, P for
preassigned or nonintcrpolated channels, and S for a supervisory channel. Multiple
stations can share the supervisory channel, as shown in the MTP.
Pages 20 through 23 contain the basehand arrangements for the received traffic
bursts; however, pages 21 through 23 have been omitted in this example. The first
burst, 5, is transmitted by station KKK and contains 12 voice channels, one nonvoice
channel, and the supervisory channel for station AAA (terminal 196). This is the
traffic being returned for burst 27, as shown on page 18. The assigned channel
numbers match for the symmetric link, but the international channel numbers and
size of the satellite channel interpolated pool may differ.
A summary of the transmit and receive information, along with an equipment
summary, is provided at the end of the MIT.
CTP example

This subsection describes the traffic terminal crt' for BTP 51111 for station AAA
(terminal 196) which corresponds to the MTP previously discussed. The readable CTP
which is normally sent to the users is shown in its EBCDIC format. The CTP which is
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electronically transmitted to the terminal from the IGCrE is translated entirely into the
5-bit I I A Number 2 code.
Like the MTP, the traffic terminal cr0 begins with a cover page containing identifying
information, and the remainder of the co has a numbered header on each page. The
cover page information header and page titles are not part of the ITA-encoded cup.
The information block which begins the cro is HA-encoded but is not included in a
checksum. The traffic terminal strips this information upon reception of the crP.
The traffic terminal operational cn' code blocks are numbered between 00 and 99.
Codes 00 and 99 are the preamble and postamble blocks which carry the critical time
plan identification Information. The preamble block is the first block to be checksummed. The checksum 01001 was derived by doing a binary addition of the ITA
equivalent for each character in that block, including control characters such as line
feed, space, and carriage return. The 5 least significant hits were saved and each was
translated into its rtA equivalent for the CTP. The block count indicates that there are
34 information blocks in this cLP.
The code 10 block provides the critical information for receiving the controlling
reference bursts. The burst positions are Tu and . 7[ for REI and RB'_, respectively.
The orderwire activity is shown in the binary map, where a I indicates an active
orderwire. The leftmost bits represent the voice orderwires, PI and in, followed by
the rrv orderwires, c1 through cs, in bits 3 through 10.
Codes 30 through 51 contain the critical subset of the MTP transmit and receive
burst parameters needed for terminal operation. Each cr1 block corresponds directly
with the more detailed MrP descriptions. Pages 5 through 7 of receive burst parameters
have not been included in this example.
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SAMPLE BURST TIME PLAN

DATE :

17 OCT 85

MASTER TIME PLAN

BURST TIME PLAN NUMBER 51111
TRAFFIC TERMINAL - AAA
TERMINAL NUMBER - 196
SATELLITE - XXX XXX

END OF PLAN - SAMPLE
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PAGE 3
STATION MA

PAGE 2

TERMINAL 196

STATION AAA
TERMINAL 196
TRANSM I T BURST .I NFORMAT I ON

pR1 NC1 Pa^eueu

CONTROLLING RFFFRENCE BURSTS

aQI$ST(NO ) TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY START OF BURST FURST POSITION
BURS7INO . 1 TRANSPQNUER ERLQUENC I SIA T OF BURST BURST PoS TIIXI

ROT

1

ll(EH

IEENGTH

TO WH)

R

F

R

5970 . 000

-

MHZ

-199 SYM.

0

SYM.

21 21(861 TO EH) 5970. 000 MR2 83289 55M 83488 SYM.

STATION
LENGTH

TRANSPOMOFR

E[C

8328

ORO RWIR

OR

FOR

SATELTE CMANNEIN

SENTY

EZI

288 5YM.

SYM

OR

lI(EH

TO

WH)

110

BURST/OM
THANSMJ] ORDERN RET IOEST NAT BN /RETURN BURST/OWA1

P1 (IOCA

/ 40- P1 )

P2 (EZ1

/ 40- P2

Cl (IOCA

/ 40- Cl

C2 (EZ1

/ 40- C2 )

P1

IOCR

(

P2
P2
P2

BBB
EEE
GGG

( 11- P2 )CCC

18- P1 )

( 14- P2 )
( S- P2 )
( 8- P2 )

( le- P2 )DDD
( 15- P2 )KKK
( 13- P2 ) III

( 12- P2 )FEE
( 9- P2 )HHH

C3

-

P2

LLL

( 17- P2

C4

-

Cl

IOCB

( 18- Cl

CS

-

C2

Bea

( 11- C2 )CGG

(

18- C2 )DDD

(

1 4 - 0 2 )

C6

-

( 12- C2 ) FFF
9- C2 )HHH
(
( 17- C2 )

(
(

5- D2 )
5- C2 )

-

EEE
GGG
LLL

( 15- C2 )KKK
( 13- C2 )111

C2

C2
C2
C2

CB

-

C3 -

C4 C5 C6 C2 BURST(NO I TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY START OF BURST BURST POSITION

R82 10

11(EH TO WH)

5970 . 000

R

LENGTH

FF
R

FI STATION

EZ2

288 SYM

MHZ

6029 7 SYM

60496

C8 -

5511.
SVO=
BURST
1

TYPE
DSI

START

051
LFRET I MS®I

fly.)

[YMI ;,AE

B1

4096 192
193
194

P1
P2
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
CB

(IOCB
(EZ2
(IOCB

(EZ2
-

/ 27- P1
/ 40- P2 )
/ 27- Cl
/ 40- C2 )

2 051

4172

BBB
BOB
DOD
DDD
FEE
FEE

- 14V (BURST
- 2NV ( BURST
- 15V (BURST
- 2NV ( BURST

11 SUB-BURST 1)
11
14
14
12

SUB-BURST
SUB-BURST
SEW-BURST
SUB-BURST

1)
1)
1)
1)
12 SUB-BURST 1)
15 SUB-BURST 1)
15 SUB-BURST 1)

195

PEP
FFE

- 21V (BURST
- 2NV ( BURST
- 25V ( BURST
- 2NV ( BURST

196

KKK

-

197

KKK
HHN

5 SUB-BURST 1)
13 5UB-BURST 1)
13 SLR-BURST 1)
18 SIIB-BURST

12V

(BURST

5 SUB-BURST

1)

HHH

- INV ( BURST
- 23V ( BURST
- 2NV ( BURST

2944 192

CCC

- 28V

193

GOO
GGG
III
III

- BV (BURST
INV (BURST
-

4NV (BURST

LLL

-

6v

(BURST

LLL

-

INV

(BURST

17 SUB-BURST

I)

194
195

- 37V

(BURST

(BURST

I)

9 SUB-BURST I)
9 SUB-BURST I)
8 SUB-BURST

I)

8 SUB -BURST

I)

17 SUB- BURST

I)
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PAGE 4

PAGE 5

STATION AAA

STATION AM

TERMINAL 196

TERMINAL 196

BURST

REC E IV E BURST INFORMATION

INFORMATION

OTHER TRANSMIT BURST

BURST(NO ) TRANSPONDER ER QU N.Y

START OF BURST BURST POSITION

5 ll(EH TO WH) 59 7 0.000 MHZ

16457 SYM. 16656 SYM.

40 51(WZ TO EZ) 5970. 000 MHZ

LENGTH

21689 SYM. 21888 SYM.

FREQUENCY START OF BURST BURST POSITI OJ

BURST ( N0.1 TRANSPONDER

TRANSPONDER FOR SAT IT

EEC

C HANN ELS

LENGTH

EEC

SATELLITE

5328 SYM. ON

. HANN

69

S

TRANSMIT

NAM E /T E RMINAL

KKK / 208

SONIX
5624

SYM.

ON

11(EH

TO

WH)

73
P1 -

TR AN S MIT ORDERWIRES

( DESTINATION/RETURN BURST/OWE)

1- P1
( I- P2
( 31- P2
I- C1
( 1- C2
31- C2

)
)EZ2
)SSS
)
)EZ2
)SSS

( 10- P2 ) HHH ( 36- P2 )
( 30- P2 )
( 10- C2 )HHH
( 30- C2 )

( 36- C2 )

P2

KKK

27 -

P2 )

Cl

-

(

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

KKK ( 27 -

C2 )

SUB-

START

LENGTH

BURST TYPE

( STMT

(SYM)

81

4416

D51

OSI

ALARM

CHANNEL

194

CONFIGURED CHANNELS AND
( R E TURN BURST /SUM-BURST)

12 V (BURST 27 SUB-BURST 1)
1NV (BURST 27 SUB-BURST 1)

251
SUB._ START L FN-TH ALABN
BURST TYPE (SYM) I SM) CNAN
1

DSI

81

4672

192

RCV STATIONS WITH CONFIGURED

HHH
HHH
193 JJJ
JJJ
194 SSS
SSS

HANN S AND R ETURN BUR

-

33V
INV
55V
9NV
34V
5NV

B-BUR

(BURST 36 SUB-BURST 1)
(BURST 36 SUB-BURST 1)
(BURST 31 SUB -BURST 1)
(BURST 31 SUB- BURST 1)
(BURST 30 SUB-BURST 1)
(BURST 30 SUB -BURST 1)
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PAGE 18
STATION MA
TERMINAL 196

PACE 17
STATION AM
TERMINAL 196

RECEIVE BURST INFORMATION
TRANSMIT B SEBAND ARRANGEMENTS

BURSTING .)
36

TRANSPONDER

START

OF

BURST

BURST POSITION
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EEC
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P1 P2 HHH
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Cl C2 HHH
C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 -
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RECEIVE
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P
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P
1
P
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P
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0-
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I
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P
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$
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S
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R ST)
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1
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PAGE
1N
_'a
PAGE
20
STATION
AAA
STATION
AAA
TERMINAL
196
TERMINAL
196

RECEIVE BAS BAND ARRANGEMENT

TRANSMIT BASEBAND ARRANGEMENTS

BURST NO. 5

BURST N0 40

SUB-BURST NO. I

SUB-BURST NO. 1 TYPE-DSI

TYPE-DSI

RECEIVE

ASSIGNED

INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE

STATIO

CHANNEIS

CHANNFIC CHANNELS

TYPE

TRANSMIT

ASSIGNED INTERNATIONAL SATELLITE

COUNTRY

CHANNEL _ CH NNELS

1-

33

1-

33

0-

56

I

KKK KKK -AM

1-

1

34-

34

57

P

KKK KKK -AM

1-

55

35-
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1
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1-

9
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P

V,

1-

34
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0-
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1
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5
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BURST NO. 8
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S
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5

BURST NO. 9

SUB-BURST NO. 1 TYPE-DSI
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5
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PAGE 25
STATION AAA
TERMINAL 196

PAGE 24
STATION AAA
TERMINAL 196

TERMINAL SUMMARY
lw^

TERMINAL SUMMARY

(CONT.)

RECEIVE

(TRANSMIT)

TPDR 11 TPDR 41
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21

TPDR

TRANSMIT BURSTS
TRANSMIT SUB-BURSTS
TRANSMIT VOICE OW

1
2
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1
1
2
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RECEIVE BURSTS 12 3
RECEIVE SUB -BURSTS
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3
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RECEIVE TTY CH.
14
3
RECEIVE BURST CONFIGURATIONS
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SYMB. CHAN (NON-VOICE)

51

1-051

137( 15)

73

NO.

UN- DSI RCV-STA

SUB- BURST CH. TOTAL SAT. CODED ALARM TOTAL CH.
IEOE NO /TYPE (NON-VOICE) CNAN SXMB. CHAN (NQN-VQICE)

KKK

5

11

1 -051

136 (

9)

69

4416

194 AM

13( 1)

III

8

11

1-DSI

167 (

13)

85

5440

194 AAA

41( 4)

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

7)
9)
16)
13)
16)
12)
10)

98
103
82
112
101
93
83

6272
6592
5248
7168
6464
5952
5312

194 AM
193 AM
194 AM
194 AM
194 AM
194 AAA
194 AAA

9(
16(
23(
25(
17(
27(
7(

16 (
17 (
23 (
27(
13(
25(
28 (

2)
2)
2)
2)
1)
2)
0)

GGG

9
11
12
13
14
15
17

11
11
11
11
11
11
11

1-DSI

BOB
EEE
HHH
DOD
FEE
LLL

1-DSI

206
214
156
230
200
187
167

9(

1)

CCC

18

11

1-DSI

129 (

13)

69

4416

194 AAA

28( 0)

194 III

41( 4)

SSS

30

41

1-051

134 (

19)

74

4736

193 AAA

39( 5)

195 LLL
4672 192 HHH
193 JJJ
194 SSS

7( 1)
1)
34 (
64( 9)
39 ( 5)

JJJ
HHH
EZ1
EZ2

31

41
41
11
11

I-DSI

187 ( 16)
153 ( 59)

95
105

6080
6720
288
268

193 AM
193 AAA

64( 9)
34( 1)

4096 192
193
194
195
196
197
2944 192

BBB
DOD
EEE
FEE
KKK
HHH
CCC

193 GGG

40

5I6-

BURST

36
I

10

1-DSI
1-DSI
1-051
1-OSI
1-DSI

I-DSI
R81
RB2

1)
2)
2)
2)
2)
2)
1)

TERMINAI SUMM ARY ICONT_1

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

S-DEST. M-DEST .
TERM

QLL
2

QLL
2

DEL_
0

DSI_
3

S-DEST. M-OEST.
0141
0

ONI
0
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PAGE 2
STATION AAA
TERMINAL 196

TRAFFIC TERMINAL
ONDENSED BUR
DATE :

17 OCT 85
DESCRIPTION

17.10.85

DATE

OF

TRANSMISSION

10.45.58

TIME

OF

TRANSMISSION

IOC
510

ORIGINATOR
SATELLITE

CODE

00

51111
196

BLOCK

01001

CODE
BURST

TIME

PLAN

fl

11

TIME

10

T11

AAA

FOR

060496

TERMINAL

-

196

00001

CODE
21

RB1

T21

30

PRINCIPAL

0027

BURST
LOCATION

I

GEC

OF

INDICATOR:

CODE
1

BURST

OF

TRANSPONDER

1111000000

4096

UW

FROM

I

=

SOTF

IN

FEE,

SYMBOLS
0

FOR

=

NO

FEC

SDNTX

MAP

SUM

SUB -BURST OF PRINCIPAL BURST
SUB-BURST

START

00111

PARAMETERS

BURST

ORDERWIRE

31

LENGTH

RB1

NUMBER

NUMBER

CHECK

TRANSMIT

000081

FOR

FOR RB2 IN SYMBOLS

NUMBER

DURATION

01001

SYMBOLS

MAP

SUM

TRANSPONDER

008328

IN

BURSTS

NUMBER

ORDERWIRE MAP FOR RB2

CHECK

083488

11

REFERENCE

ORDERWIRE

1111000000
-

SUM

TRANSPONDER

1111000000

STATION

COUNT

CONTROLLING

000000

BURST TIME PLAN NUMBER 51111

NUMBER

NUMBER

CHECK

CONTROL

BLOCK

PLAN

TERMINAL

0034

CONDENSED

PREAMBLE

BURST

CODE

IDENTITY

OF

OF

NUMBER

SUB-BURST

SUB-BURST

CHECK

SUM

FROM VII

IN

SYMBOLS
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PAGE 3
STATION MA
TERMINAL 196

STATION AM
TERMINAL 196

TRAFFIC TERMINAL

TRAFFIC TERMINAL

CONDENSED BURST TIME PLAN ( CONT . )

CONDENSED BURST TIME PLAN (CONT I

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

CODE 31
2
004177
2944
11011

SUB-BURST OF PRINCIPAL BURST
TRANSMIT SUB-BURST NUMBER
START OF SUB -BURST FROM UW
LENGTH OF SUB-BURST IN SYMBOLS
CHECK SUM

CODE 50

006504

RECEIVE BURST PARAMETERS
TRANSPONDER NUMBER
BURST NUMBER
LOCATION OF UW FROM SORF
DURATION OF BURST IN SYMBOLS

0101000000

ORDERWIRE MAP

00001

CHECK SUM

CODE 51

RECEIVE SUB-BURST PARAMETERS

11
0008
046400

FEC INDICATOR: 1 = FEC, 0 - NO FEC

1111000000

OTHER TRANSMIT BURST PARAMETERS
TRANSPONDER NUMBER
BURST NUMBER
LOCATION OF UW FROM SOTF
DURATION OF BURST IN SYMBOLS
FEC INDICATOR: 1 - FEC, 0 - NO FEC
TRANSPONDER NUMBER FOR SDNTX
ORDERWIRE MAP

00000

CHECK SUM

CODE 41

SUB-BURST OF TRANSMIT BURST
TRANSMIT SUB-BURST NUMBER
START OF SUB- BURST FROM UM
LENGTH OF SUB-URST IN SYMBOLS
CHECK SUM

CODE 40
51
0040
016656
005624
11

SUB-BURST NUMBER
000081
5440
00011

CODE 50

000081
4672
11100

11
0009
052976
007448

0101000000
10001

CODE 50
11
0005
021888
005328

RECEIVE BURST PARAMETERS
TRANSPONDER NUMBER
BURST NUMBER
LOCATION OF UW FROM SORF
DURATION OF BURST IN SYMBOLS
FEC INDICATOR : 1 - FEC, 0 = NO FEC
ORDERWIRE MAP
CHECK SUM

RECEIVE BURST PARAMETERS
TRANSPONDER NUMBER
BURST NUMBER

0101000000

LOCATION OF UW FROM SORF
DURATION OF BURST IN SYMBOLS
FEC INDICATOR: 1 - FEC. 0 = NO FEC
ORDERWIRE MAP

10111

CHECK SUM

CODE 51

4416

RECEIVE SUB -BURST PARAMETERS
SUB-BURST NUMBER
START OF SUB -BURST FROM UN
DURATION OF SUB-BURST IN SYMBOLS

01001

CHECK SUM

CODE 51

000081
6272
01011

CODE 50

000081

START OF SUB-BURST FROM UW
DURATION OF SUB-BURST IN SYMBOLS
CHECK SUM

11
0011
060848
007816

0101000000
10011

RECEIVE SUB -BURST PARAMETERS
SUB-BURST NUMBER
START OF SUB -BURST FROM UW
DURATION OF SUB-BURST IN SYMBOLS
CHECK SUM

RECEIVE BURST PARAMETERS
TRANSPONDER NUMBER
BURST NUMBER
LOCATION OF UW FROM SORF
DURATION OF BURST IN SYMBOLS
FEC INDICATOR : I = FEC, 0 - NO FEC
ORDERWIRE MAP
CHECK SUM
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STATION AAA
TERMINAL 196

TRAFFIC TERMINAL
C NT )
CONDENSED BURT TIME PLAN (D

D S R PTION
CODE 50
41

RECEIVE BURST PARAMETERS

0031

BURST NUMBER
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TRANSPONDER NUMBER

006352

LOCATION OF UM FROM SORE

007232

DURATION OF BURST IN SYMBOLS

0101000000

ORDERWIRE MAP

10011

CHECK SUM

FEC INDICATOR :

1 = FEC, 0 = NO FEC

CODE 51

RECEIVE SUB -BURST PARAMETERS
SUB-BURST NUMBER

000081

START OF SUB -BURST FROM LAl

6080

DURATION OF SUB-BURST IN SYMBOLS

10000

CHECK SUM

CODE 50
41

RECEIVE BURST PARAMETERS

0036

BURST NUMBER

100864
007960

LOCATION OF UW FROM SORF
DURATION OF BURST IN SYMBOLS

0101000000

ORDERWIRE MAP

10000

CHECK SUM

CODE 51

RECEIVE SUB-BURST PARAMETERS

TRANSPONDER NUMBER

FEC INDICATOR :

1 = FEC. 0 = NO FEC
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SUB-BURST NUMBER
000081

START OF SUB-BURST FROM U'W

6720

DURATION OF SUB-BURST IN SYMBOLS

01110

CHECK SUM

CODE 99
51111
196
0034
01101

2 05

POSTAMBLE BLOCK
BURST TIME PLAN NUMBER
TERMINAL NUMBER
BLOCK COUNT
CHECK SUM
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Advantages of TDMA and satelliteswitched TDMA in INTELSAT V and VI
S. J. CAMPANEL.LA, B. A. POMPANO, and J . L. DICKS
(Manuscript received September 12, 1985)

Abstract
Because time-division multiple-access (r DMA) terminals share a common carrier in
the time domain, the number of up- and down-conversion chains needed to implement
a network with'rDMA is significantly reduced compared to the number needed with
frequency-division multiple-access (EDMA). A cost model based on counting the
number of up- and down-conversion chains for TDMA and FDMA is presented. From
this model, the number of stations for which TDMA implementation costs become
lower than those for FDMA is determined. The model is applied to a single earth
coverage beam system, to the INFELSAT v multiple-beam system with static connections,
and to the INnasAr vl multiple-beam system with either static or dynamically switched
connections.
It is shown that dynamically switched TDMA will provide enhanced beam-to-beam
connectivity, allow adjustment of beam-to-beam traffic capacity in increments of a
single voice channel, and permit the TDMA network to operate with two rather than
four reference stations in each ocean region. The other advantages of TuMA discussed
include single-carrier-per-transponder operation, which doubles the available transponder power compared to EDMA; the ability to accommodate traffic capacity
variations by changing burst location and duration; and the capability of dynamic
switching among multiple beams, which in the future may evolve to hopping-beam
TDMA systems.
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Introduction
Time division multiple access (TDMA) has been introduced in the
INTrt.SAT v system to carry traffic over digital links implemented by earth
stations that time-share 120.832-Mbit/s digital carriers, which are relayed
back to earth through nominal 72-MHz bandwidth satellite transponders. In
IN1I SAT v satellites, the transponders interconnect a multiple-beam arrangement comprising two hemi beams and two northern zone beams using static
interconnections [I]. In INTELSAT VI satellites, the transponders will interconnect a multiple-beam arrangement comprising two hemi beams, two
northern zone beams, and two southern zone beams using either static, or
static and dynamic, interconnections [2].
As the number of beams on a satellite increases, the number of transponders
also increases. With static interconnection, the number increases as the square
of the number of beams, while with dynamic switching it increases linearly.
INTELSAT VI will have available two 6 X 6-port dynamic microwave switch
matrices interconnecting six beams in two transponder frequency banks, with
each bank containing six transponders. This ensures full, flexible, and efficient
interconnectivity among the six beams of the hemi/zone beam configuration
131. To achieve the same connectivity with static switching, 36 transponders
would be required.
The INTELSAT 120.832-Mbit/s TDMA system has been designed to provide
efficient communications service via multibeam satellites, with cooperative
interaction among traffic terminals and dedicated reference stations [4]. The
system can operate with the static interconnections of INTELSAT v and
INTELSAT vi satellites, as well as with the dynamically switched interconnections of INTELSAT VI.

TDMA will result in lower total earth station costs compared to a system
employing frequency division multiple access (FDMA), provided that a
sufficient number of stations use TDMA. These costs can be expressed in
terms of the number of up- and down-conversion chains needed to implement
the total system. An up-link conversion chain consists of a modem, an IFtO-RF frequency converter, and an intermediate amplifier needed to drive the
high-power amplifier (ILEA). A down-conversion chain consists of a lownoise amplifier (LNA), an RF-to-IF frequency converter, and a demodulator.
In most applications, the HPA and LNA are common to a multiplicity of uplink and down-link conversion chains and are not duplicated.
A system that minimizes the total number of up- and down-link conversion
chains required to achieve a given connectivity will also minimize overall
system cost. Cost advantage is realized when the number of earth stations
exceeds a threshold below which FDMA is less expensive and above which
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TDMA is less expensive. This paper presents an analysis of the INTELSAT v
and vi multibeam systems which leads to expressions for the total number
of up- and down-chains in the system and assigns to them the actual costs
experienced for TDMA and EDMA implementations. (A single-beam system is
analyzed for comparison purposes.)
The benefits resulting from the introduction of the dynamic microwave
switch matrix are also discussed. The principal advantage of dynamic
switching stems from the higher fill efficiency of the system, which is
achieved when traffic routing in capacity increments of whole transponders
is replaced with fully flexible traffic routing in single-voice-channel increments. For a six-beam system using only six transponders, each 6 x 6
dynamic switch on INTELSAT VI provides all 36 interconnectivities needed.
With static connections, full interconnectivity among six beams would require
the use of 36 transponders, which is impractical. A static configuration with
fewer transponders would constrain or eliminate selected connectivities,
depending on the choice of static routing. An additional benefit of the
dynamic switch is improved connectivity between TDMA reference and traffic
stations. As a result, the number of reference stations, and hence the cost of
the reference station system, can be reduced.

INTELSAT V beam connectirities
INTELSAT v has five beams at C-band. Figure I shows typical earth
coverages provided for the Atlantic Ocean Region (AOR). The transponder
frequency plan of Figure 2 shows that the earth coverage beam is separated
from the hemi and zone beams by frequency diversity, and the hemi beams
are separated from the zone beams by polarization diversity. K.-band
transponders are also available for two spot beams. Some C-band transponders
can be used in either the hemi and zone beams or in the earth coverage
beam. Cross-strapping between hemi, zone, and spot beams is accomplished
by static switching. The hemi and zone beams are used principally for trunk
telephone service, while the earth coverage beam is used principally for
services such as television, single-channel-per-carrier data, and thin-route
telephony. This discussion deals exclusively with trunk telephony at C-band.
The hemi and zone beams can be represented schematically as shown in
Figure 3. Regions bounded by the perimeter of a beam at its earth intersection
are referred to as beam cells. Interconnectivity from east to west and west
to east can be accomplished with a minimum of four links: two (A and B)
connecting zone beams I and 2, and two (C and Of connecting hemi beams
3 and 4. North-south interconnectivity may be accomplished by loopbacks
E and F to the west and east hemi beams. Thus, at least six links are needed
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Figure 1. INTELSAT V AOR Beam Coverages
Figure 3. INTELSAT V Beam Cells and Minimum Connectivities
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Figure 2. INTELSAT V Transponder Frequency Plan

to provide communications among all earth stations. If all possible interconnectivities among the four beams were implemented, 16 links would be
required; however, the overlap of the INTELSAT v beam permits the number
of links to be reduced to six.
Links A and B can be assigned the full bandwidth of beams I and 2,
respectively; links C and F can share the capacity of beam 4; and links D
and E can share the capacity of beam 3. When the bandwidth of an
interconnecting link exceeds that of a single transponder, multiple transponders
operating in parallel are needed. Single transponders capable of delivering
the required power over a wideband link are undesirable because of reliability
considerations, inefficient transponder utilization caused by the output backoff
needed to avoid intermodulation distortion among multiple carriers per
transponder, and lack of flexibility to accommodate variations in traffic flow.
To implement the hemi and zone beams of both INTELSAT v and vi satellites,
multiple C-band transponders each with a nominal bandwidth of 72 MHz are
used.
The FDMA or TDMA stations operating in regions where beam cells overlap
have access to the capacity of the overlapping beams and may place carriers
in each destination beam. Stations residing in beam cell 1 can communicate
with those in beam cells 2, 3, and 4 via links B, E, and D, respectively (and
those in beam cell 3 can communicate with those in beam cells 3 and 4 via
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links E and D, respectively) by transmitting and receiving on appropriate
frequencies and polarizations. Each link requires one or more transponders,
depending on the routing plan. Transponder assignments are controlled by
ground-commanded static switches. Similar arrangements can he made in the
reverse direction for stations residing in beam cells 2 and 4. Loophack
connections within the zone beams are not included, since the little traffic
they would carry is accommodated by hemi-beam loopbacks.
To achieve full interconnectivity, each station in a beam cell must transmit
at least one FNMA carrier or one TDMA burst to stations in each destination
beam cell. The number of carriers, up-conversion chains, and downconversion chains needed in the system to achieve full interconnectivity is a
function of the number of beams and the multiple-access method used (FDMA
or TDMA).

INTELSAT V FDMA operation
Up-link conversion chains

With N stations operating in a single-beam system (one up-beam connected
to a congruent down-beam) with continuous FDMA carriers, each station
would have to transmit at least one carrier and receive N - I carriers. This
leads to a system requiring N up-link conversion chains and N(N - I) downlink conversion chains. For a multiple-beam satellite such as INTELSAT v,
full network connectivity requires a larger number of carriers. This requirement
can be estimated as follows.
Consider the multibeam configuration shown in Figure 3 for serving a
community of N stations using continuous FDMA carriers. A convention will
be adopted for counting stations in the system in a manner independent of
beam cell overlapping. This convention assigns the number of stations in
terms of regions bounded between the perimeter of a beam cell and the
perimeter of contained beam cells. With reference to Figure 3, let the number
of stations only in beam cell I be N1, the number only in beam cell 2 be N,
the number only in beam cell 3 but not in beam cell I be N3, and the number
only in beam cell 4 but not in beam cell 2 be N. Stations residing in regions
of beam overlap are members of each overlapping cell and are assumed to
operate on both polarizations. Thus, the number of stations in beam cell 1
is N,, in beam cell 2 is N2, in beam cell 3 is N, + N,, and in beam cell 4
is N2 + N,.
To implement the connectivity shown in Figure 3 among all stations, those
in beam cells I and 2 would each transmit three carriers. Those in beam cell
3 but not in beam cell 1, and those in beam cell 4 but not in beam cell 2,
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would each transmit two carriers. Thus, the total number of FDMA carriers
needed in the INTELSAT V system to provide full connectivity is
3(N, + N,) + 2(N3 + N,) . (1)
Since each FDMA carrier must originate from a dedicated up-conversion chain,
the above expression also gives the number of up - link conversion chains.
Currently in the INTELSAT AOR system 151, the beam cell station number
variables are N, = 35, N, = 53, N3 = 11, and N, = 47. Using expression (1),
the number of carriers (and hence up-conversion chains ) needed to implement
full FDMA connectivity in INTELSAT v is 380. If all of these stations were
operated in a single earth coverage beam equipped with a sufficient number
of transponders , 146 carriers would be required . Thus, multibeam operation
increases the number of carriers needed for FDMA operation by the ratio 2.6.
In general, the increase in the number of up-link carriers, and consequently
up-conversion chains, caused by partitioning any network into multiple beams
will always be much greater for EDMA than for ILIMA transmission.
For extrapolation purposes , it will be convenient to assign a fixed distribution
of stations among the beams. Assuming that future INTELSAT v earth station
growth will occur with the present geographic distribution (N, = 0.24N,
N, = 0.36N, N3 = 0.08N, and N, = 0.32N, where N is the total number
of stations in the network ), and substituting these values into expression (1),
the number of carriers and hence the number up-link conversion chains for
the multibeam INTELSAT v network is 2.6N. If a uniform geographic
distribution were assumed ( corresponding to N, = N, = N, = Nr = N14),
the result would be 2.5N . Thus, the number of carriers is relatively insensitive
to large variations in earth station distribution.
Because of the large number of carriers needed for continuous FDMA
operation , each transponder must handle several carriers . This results in
inefficient use of the transponder because of the need to back off the output
power by 4 dB or more.

Down-link conversion chains

Consider now the number of down-conversion chains needed for continuous
EDMA at the receive end. The matrix presented in Table I gives the number
of FDMA carriers from the originating beam cell to the destination beam cell,
using the counting convention previously adopted. The table also gives the
number of stations in the destination beam cell that will receive the carriers,
as well as the number of receive down-link conversion chains in each
destination beam cell (obtained by summing the products of column elements
in the matrix and the number of stations in the destination beam).
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF DOWN-LINK CONVERSION CHAINS FOR
INTELSAT V FDMA
To Beam Cell

From
Beam
Cell

Cell

4

1

0 N,

0

0

2

N, 0

0

0

3

0

0

N, + N,

N, + N,

4

0

0

N, + N,

N, + N,

Number of
Destinations

Totals
to
Beam

3

N,

N,

I

N,N,

2

NM

3

IN, + N,)(N - 1)

4

(N, + N,)(N - 1)

N, + N, - I

N, + N - 1*

* I subtracted for loopback connections only

Using the present distribution of stations for the INTELSAT AOR system,
and inserting the appropriate numbers into expression (2) results in 24,880
down-link conversion chains to achieve full interconnectivity with FDMA in
the INTELSAT V multiple-beam system, as compared to 21,170 chains needed
if the same stations were served by earth coverage beams. The latter value
is obtained from the expression N(N - 1), with N = 146. Thus, introduction
of the multibeam INTELSAT V increases the number of down-link conversion
chains needed for full interconnectivity by the ratio 1.17 compared to earth
coverage beam operation.
Assuming that growth occurs with the present geographic distribution
as described previously, and substituting the resulting variable assignments
into expression (2), the expression for the number of down-conversion
chains becomes N(1.17N - 1). Using the uniform earth station distribution
assumption, expression (2) reduces to the expression N(1. 125N - F. These
results show that the number of down-conversion chains is relatively
insensitive to large changes in earth station distribution.

INTELSAT V TDMA operation
Up- and down-link conversion chains

Table I was developed as follows: from beam cell 1, N, stations transmit
N, multidestinational carriers to N, stations in beam cell 2, yielding N,N,
down-link conversion chains for stations in beam cell 2. Similarly, in the
direction from beam cell 2 to beam cell 1, there are N,N1 down-link conversion chains for the stations in beam cell 1. From beam cell 3, N, + N,
stations transmit N, + N, multidestinational carriers that are received by Nc
+ N4 stations in beam cell 4, yielding a total of (N, + N,)(N, + N4) downlink conversion chains. In addition, since loopback connections are allowed
in beam cell 3, N, + N3 stations transmit N, + N3 carriers that are received
by At + N, - I stations, yielding an additional (N, + N3BN, + N, - 1)
down-link conversion chains. Similarly, in the reverse sense of beam cells
3 and 4, there are (N, + N4)(N, + N,) down-link conversion chains for
traffic from beam cell 4 to beam cell 3 and (N, + N,)(N, + N4 - 1) for
loopback traffic in beam cell 4. The sum of the individual beam cell
contributions gives the total number of receive down-conversion chains in
the INTELSAr V FDMA system, as

N(N - 1) + 2N,N, (2)
where N = N, + N, + N3 + N4.

With TDMA, the access domain is time rather than frequency. Transponder
power is used more efficiently because, with only one carrier per transponder
present at a given time, the large power output backoff needed for multiple
FDMA carriers is avoided. Typically with TDMA, each transponder handles
only one carrier, centered in the assigned frequency band, which can operate
with I dB of output power backoff using 120-Mbit/s QPSK modulation* in
the nominal 72-MHz transponder bandwidth of INTELSAT v or vi. This carrier
is shared among all earth stations by means of individual, non-overlapping
traffic bursts.
Each TDMA station transmits traffic bursts into one or more transponders
from a single modulator, up-converter, and HPA chain, using frequency
hopping or polarization hopping to gain access to the various transponders
according to a traffic burst time plan. Frequency hopping, which provides
increased connectivity, can be accomplished by means of a frequency-agile
local oscillator inserted in the up- or down-chain, or by separate up- and
* When a QPSK-modulated carrier is filtered to achieve a bandwidth-symbol period
product (wT) near unity, significant amplitude ripple is generated at the symbol rate.
This ripple interacts with the AM-to-PM nonlinearity typical of TWFA used in
transponders, causing the QPSK signal to become phase modulated, and thus impairing
phase recovery at the demodulator. Because TWTA distortion is higher near saturation.
about 1 dB of output backoff is required in order to achieve optimum performance.
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down-conversion chains. Polarization hopping can be accomplished by
switching the up-converter between two HPAs and the down-converter between
two LNAs, or by switching between separate up- and down-conversion chains.
The bit rate of the shared carrier must be high enough to accommodate
the sum of the traffic of all stations served, and yet not so high as to constitute
a disadvantage in terms of earth station e.i.r.p. requirements. In INTELSAT V
and vt, the carrier bit rate in each 72-MHz transponder is 120.832 Mbits to
conservatively carry 3,000 64-kbit/s digital speech interpolated, pulse-code
modulated voice channels shared among as many as 28 earth stations. To
operate in the hemi and zone beams, a typical TDMA station must be able to
deliver an e.i.r.p. of 84 to 87 dBW using a Standard-A antenna
(G/T = 40.7 dB/K). Each station transmits only on one carrier frequency
by means of a single up-conversion chain, and the entire system can be
implemented with N such up-link conversion chains for either single-beam
or multibeam operation. However, in some cases separate up-conversion
chains may be used, as previously mentioned, to hop between transponders.
Because TDMA bursts serve a role analogous to that of carriers in EDMA,
the number of traffic bursts in a TDMA system equals the number of carriers
in a comparable EDMA system. Thus, expression (1) can be used to determine
the total number of bursts needed in a given system. Furthermore, only one
receive-side down-link conversion chain is required per'FDMA station, yielding
a total of N for the entire system, since a single receive chain can extract
traffic from many multidestinational traffic bursts. In a statically interconnected
multiple-beam system such as INTELSAT V, the TDMA stations must be
equipped for transponder hopping on the receive side or the transmit side,
or both. Transponder hopping can be significantly reduced and even eliminated
by using dynamic satellite switching.
Comparison of up - and down - conversion chain requirements for
INTELSAT V

Compared to EDMA, TDMA reduces the number of up-link conversion chains
needed from the value determined by expression (1) to N, and the number
of down-link conversion chains from the value determined by expression (2)
to N. Using the current INTELSAT AOR earth station distribution numbers
given previously, the number of up-link conversion chains is reduced by the
ratio 2.6 (380/146), and down-link chains by the ratio 170 (24,880/146) if
TDMA is introduced throughout the system. If a total of N stations are
distributed uniformly, the reduction ratio is 2.5 for the number of up-link
conversion chains and approximately 1.125N for the number of downconversion chains for INTELSAT v. These are significant reductions in the
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number of up- and down-link conversion chains and constitute a significant
advantage for TDMA.

INTELSAT Vl beam connectivities
INTELSAT VI has seven beams at C-band. Figure 4 shows typical antenna
coverages provided for the AOR. Compared to the antenna coverages for
INTELSAT v, there are two additional zone beams for east and west coverages
in the southern hemisphere. INTELSAT vi achieves sixfold frequency reuse of
the C-band spectrum. The transponder frequency plan for INTELSAT vI, shown
in Figure 5, is similar to that for INTELSAT V, with the addition of transponders
for the two new zone beams. Only the two hemi and four zone beams at
C-band are of concern here.

EARTH COVERAGE

Figure 4. INTELSAT VI AOR Beam Coverages
Referring to the schematic diagram of the INTELSAT vl hemi and zone
beams shown in Figure 6, the number of links for accomplishing east/west,
wesUcast, north/south, and south/north connectivities increases from 6 for
the five beam cells of INTELSAT v to 16 for the six beam cells of INTELSAT Vi.
The increase is due to the 10 additional links (viz., G, H, I, J, K, L, Q, R,
S, and T) needed to connect the two additional southern hemisphere zone
beams (beams 5 and 6 in Figure 6.) In effect, the number of interconnecting
links increases from one to three for the northern zone beams, and the two
additional southern zone beams bring in six additional interconnecting links.
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Thus in INTELSAT vi, the higher number of carriers required for continuous
EDMA operation would necessitate an increase in the number of up- and
down-link conversion chains needed to implement the total system. However,
the TEMA case requires no increase in the number of carriers or the number
of up- and down-conversion links.
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Figure 5. INTELSAT VI Transponder Frequency Plan

INTELSAT VI static switching
INTELSAT VI can operate with all transponders statically interconnected, or
with a combination of static and dynamic interconnections. With static onboard connections, each beam-to-beam interconnecting path of a multiplebeam satellite requires a dedicated transponder. The beam-to-beam assignments
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of such transponders can be modified by a static switch to accommodate
changes in traffic flow during the lifetime of the satellite. As the number of
beams increases, the minimum number of interconnecting links increases as
the square of the number of beams. Because each beam has a finite spectrum
assigned to it which must be shared among the beams to which it connects,
the bandwidth for each connection decreases in inverse proportion to the
number of beams.
At C-band, INTELSAT vi has six beams as compared to four for
INTELSAT v (excluding the global beam). The consequent increase in the
minimum number of static interconnecting links is evident by comparing
Figures 3 and 6. A minimum of 6 links are required for INTELSAT v and 16
for INTELSAT vi. This illustrates the rapid increase in such paths as the
number of beams increases, even with overlapping beams. (With nonoverlapping beams, the minimum number of interconnecting links for a fourbeam system would be 16 and for a six-beam system, 36.)
Static switching of transponders among the beam interconnections on
INTELSAT v and vi provides the capability to redirect capacity to match traffic
and network growth. At C-band, INTELSAT V has 20 switchable transponders
available, while INTELSAT vi has 32. However, the higher number of
interconnectivities required on INTELSAT vi results in less flexibility to match
the traffic flow pattern by static switching because fewer transponders are
available per interconnecting link (approximately three per interconnecting
link for INTELSAT v, compared to approximately two for INTELSAT vl). The
use of more than one satellite in a system relieves link congestion when
static switching is used.
The introduction of dynamic satellite switching on INTELSAT vi will greatly
improve interconnection flexibility by permitting unconstrained assignment
of the capacity of two banks, each of six transponders, among the six beams.
TDMA traffic bursts can be adjusted in single 64-kbit/s voice channel
increments. In cpmbination with satellite switching, this permits beam-tobeam traffic to be routed in single-voice-channel increments. Other advantages
of dynamic satellite switching will be discussed in detail in a later section.

INTELSAT VI FDMA operation
Up-link conversion chains

In order to estimate the number of FDMA carriers needed to achieve the
INTELSAT v1 spacecraft connectivity shown in Figure 6, a procedure similar
to that used for INTELSAT v was developed. Consider the beam cell connectivity
of Figure 6 and a community of N FoMA stations distributed as follows. Let
the number of stations in beam cells 1, 2. 5, 6, and 3 but not in t or 5, and
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the number in beam cell 4 but not in 2 or 6, be NI, N„ N51 N6, N,,
and N4, respectively. In terms of this definition, the number of stations in
beam cell 3 is N, + N, + N5, and in beam cell 4 is N, + N4 + N6. Let
N = N, + N, + N, + N, + N5 + N6. For the connectivity among all
stations shown in Figure 6, those in beam cells I. 2, 5, and 6 each transmit
five carriers, and those in beam cell 3 but not in I or 5, and in beam cell 4
but not in 2 or 6, each transmit two carriers. Thus, the total number of FDMA
carriers in the INTELSAT VI system is

5(N, +N,+N5+N6)+2(N,+N,) . (3)
Expression (3) also gives the number of up-link conversion chains needed to
achieve the interconnectivity shown in the INTELSAT vt beam cell configuration
of Figure 6.
For the present AOR earth station distribution, NI = 7, N, = 35,
N, = 10, N, = 11. N5 = 29, and NI6 = 54. Compared to the INTELSAT V
case previously described, INTELSA I vt has significantly reduced the coverages
for northern zone beams in order to provide increased capacity to the highintensity traffic generated in North America and Europe. By substitution into
expression (3), the number of carriers and hence the number of up-conversion
chains needed to implement full FDMA connectivity is 667, while for
earth coverage beam operation the number would be 146. Thus, with
INTELSAT VI, the number of up-conversion chains is increased by the ratio
4.57 (667/146) in comparison with an earth coverage beam system, and by
the ratio 1.76 (667/380) in comparison with the INTELSAT V multibeam
system.
The following assignments for the variables of expression (3) represent
the current geographic distribution of earth stations in the INTELSAT VI beam
cells: N, = 0.05N, N, = 0.24N, N, = 0.07N, N, = 0.07N, N5 = 0.20N,
and N„ = 0.37N. Substituting these into expression (3), the number of
carriers and hence the number of up-conversion chains for EDMA in
INTELSAT v becomes 4.58N, which is also the number of traffic bursts
needed if the system is totally implemented withTDMA. For a uniform geographic
distribution of earth stations (NI = N, = N, = N, = N5 = N, = N/6),
the number of up-conversion chains is 4N. Once again, the results are
relatively independent of earth station distribution.
Down-link conversion chains

Consider next the number of receive -side down-conversion chains needed
to implement interconnectivity of INTELSAT VI for the beam cell connectivities
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shown in Figure 6, using continuous FDMA. The matrix shown in Table 2
gives the number of carriers from originator beam cell to destination beam
cell, the number of stations that receive the carriers, and the resulting number
of receive-side down-link conversion chains for each beam cell. The total
number of INTELSAT VI FDMA down-chains is

N(N - 1) + 2N1(N, + Ns + NO + 2N2(N5 + N6) + 2N5N6 . (4)
Substituting into expression (4) the same values for the variables for the
present earth station distribution as were used for calculating the number of
down-conversion chains for INTEESAT vt, the number of down-conversion
chains is 31,764. From a previous calculation for INTEESAT V using the same
present earth station distribution, the number was 24,880. Thus, introduction
of the six-beam INTELSAT vt has increased the number of down-conversion
chains needed for FNMA transmission by 28 percent. The number of downconversion chains needed for all TDMA transmission is only 146.
Extrapolating the future growth distribution of stations in the INTEESAT VI
beams based on the present distribution (as previously discussed) of
expression (4), the expression for the number of FDMA down-conversion
chains reduces to N(I.5N - 1). This expression will be used later to compare
the cost of all FDMA and all TDMA implementations of service in INTEI.SAT Vt.
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If the geographic distribution is assumed to be uniform, the above expression
becomes N(1.33N - 1), illustrating that the result is relatively insensitive
to large variations in geographic distribution.
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INTELSAT VI dynamic switching
In Figure 5, the 72-MHz transponders of the second and third columns
(transponder banks) of the frequency plan can be configured by using either
static switches or two separate 6 x 6 dynamic matrix switches. The remaining
columns are configured by static switches only. Figure 7 is a schematic
diagram of the dynamic matrix switch configuration used for each transponder
bank. Each of the six transponders supports the 120.832-Mbit/s transmission
rate of the INTELSAT BG-42-65 TDMA system 16].
Each dynamic microwave switch matrix is capable of providing full,
flexible connectivity among the satellite's six beams. For redundancy, each
switch is implemented using 10 rows and 6 columns. The 10 rows are
connected to the 6 up-beams through a 6 x 10 redundancy switch to permit
routing around switch element failures [7]. The six columns of each matrix
switch are connected to six transponders and their six down-beams. Each
switch matrix thus serves a total capacity of 432 MHz.
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In the INTELSAT 120-Mbit/s TDMA system, each transponder conservatively provides a capacity of 3,000 64-kbit/s pulse-code modulated, digital
speech interpolated voice channels. Consequently, each switch matrix will
provide a capacity of 18,000 voice channels. This arrangement imposes no
constraints on traffic routing interconnectivities among the six beam cells of
INTELSAT vi, other than those inherent in the need to fill the beams themselves.
Connectivities among the up- and down-beams arc programmed as a
sequence of switch states occurring in a frame period equal to that of the
TDMA system (2 ms). Each switch state is an array of row-to-column connections of the switch matrix selected to provide a specific set of connectivities
among all six beams. This array persists for an epoch of sufficient duration
to carry the traffic bursts assigned to those connectivities 17]. Figure 8
illustrates a typical sequence of switch states. For an M-beam system, M!
unique switch states are possible, and a sequence of M2 - 2M + 2 switch
states is theoretically sufficient to route any arbitrary traffic pattern with
better than 95-percent fill efficiency 181, 191. For INTELSAT Vi, this relation
yields 28 switch states. Actually, INTta.SAT vi has been provided with 64
programmable switch states.
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INTELSAT VI TDMA and SS/ TDMA operation
Up• and downlink conversion chains
The number of up- and down-link conversion chains needed to implement
the INTELSAT VI system with TDMA or satellite-switched TDMA (SS/TDMA) is
N, since only one such chain is required at each earth station regardless of
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beams according to the present geographic distribution in the INTELSAT
AOR system. As previously shown, the results are relatively insensitive to
variations in station distribution.
TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED NUMBER OF UP- AND DOWNCONVERSION CHAINS

the number of beams. However, in some installations additional up- and
down-conversion chains may be required for transponder hopping among
statically connected beams. A second TDMA terminal with additional up- and
down-conversion chains may be required at some stations if more than eight
traffic bursts need to be transmitted. In INTELSAT VI, the number Of TDMA
traffic bursts is the same as the number of carriers needed for continuous
FDMA operation, as given by expression (3).

Comparison of up• and down-link chain requirements
for INTELSAT VI
Compared to FDMA, the use of TDMA reduces the number of up-link
conversion chains from the value determined by expression (3) to N, and the
number of down-link conversion chains from the value determined by
expression (4) to N. Based on the earth station numbers previously given, the
number of up-link conversion chains is reduced by the ratio 4.57 (667/146),
and the number of down-link chains by the ratio 217 (31,764/146) if TDMA
is introduced throughout the system. When N stations are uniformly distributed, the reduction factor is 4 for the number of up-link conversion chains
and approximately 1.33N for the number of down-conversion chains. These
are significant reductions in the number of up- and down-link conversion
chains and constitute an even greater advantage for TDMA in INTELSAT vi as
compared with the INTELSAT V case.

Cost analysis of FDMA and TDMA implementations
The differences in implementing the INTELSAT v and vi systems with either
all FDMA or all TDMA stations have been evaluated in terms of estimates of
the number of up- and down-link chains needed in the earth segment for
each case. Table 3 summarizes the results for FDMA and TDMA implementations
of a single earth coverage beam system and of the multibeam configurations
of INTELSAT v and vi. The estimates of the number of up- and down-link
conversion chains are based on the assumption that, for the single earth
coverage beam, all N stations use the beam, and for the multibeam
INTELSAT v or vi, N stations using the system are distributed among the

EARTH
COVERAGE
SYSTEM

Up-Chains
FDMA
TDMA
Down-Chains
FDMA
TDMA

INTELSAT

V

INTELSAT

VI

BEAM MULTIRFAM MULTIRFAM

N
N

2.6N
N

4.58N
N

N(N - 1)
N

NIL 125N - I)
N

N(1.5N - I)
N

For TDMA, in addition to the cost of up- and down-conversion chains, the
cost of reference stations must be added. For a single-beam earth coverage
system, two reference stations are typically needed per satellite to provide
redundancy. For the statically routed multiple beams of INTELSAT v and vi,
because of the combination of restricted visibility in the beams and redundancy,
four reference stations are needed per satellite, two in each zone beam. The
stations in the east beam require primary and secondary reference bursts from
two reference stations located in the west, and those in the west require a
similar pair of reference bursts from two reference stations located in the
east. However, if the dynamic satellite switch of INTELSAT VI is used, the
visibility limitation is eliminated and only two reference stations are required
for the entire system.
Expressions for the cost of FDMA and TDMA implementations are obtained
by introducing cost variables for the individual up- and down-conversion
chains. Let the up- and down-conversion chain costs for FDMA be designated
as CFU and CFD, for TDMA as CTU and CTD, and for the TDMA reference
stations CTRI for the single earth coverage beam, and CTR2 and CTR3 for
the multibeam INTELSAT v and vi systems, respectively. Using the numbers
of up- and down-conversion chains given in Table 3, the following cost
expressions are obtained for systems with N stations:
Single Earth Coverage Beam
Cost of TDMA = N (CTU + CTD) + CTRL

(5a)

Cost of FDMA = N(CFU) + N(N - I)CFD (5b)
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INTELSAT V Multiheam
Cost of TDMA = N(CTU + CTD) + CTR2

(6a)

Cost of FDMA = (2.6N)CFU + N(1. 125N - I )CFD

(6b)

INTELSAT VI Multiheam
Cost of TDMA = N(CTU + CTD) + CTR3 (7a)
Cost of EDMA = (4.58N)CFU + N(l.5N - I )CFD (7b)
In general , because the cost of individual TDMA up- and down-conversion
chains is much higher than for FDMA , and since TDMA requires that reference
stations be shared by all users , the total cost of a TDMA network will exceed
that of an ],DMA network when the number of terminals , N, is smal I. However,
the number of down - conversion chains needed for FDMA increases as N2,
while for TDMA the increase is as N. Hence, as N increases , the cost difference
between an EDMA and TDMA network diminishes and eventually a crossover
point is reached . The number of stations at which this crossover occurs is
NCOX = (Q12) (1 + I + PIQ') (8)

to account for the larger HPA needed to support its higher peak-power
requirement. It is also burdened with costs for wide-band equalizers on both
up- and down-links because of its wide-band signal, as well as costs for an
operations and maintenance center (omc), ground control equipment (GCE)
for frequency conversion, and transponder hopping and special test equipment
(such as a burst mode link analyzer, burst HER test set, burst power meter,
and path delay measurement equipment). The cost of installation and test is
also included. The TDMA costs are combined for the up- and down-link
chains.
TABLE 4. TDMA Cos is: UP- AND DOWN-LINKS COMBINED*
AMOUNT
($K)

ITEM
Common TDMA Terminal Equipment and Modems
HPA Enhancement
OMC
Equalizers
GCE
Special Test Equipment
Installation and Test

170
200
215
70
loo
200
200

Total TDMA (CTU + CTD) 1,155

where

Q = B 1I (CTU + CTD)ICFD) + C - A(CFUICFD)]

* Excludes earth station equipment costs which are common to both TDMA and EDMA
operation.

P = 4B-'(CTRX)ICFD
and the parameters A, B, and C are given by the following expressions for
each case:

TABLE 5. FDMA CosIs: UP- AND DOWN- LINKS SEPARAI1D*
AMOU NI

• Earth Coverage, (X = 1)
ITEM

($K)

A = 1, B = 1, C = 1
• INTELSAT V, (X = 2)
A=2.6,B = 1.125,C= I
• INTELSAT VI, (X = 3)

A= 4.58,B = 1.5,C= I
To assign cost elements to the above relations, the assumptions presented
in Tables 4 and 5 are made regarding the costs of the TDMA and EDMA Upand down - conversion chains. Common costs such as the antenna and its
feeds, LNAs , intermediate amplifiers, and buildings are excluded , since they
influence both cases equally . I DMA is burdened with an additional HPA cost

Up-Link Chain
Modulator/Coder
GCE and OMC
Installation and Test
Total Up-Link (CFU)
Down-Link Chain
Demodulator/Decoder
GCE and OMC
Installation and Test
Total Down-Link (CED)
* Excludes earth station equipment costs which are
operation.

15
20
15
50
15
30
15
60
motion to both TDMA and FDMA
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The tables also include the cost of TDMA reference stations, which is
assumed to be $2 million each. For the earth coverage system, two reference
stations are used; for the INTELSAT v and vi multibeam systems with static
switching, four reference stations are used; and for the INTELSAT vt multibeam
system with dynamic switching, two reference stations are used (modified
for dynamic satellite switch acquisition and synchronization at an additional
cost of $50OK each). The FDMA costs are substantially lower for the modulator,
FEC coder, demodulator, FEC decoder, OcE, oMe, and installation and test.
All costs given are for redundant equipment. No adjustment is included for
terrestrial interfaces, since in the future both TDMA and TDMA will carry
digital traffic and use similar digital interfaces.
Using the costs given in Tables 4 and 5, the values of the cost parameters
are
CTU + CTD = 1,155K

with static switching, and for the case of INTELSAT VI using a single satellite
with dynamic switching. Note the cost crossover points that correspond to
values given in Table 6. Also, the earth segment costs of FDMA implementation
are greater for INTELSAT VI than for INTELSAT v because of the greater
connectivity of INTELSAT vi. The reverse is true for TDMA when dynamic
switching is used in INTELSAT Vi because the number of reference stations is
reduced from four to two.

TABLE 6. NUMBER OF STATIONS AT CROSSOVER
Nuaisi a 01 SATEI I ITES
SATELLITE

X

TYPE

Earth Coverage
INTELSAT V
INTELSAT VI. Static
INTELSAT Vl. Dynamic

t

2

I
23
2 23
3 17
3 15

25
26
21
18

3
27
29
23
20

CFU = 50K
CFD = 60K
The variable CTRX, representing the cost of the reference stations, must
also be assigned. For each statically switched satellite used in the system,
the value assigned to CTRX is $8 million, since each satellite requires a
compliment of four reference stations. For each dynamically switched satellite
used in the system, the value assigned to CTRX is $5 million, since each
satellite requires two reference stations, each equipped with a special satellite
switch acquisition and synchronization unit costing $500K.
Substituting the appropriate values into the equations for CNOX, the
number of stations at the crossover point depends on the type of satellite and
the number of satellites in the system.
The results, presented in Table 6, show that TDMA implementation costs
become lower than those of TDMA for a moderate number of stations. For a
three-satellite INTELSAT v system, the earth segment cost of TDMA is less
than that of TDMA when the number of earth stations is greater than 29, with
a loading of approximately 10 stations per satellite. For a three-satellite
INTELSAT Vt system with dynamic switching, the number of stations at
crossover is 20 and the loading per satellite is approximately 7. The present
INTELSAT AOR system already has 146 stations, and only a fraction of these
need to be equipped for TDMA operation to achieve earth segment costs lower

10

20 30
NUMBER OF EARTH STATIONS, N

40

than those for FDMA.

Figure 9 further illustrates the cost of TDMA and FDMA versus the number
of earth stations and crossovers for the cases of N I ELSAT v and vi, both

Figure 9. Earth Station Costs vs Number of Stations for One Satellite
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It is important to observe the influence of point-to-point trunking on the
above estimates. Today, a relatively shall number of stations (fewer than
10) carry high-volume point-to-point traffic between North America and
Europe; and in the future high-capacity, single-carrier-per-transponder digital
links might be used. Even so, the stations which remain involved in
multidestinational satellite service would be served most economically by a
TDMA network. It is likely that the stations which use the high-capacity pointto-point trunks would also wish to be part of the multidestinational network
and would participate in both.

Other SS/TDMA advantages
Interconneetivity advantage

The principal value of dynamic on-hoard switching lies in its ability to
achieve full connectivity among multiple beams with significantly fewer onboard interconnecting links, and hence fewer transponders, than are needed
by static switching. Each M X M dynamic switch matrix can provide full
interconnectivity among M beams with M transponder links, whereas with a
static switch matrix, a transponder must be dedicated to each of M2 links.
Thus, compared to a static switch, a dynamic switch matrix reduces the
number of transponders needed by M(M - 1).
This advantage can be illustrated by considering INTELSAT VI. Its six
hemi/zone multiple beams can be fully interconnected by each of its 6 x 6
dynamic switch matrices using only six transponders. With a static switch,
the same connectivity requires 36 transponders. Thus, in achieving full
connectivity, dynamic switching saves 30 transponders. Only 32 transponders
are actually provided on INT'ELSAT VI for the hemi/zone multiple beams;
however, the combination of beam overlap and the fact that traffic is
concentrated on certain routes makes it possible to achieve efficient traffic
fill using as few as 16 interconnections, as shown in Figure 6.
Conceivably, a single M X M dynamic switch matrix with M transponders
of very wide bandwidth and sufficient power could serve an entire system;
however, this would require an extremely high hit rate (I Gbit/s for the
500 MHz available at C-band), which appears impractical with today's
technology.
An additional advantage of dynamic switch connectivity is that it eliminates
the need for a station to perform transponder hopping in order to gain access
to the various down-beams of a multibeam system. This has a direct and
favorable influence on the cost of the earth segment.
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Traffic routing advantage

With the dynamic switch matrix, the capacity on individual interconnecting
links is adjustable in small increments by modifying the duration of the dwell
times of the interconnecting switch states. By comparison, the capacity
provided by static interconnections is adjustable principally in 80-MHz
increments. This inflexibility of static interconnection results in a loss of
traffic fill efficiency which is referred to as the granularity effect. Dynamic
satellite switching avoids this limitation and is able to fine-tune the interconnecting link capacities.
To demonstrate the consequences of granularity, consider a four-beam
system connected as shown in Figure 10. The traffic must satisfy the following
relations0 + T,, + T„ + T, = T , beam cell I
T12 + 0

+ Ti, + J)4 = T , beam cell 2

T„ + T2 + 0 + T,4 = T , beam cell 3

TM + T4 + T4 +

0 = T , beam cell 4 (9)

where T„ refers to the traffic between beam cells i and J, respectively
IT, = Tj, for symmetric traffic), and T is the total traffic capacity of a beam.
Each equation represents the total traffic originating or terminating in the
cell, which must equal T for 100-percent fill efficiency. The relationships
must be satisfied for either the static or dynamic switches.
With the dynamic switch, the individual elements, T,,, can be adjusted in
increments of a single voice channel to match traffic requirements, while

Figure 10. Traffic Coefficients For a Four-Beam Network
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with the static switch, the adjustment is in increments of the full capacity of
an interconnecting link transponder. Furthermore, when the traffic equations
are solved for an increment of AT in any one of the coefficients, a net
cumulative change of 4AT occurs in all the coefficients. This is illustrated
by determining the consequence of changing the capacity of element T, to
T1, + AT and rebalancing each node equation to equal T. Thus,
0 +(T„+AT)
(T,, + AT) + 0

+(T1,-aAT) +(T„-bAT) =T
+ (T, - eAT) + (T2, - dAT) = T

(T 13 - aAT) +(T,3-eAT) + 0
(T„

+(T„+eAT) =T

- bAT) + (Tz, - dAT) + (T„ + eAT) +

0

= T (10)

where the following relations among the parameters a, h, c, d, and e must
exist for the equations to remain satisfied:

transponder, then associated adjustments equal to the capacity of five additional
transponders must accompany this adjustment. Traffic planners are faced
with a relatively difficult problem in matching capacity to traffic and may
have to compromise by inefficient loading on some links.
For the hemi/zone beam system of INTEISAT VI. the peak mismatch between
capacity and traffic could be six 72-MHz transponders of capacity out of a
total capacity of 2,088 MHz, or 21 percent. However, if dynamic satellite
switching is used, the smallest increment of adjustment is reduced to the
capacity of one voice channel, and this is adjusted simply by changing the
duration of a switch state on hoard the satellite. For a six-beam system, the
peak mismatch is six voice channels. With this capability, the traffic planner's
task is much simpler and the resulting loading on the links is more efficient.

Summary and conclusions
As the number of stations sharing a network increases and the number of
beam-to-beam interconnectivities increases, the economic advantage of timesharing'rDMA up- and down-link conversion chains quickly becomes apparent.
Comparative analyses of the increase in up- and down-link chains for TDMA
and TDMA network implementation were carried out for single-beam,
tNTELSAT V multibeam, and INTEISAT VI multibeam networks. The results of
the analyses were combined with cost estimates of TDMA and TDMA up- and
down-chains to determine the number of stations at which the cost of an
FDMA network exceeds that of a TDMA network. The influence of space
segments comprising one, two, and three satellites was also examined because
the number of satellites influences TDMA costs by adding reference stations.

Solving these parameter relations yields
e = I

a+h+c+d=2 .

(11)

If the traffic element T,, is incremented by an amount AT, then an increment
of AT is induced in T„ and a sum of 2AT is induced in the remaining
coefficients, yielding a total of 4AT for all of the changes. In general, by
summing the traffic at all nodes of an M-beam network, it can be shown that
the total adjustment in traffic on the links between nodes due to an adjustment
of AT on any link is MAT. Thus, if a traffic planner makes a traffic adjustment
of AT on any link, accompanying adjustments must be made on other links
which total M times the amount of the first adjustment. In the worst case, if
the planner cannot make the adjustments, a peak mismatch of MAT between
capacity and traffic can occur. If AT is made small, the problem is greatly
reduced.
Consequently, if the traffic on one of the links of a statically switched sixbeam system is to be adjusted by its smallest increment, which is a full

In general, the number of stations at which cost crossover occurs decreases
significantly as the number of multiple beams increases. wTetsAT VI, with
dynamic satellite switching, requires the least number of stations for the
crossover to occur: 15 for one, IS for two, and 20 for three satellites,
respectively. INTELSAT VI with static switching is next with 17 for one, 21
for two, and 23 for three satellites, respectively. INTELSA I v requires 23 for
one, 26 for two, and 29 for three satellites, respectively, which differs little
from the requirements for the earth coverage beam case.
Even though the analyses were carried out for pure TDMA or FDMA
networks, they are also applicable to networks which are partly TDMA and
partly TDMA. The part of the network using TDMA will experience the TDMAtype costs, while the part using EDMA will experience the TDMA-type costs.
The benefits of SS/TDMA were also analyzed. Use of the on-board satellite
switch has the principal advantage of providing full beam-to-beam interconnectivity in a multibeam system with a relatively small number of transponders.
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The satellite switch, operating jointly with TDMA, permits the traffic capacity
among beams to be adjusted in single-voice-channel increments. This avoids
the waste of the equivalent of several transponders of capacity which can
occur when static switching is used. The theoretical worst-case loss can be
as much as 21 percent of the total available capacity. With the dynamic
satellite switch, the capacity of a route can be adjusted in increments of one
64-kbit/s voice channel, which essentially eliminates such waste.
Additional benefits of the dynamic satellite switch were presented. Dynamic
switching makes it possible to operate the system with as few as two reference
stations in each ocean region, rather than the four presently required. It also
eliminates the need for transponder hopping by traffic stations, with attending
overall cost reductions.
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CTR Notes
Subjective evaluation of the INTELSAT TDMA/DSI
system
M. ONUFRY AND S. J. ENGELMAN
(Manuscrip(received March 25, 1986)

Introduction

Subjective evaluation tests of the 64-kbit/s pulse-code modulation ( PCM) digital
speech interpolation c ost) system were conducted in the fall of 1985 between COMSAT
Laboratories in the U.S. and Martlesham Laboratories of British Telecom International
(BTI) in the U . K. as part of the preoperational testing of the INTELSAT time
division multiple -access ('riMA) network via the Atlantic Major Path 2 satellite. The
performance of the ost system under controlled stressed loading conditions was
assessed by using an active talker type of subjective evaluation. A mean opinion
score (Mos) was used to measure performance. The conditions evaluated included a
OSt gain of 2.0 for 60 terrestrial input channels . usl gains of 2.3 and 2 . 5 for 120
terrestrial input channels , three local loop-loss conditions , and a 64-kbiUs PCM
noninterpolated reference circuit. The equipment configuration , the description of the
test program , and the subjective test results are presented.
A customer call-back test on the INTELSAT IOMA,DSI system was conducted by
AT&T Communications in late 1985 and early 1986. An appendix to this note
presents excerpts from the AT &T Bell Laboratories TDMADSI field trial report
summarizing the customer call-back test results.
Equipment configuration

Figures 1 and 2 are block diagrams of the equipment configurations used in the
U.S. and the U.K. Conversational tests were conducted between COMSAT Laboratories in the U.S. and Martlesham Laboratories in the U.K. using four-wire terrestrial
leased lines between both laboratories and the earth stations. The test circuits were
carried over the satellite using the TDMA,DSI equipment at each earth station.
The equipment configurations at the earth stations were quite different. On the U.S.
side, the test circuit was analog into the earth station, multiplexed up to supergroup

Michael Onufry is Manager of the Voice Band Processing Department in the
Communications Techniques Division at COMSAT Laboratories.
Stephen J. Engelman is Manager of International Standards with INTELSAT
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Figure I. U.S. Circuit Configuration
BUFFER

level, and then applied to a transmultiplexer for conversion to PCM. On the U.K.
side, the test circuit was digital into the earth station and carried on a 2.048-Mbit PCM
primary multiplex.
The TDMAIDSI equipment at the earth stations was provided by various manufacturers.
The U.S. TDMAIDSI equipment at Etam, West Virginia, was manufactured by Nippon
Electric Company (NEC), while the U.K. equipment at Madley was manufactured
by M/A-COM. Echo control at the U.S. circuit end was provided by a Tclesystems
EC 4542 echo canceller located at COMSAT Laboratories, and conformed to CCITT
Recommendation G.165. Echo control at the U.K. end was provided by an echo
suppressor conforming to either CCITT Recommendation G. 161 or G. 164.
The DSI systems used in the test were loaded with simulated traffic generated by a
speech load activity simulator which is part of a DSI system developed at COMSAT

BUFFER

Figure 2. U.K. Circuit Configuration
Laboratories. The U.S.-generated loading signals were bridged and sent to the U.Kon a separate DNI sub-burst to load the U.K.-to-U.S. link. Hence the test conditions
were symmetrical in that identical DSI system configurations and loading conditions
were used in each direction. A switch at voice frequency band level permitted selection
of Dst or digital noninterpolated (DNI) test conditions. During each day, the test
variables were local loop losses.
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Experiment design

A 12 x 12 Graeco-Latin Square experiment design was used. A total of 12 test
subjects were employed at each test location, with each subject participating in the
experiment on three different days. Subjects participated in four conversations per
day, each conversation under a different circuit condition. The test circuit was
switched from osl to DNI operation during the test window (9:00-12:00 a.m. eastern
daylight time), as dictated by the test sequences for each day and subject. The Ds[
system was operated with one Ds1 test condition per day, so that no complex DSI
system configuration changes were made during the test window.
To stimulate conversation between subjects who had never met, each was given
an identical set of four picture cards and presented with the task of establishing a
mutually agreeable order of preference (i.e., first, second, third, and fourth) for
displaying the picture on the cards in a public place, such as the company cafeteria.
The card sets were generally of similar scene content to encourage descriptive
conversation. The cards within each set at each circuit end were numbered; however,
to avoid the possibility of the subjects using the number designations to reduce
conversational effort, the numbers within the sets for the same scene did not match.
Table 1 presents details of the complete 12 x 12 Graeco-Latin Square experiment
design. The capital letters identify the picture card set used for a specific test condition.
The rows represent subjects and the columns represent test sequences. Column 0
represents a training sequence which uses a picture card set designated as M to
familiarize the subject with the procedures prior to actual testing. The subjects
participated on three different occasions evaluating 12 circuit conditions, as indicated
in the top rows of the table. The notation used for table entries can be understood by
considering the entry in the first row, third column (for subject I. sequence 2), as
shown below
Al/2.0
short
The letter A identifies picture card set A, the I specifies circuit condition I, and the
number 2.0 defines the DS1 gain used. The word short, medium, or long indicates the
length of the local loop between the test telephone and the two- to four-wire hybrid.
Where no DSI gain number is given (such as D4, H8, and L12 for subject 1), a DNI
circuit is used. All subjects were trained using a Dm condition with card set M.
Test conditions are identified in 'fable 2. Circuit condition 0 signifies a training
condition used to familiarize subjects with the procedures used in the experiment.
Table 3 presents the test subject schedule. Three participants each day for 12 days
were needed to complete the experiment. For each DNIIDSI condition, tests were
conducted for low, medium, and high local loop losses, which correspond respectively
to short, medium, and long local loops.
Test results

After completing their conversational task, the subjects were requested to express
their opinion of the circuit quality as excellent, good, fair, poor, or bad. Opinion

1
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TABLE 2. CIRCUIT CONDITIONS FOR THE SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

TABLE 4. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION SUMMARY
G.S. SUniFCTS RI':Sn(1NSL

CIR(r 111
LOCAL

CONDITION

NUMBER DSI RATIO

LOOP

CONFIGURATION

0 DNI
I 2.0 (60/30)
2 2 0 (60/30)
3 2.0 (60/30)
4 DNI

Medium
Short
Medium
Long
Short

5 2.3 (120/52)

Short

6 2.3 (120/52)
7 2.3 (120/52)
8 DNI
9 2.5 (120/48)
10 2.5 (120/48)
11 2.5 (120/48)
12 DNl

Medium
Long
Medium
Short
Medium
Long
Long

TABLE 3. TEST SUBJECT SCHEDULE
DAY DSI BAN
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13°
14°
15'

2.0
2.3
2.5
2.0
2.3
2.5
2.0
2.3
2.5
2.0
2.3
2.5
2.0
2.3
2.5

SUBJECTS

1,
2.
5,
4,
L
6,
5,
3,
I,
6,
10,
2,

2,
5,
91
9,
6,
7,
7,
4,
8,
8,
II,
3,

31
7,
10,

10,
8,
111
11,
9,
12,
12,
12,
4,

- Each subject participates in the experiment on three separate days . The designation 2, subject
number 2, first day of participation ; 6, means subject number 6, third day of participation, etc.
I Make-up days.

scores of 4, 3, 2, I. or 0, respectively , were assigned to the subject responses, and
an Mos was computed across all subjects for each test condition. The results are
summarized in Table 4, which includes columns for the Mos , its standard deviation,
and the observed percentage of difficulty for the owvosl conditions tested for the
U.S. and U.K . subjects.

T1sr

STANDARD

En t I ict I:rY

MOS

DEVIATION

(7)

1)NI
Low
Medium
High
Training ( medium )

2.75
3 .25
2.92
3.33

1.01
0.72
0 .76
0.47

25.0

DSI Gain 20
Low
Medium
High

3.08
2 .83
2 .67

DS1 Gain 2.3
Low
Medium
High
DS[ Gain 2.5
Low
Medium
High

CoNUrIONS

U.K. St1mECTS RI.SRONSE
STANDARD

DIFFIC'UL'TY

MOS

DEVIATION

(l)

8.3
8.3

2.75
3. t7
2. 08
2. 83

0.60
0.6(1
0.64
0.69

41.2
83
50.0
8.3

0 .76
037
0.94

8.3
8.3
41.7

3.17
2.92
225

0.55
0.49
0.72

25 0
16.7
33.3

2.75
3 .17
2.92

1.16
0.69
0 .76

25.0
8.3
8.3

3. 33
2.75
2.25

0.85
0.72
0.60

8.3
16.7
41.7

2. 92
3 .17
2 .58

0.95
0.37
0.76

16 .7
8.3
33.3

3.25
3 .00
1.92

0.60
0.58
0.60

16.7
41.7

An analysis of variance conducted on the Mos scores reveals a significant difference
between the U.S. and U.K . subject responses . The us1 differences were not significant,
but local loop - loss conditions were very highly significant. The range of local loop
losses was larger at the U.K . circuit end (2- 15 dB) than at the U.S. end ( 1.5-6 dB),
and the U.K . The Mos scores in general directly track the loss with lower Mos values
for higher local-loop loss . Responses of the U.S. subjects are less consistent than
those of the U.K. subjects , as indicated by the larger standard deviations . The U.S.
Mos was generally higher for the medium -loss circuit condition . The low-loss condition
had the effect of raising the receive speech level, causing the level of echo during
double-talk to become more noticeable and consequently lowering the Mos. This
could have a pronounced adverse effect on the U.S. subject who is protected only
by an echo suppressor in the U.K ., whereas the U.K. subject would be afforded
better protection by the echo canceller in the U.S.
At the conclusion of the subjective evaluation , an expert assessment of the various
test conditions was carried out and several observations were made . First, for the
high local loop -loss conditions , the lower received speech level was perceived as a
quality degradation . This was particularly apparent at the U.K. end , where doubletalk caused the echo suppressor receive- side loss to be inserted, further reducing the
U.K. receive signal level.
Second, modulation of the background noise was observed in both directions of
transmission . This could have been the result of osl voice gating , echo suppressor
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switch action, echo suppressor insertion of receive loss during double-talk, or echo
canceller nonlinear processor action. Such effects were less noticeable for the high
local loop-loss condition.
Third, a very slight occurrence of osi clipping was observed for the condition of
120 input channels with a ost gain of 2.5.
Fourth, a crosstalk problem was observed which returned a low-level echo to the
U.K. end. The crosstalk path was found to occur on the terrestrial telephone link
between COMSAT Laboratories and the Etam earth station. It is not known when
the crosstalk began, since it was not present during initial circuit lineup, and this
may have mitigated the benefit of using an echo canceller on the U.S. end.
Conclusions
Tests were performed to demonstrate sensitivity to OSt gain and the amount of

terminating line loss in terms of Mos With respect to osi gain, there was no
statistically significant variation in terms of the Mos, indicating that there is no
difference between DNI performance and ost performance for the Dsi gain values
tested, namely 2.0. 2.3, and 2.5. However, with respect to the terminating line loss,
there was a statistically significant variation, with the high-loss conditions generally
giving the lower Mos scores, as expected. It is concluded that the TDMA system
operating with the Est interfaces is indistinguishable from continuous operation with
osi interfaces. These results pertain equally to subjects at both the U.S. and U.K.
circuit ends, but the U.K. subjects on the average indicate slightly lower scores
overall.
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Appendix. AT&T Bell Laboratories TDMA/DS1 field trial report
INTRODUCTION

AT&T, in collaboration with COMSAT. Bl'L and the French PfTtes
T, recently
concluded a performance study of the IDMAtosi operation of a set ot circuits
between the U.K. and the U.S., and between France and the U.S. The study included
subjective interviews at the U.S. circuit end for calls originating from the U.K. and
France.
Two TDMA conditions were studied: the nominal operation condition providing
2.0:1 speech compression, and the overload condition providing 2.3:1 speech
compression. For each pair of countries, subjects who talked over [DMA circuits as
well as frequency-division rnultiple-access (EDMA) circuits were interviewed, and the
FDMA results provided the baseline.
TEST IMPLEMENTATION

In the study between the U.K. and the U.S.. 120 channels of live traffic and 120
channels of simulated traffic were used. A Compression Telecommunications Corporation channel activity simulator (model CHAS 120-1), located at Etam, generated
traffic on 120 channels at a 40-percent speech activity level. This traffic was sent
over DNI speech channels to Madley, looped hack, combined with 120 channels of
live traffic, and sent to Etam. For 2.0 compression, 120 bearer channels were
available. For the 2.3 compression, the number of bearer channels was reduced
to 104.
For tests from France to the U.S., a total of 51 circuits were used in the study. To
achieve a 2: I compression condition, simulated traffic on 60 circuits was sent over
DNI circuits from Frain and looped back at the earth station at Plemeur Bodou. The
60 channels of simulated traffic were combined with 42 channels of live traffic so
that a total of 102 channels of traffic was sent over 51 circuits toward the U.S. For
the overload condition with 2.3 compression, the number of bearer circuits was
reduced to 44.
SUBJECtIVE INTERVIEWS

In the subjective interviews, a data line analyzer unit located in the Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, international switching center was connected to the CCITT No. 6
signaling link controlling the incoming international message traffic on the EDMA/
DMA circuits under test. This unit derives nonspeech information needed for subjective
interviewing such as called numbers, seizure time, and call disposition. On a daily
basis, the interviewing organization in Garwood, New Jersey, dialed up the modem
located adjacent to the data link analyzer in Pittsburgh. The needed information was
transmitted to a printer in the interviewing area. Clerks processed the information
from the printer to ensure that the interviews were completed between 20 minutes
and 1 hour after the call was made. Prior to interviewing a number, a called number
was compared to a list of numbers assigned to people who did not wish to be
interviewed. Interviewers using video terminals with appropriate interview questions
recorded the answers.
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Upon completion of the interview, the results were processed by an on-site
computer. Once per day the results were transmitted or transported to Bell Laboratories
for data reduction, which provided the Mos and variance on a daily updating basis.
The Mos is computed as follows. The percentage of customers who rated a call as
excellent, good, fair, or poor arc given values (i.e., excellent = 4, good = 3, fair
= 2, poor = I) and a mean (which becomes the Mos) and its 95-percent confidence
interval are calculated for each test condition.

70

BAR CONDITION INT MOs

60

1 TDMA / DSI 2.0 574 3.02
2 TDMA/DSI 2.3 793 2.98
3 FDMA 568 2.85

50

U.K.-U.S . SUBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE

The general opinion results contain data on the Mos with 95 -percent confidence
limits, and the percentage of customers who rated the call as unacceptable plus
acceptable with difficult". These results are summarized in Table A - I. The third
column gives the Mos, as well as the half-width of the 95-percent confidence interval.
TABLE A-I. U.K.-U.S. GENERAL OPINION RESULTS
CALLS RATED
UNAC( 'FErA BLE
OR DIIoCUI:r

NUMBER OF
CONDITION INTERVIEWS

TDMA/DSI (2.0)
TDMA/DSI (2.3)
FDMA

574
793
568

MOS

Coy l)

3 02 - 0.07
2.98 ± 0.06
2.85 > 0.08

25.96
26.73
31.87

Figure A-I shows the circuit quality distributions for the three conditions. These
results indicate that the Moss for TDMA/DSI (2.0) and TDMA/DSI (2.3) conditions were
different from the Mos for the FDMA condition with a confidence level of 0.95. The
IDMA/DSI (2.0) and TDMAIDSI (2.3) conditions had 0.17 and 0.13 points better Mos.
respectively, when compared to the DMA condition. 'I he percentage of callers rating
quality unacceptable or difficult was also approximately 5 percentage points worse
for the FDMA case when compared to the TDMA/Est cases. The main reasons for the
improved score on the 'IDMA conditions appear to he lower percentages of echo and
noise complaints.
The two TDMA compression conditions produced similar performances. The 2.3:1
compression overload condition does not have significantly poor performance when
compared to the nominal 2.0:1 compression condition. The Mos for FDMA circuits.
while somewhat low, is not untypical of international circuits with a significant
amount of noise and echo control using echo suppressors. In general, the number of
echo complaints was high, indicating a need for better echo control.

20

10

POOR

FAIR GOOD

EXCELLENT

OPINION DISTRIBUTION

Figure A-I. TDMA/DS1 U.S.-U.K. Field Trial General Opinion Results

TABLE A-2. FRANCE-U.S. GENERAL OPINION RESULTS
CN.Is RATED
UNACCEFrABIE
NUMBER or
CONDITION

OR DEF ICIII.T

IN'ILLRVIIiwS

MOS

(%)

456
529
335

311 ± 0.07

19.30
17.96
18.11

FRANCE-U.S. SUBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE

This section presents the subjective test data collected for U.S. customers receiving
calls from France. The general opinion results are summarized in Table A-2. The
circuit quality distributions are given in Figure A-2 for the three conditions. The

TDMA/DSI (2.0)
TDMA/DSI (2.3)
FDMA

3.24 * 0.07
3.29 ± 0.08
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CONCLUSIONS
70
BAR

INT

MOS
3.21

TDMA / DSI 2.0
TDMA/ DSI 2.3

456

2

529

3.24

3

FDMA

335

3.29

1

60

CONDITION

This report documents the results of the AT&T study to evaluate the TDMA operation
on INTELSAT circuits between the U.K. and the U.S. and France and the U.S.
Subjective measurements were conducted on two IDMA compression conditions (2.0
and 2.3) and on the baseline PDMA condition. The main conclusions are presented
here.
The subjective interview results indicate that, on the U.K.-U.S. circuits, the TDMA
performance for both 2.0 and 2.3 compression conditions was better than the
corresponding PDMA performance, with a confidence level of 0.95. Reduced noise
and echo complaints are the primary reason for the improved score on the TDMA
circuits. The two TDMA conditions themselves had comparable performance. For
France-U.S. circuits, the TDMA performance for both compression conditions was
comparable to the PDMA condition.
The differences between the U.K.-U.S. and France-U.S. results appear to be caused
by different levels of echo and noise performance for the two cases. The U.K.-U.S.
PDMA calls had significant echo and noise impairments. When the circuits were cut
over to TDMA operation, the noise level dropped and the echo performance also
improved. For the France-U.S. circuits, the PDMA calls did not have major noise and
echo problems, and the cutover to TDMA did not significantly change the level of
performance.

50

40

20
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Figure A-2. TDMA/DSI U.S.-France Field Trial General Opinion Results

results indicate that the MOs and the percentage of subjects rating calls unacceptable
or difficult for all three conditions are statistically indistinguishable. Results for
noticed impairments and reasons for unfavorable response also indicate that the three
conditions had similar performance.
The France-U.S. calls have higher Mos when compared to U.K.-U.S. calls. The
main reason appears to be the lower level of noticed impairments such as echo, noise.
and delay. The echo performance of U.K.-U.S. calls was significantly worse than
for the France-U.S. calls. The noise impairments were also perceived in a higher
percentage of U.K.-U.S. calls compared to the France-U.S. calls.

Geostationary satellite log
C. H. scilmlIr
(Manuscript received March 26. 1986)

This note provides lists of current and planned geostationary satellites for the Fixed
Satellite Service (i ss), the Maritime Mobile Satellite Service (mMSS), the Broadcasting
Satellite Service fuss), and the Space Research Service (sas). Planned satellites are
listed when information has been published by the International Frequency Registration
Board (IFRB), or when satellite construction has commenced. The lists are ordered
along increasing East longitude orbit position and update the previously published
material I I I through December 1985.
Table I lists the satellites that are operating as of late December 1985, or satellites
that may be capable of operating. Satellites being moved to new orbital positions are
shown at their planned final positions for 1986, unless another satellite occupies the
position. Refer to the Remarks column for further information.
Table 2 lists newly proposed and replacement satellites and their currently planned
orbital positions. Additional technical characteristics may be found in the IFRB
circulars referenced, as published weekly in the circular's special sections [2] or
obtained from the country or organization listed.
Table 3 is the key to the frequency bands used in Tables I and 2. Sub-hand
allocations are designated in the Up/Down-Link Frequency column of Tables I and 2
by the letter suffix given that sub-band in column I of 'fable 3. Thus, 12a implies
11.7- to 12.2-GHz down-link in Region 2. Table 3 also shows the service allocations
and the applicable International Telecommunications Union (ITU) region when the
band is not allocated worldwide.
The author invites inquiries and comments and would appreciate receiving information on newly planned satellite networks as they become available.
References

1 I ] C. H. Schmitt, "Geostationary Satellite Log," COMSAT Technical Review.
Vol. 15, No. I. Spring 1985, pp. 149-177.
12] JFRB Circulars, ARI1/A/ (refers to Article 11, Section 1, which contains
advanced publication requirements) or AR 11/C/ (refers to Article I I, Section 2,
which contains coordination requirements), and SPA/AA/ or /Al/, The International
Telecommunications Union IFRB, CH 1211, Geneva 20, Switzerland.
Carl H. Schmitt is Senior Engineer in the System Planning Department of the
Space Communications Division at COMSAT.
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TABLE 1. 1N-ORBIT GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES IOR FIXED , BROADCAST,

A

AND MARITIME - MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Longitudes

Launch Data

Designation

Up /Down-Link

Country or

Satellite

S u bsatellite

5.1°F.

11 May 1978

OTS 2

ESA

FSS,

1.0°E

04 Aug 1984

EUTELSAT 2
(ECS-2)

EUTELSATESA

12.1°E

30 Jun 1983

GORIZONT 7

USSR

12.9-E

16 Jun 1983

EUTELSAT I

EUTELSAT- ESA

BSS

FSS

Remarks

Frequency
(GHZ)

Organization Function

14/11

Experimental IFRB: 5-E

14/11

IFRB: 1°E EUTELSAT 1-3
in coordination

6/4

F'S5

14/11

FSS

(ECS-1)

Designated ECS 1 before
acceptance by EUTELSAT
IFRB: 13-E EUTELSAT 1-2

ARABSAT IA

Arab

League

F55,

OSS

IE'RB: 19-E

08 Feb 1985

6/4, 2.5

19.0-E

18 Jun 1985

ARABSAT 2A

Arab

League

FS5,

BSS

6/4, 2.5

IERB: 26-E

26.0°E

26 Dec 1980

EKRAN 6

USSR

BSS

6/UHF

33.6-F

RADUGA 11

USSR

FSS

IFRB: 35-E STATSIONAR 2

26 Nov 1982

6/4

34.0°E

RADUGA 11

USSR

FSS

IFRB: 35-E STATSIONAR 2

15 Sep 1985

6/4

35.0-E

GORIZONT 3

USSR

FSS

IFRB: 40-E STATSIONAR 12

28 Dec 1979

6,8/4,7

40.1°E

RADUGA 13

USSR

FSS

IFRB: 40°E STATSIONAR 12

25 Aug 1983

6/4

44.0-E

RADUGA 6

USSR

FSS

IFRB: 45°E STATSIONAR 9

20 Feb 1980

6/4

44.3°E

RADUGA 16

USSR

FSS

IFRB: 45-E STATSIONAR 9

08 Aug 1985

6/4

45.0-E

16 Mar 1984

EKMAN 12

USSR

BSS

6/UHF

48.0-E

49.0-E

26 Jun 1981

RERAN 1

52.0-E

26 Jun 1984

GORIZONT 9

USSR

FSS

6/4

IFRB:

53.0°E

15 Mar 1982

GORIZONT 5

USSR

FSS

6.8/4,7

IFRB: 53' (STATSIONAR 5)

23 May 1981

INTELSAT V
(F-1)

INTELSAT

FS5

6,14/4,11

IFRB: 51°E INTELSAT V,
IND

51.0-E

USSR

BSS

6/UHF
53-E STATSIONAR 5

60.0-E

Unknown

DSCS II

U.S.-C

FSS

UHF,S/UHF7)

IFRB: 60 E

60.6°E

28 Sept 1985

INTELSAT VA (F-12)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

IFRB: 60-E INTELSAT VA
IND 1

28 Sept 1982

INTELSAT V (F-5)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

IFRB: 63°E INTELSAT V,
IND I

INMARSAT Lease

MESS

62.9-E

66.0°E

19 Oct 1983

INTELSAT V (F-1)

°

1.6b,6.4b/

IFRB: 63°E MCS IND A

1.5e,4f

Corn. Sys, Operational
IF": 66-E
IFRB: 66-E MCS IND D
INMARSAT Spare

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

INMARSAT Lease

MESS

1.6b,6.4b/
1.5.,4

12.5-E

10 Jun 1976

MARISAT 2

US-COMSAT
General

MMSS

UHF 1.6b,6.4c
UHF 1.5a,4.lb

Operational , but unused
except for UHF transponder
IFRB : 12.5-E

13.4-E

30 Aug 1983

INSAT 1B

India

F5S

6/4

IFRB: 74 - E (INSAT 1A)

15.0-E

May 1979

FLTSATCOM

US-C

FEB

UHF,8a/UHF,7a

IFRB: 15°S

11.0-E

13 Mar 1977

PALAPA A-2

INDONESIA

FEB

6/4

Backup for PALAPA B-1
IFRB: 11°E PALAPA-2

11.0-E

08 Apr 1983

RADUCA 12

USSR

FSS

6/4

80.0°E

01 Aug 1984

CORIZONT 10

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,1

IFRB: BO'E STATSIONAR 13

08 Jul 1976

PALAPA A-1

INDONESIA

FSS

6/4

Near retirement IFRB: 83-E

83.0-E

U

N
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AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

country

Satellite

Subsatellite
Longitudes

Launch

Date

Designation

Organization

85.0-E

15

Feb

1984

RADUGA

14

USSR

85.0-E

09

Oct

1981

RADUGA

10

USSR

90.0-E

30

Nov

1983

Oct

1982

GORIZONT
GORIZONT

Up -/ Down-Link

or

Function

Frequency
( GHZ)

FSS

6/4

ES5

IFRB:

6/4

8

USSR

FSS

6

USSR

8SS

6,8 / 4,7

20

96.3-E

26

Jun

1981

EKRAN

7

USSR

BSS

98.0°E

22

Mar

1985

SKEAN

14

USSR

BSS

85°E

IFRB:

6,8 / 4,1

90.0-E

Remarks

6 / UHF

STATSIONAR

85°E

3

( STATSIONAR 3)

IFRB:

90 - E (STATSIONAR 6)

IFRB:

90 - E (STATSIONAR 6)

IFRB:

99'R

(STATSIONAR

T2)

6/UHF
6 / UHF

IFRB:

99 - E (STATSIONAR T2)

99.0-E

30

Sep

1983

EKRAN

11

USSR

BSS

101.3-E

24

Aug

1984

SEEKS

13

USSR

BSS

6/UHF

103.3-E

15

Dec

1977 SAKURA (C.S.)

Japan-NTT

FSS

6,30a / 4,20a Experimental

110.0-E

18

Jun 1983 PALAPA B-1

INDONESIA

FSS

6 /4

Domestic

and

regional

IFRB: 108°E
Japan

110.0-E 12 Feb 1986 BS-2B
113.0°E 18 Jul 1978 RADUGA 4

2,14/12b,2 IFRB: 110-E B5-2

FSS

USSR

FSS

6/4

125.0°E

23 Jan 1984

B5-2A

Japan

BSS

2,14/12b,2

128, O-E

22 Jun 1984

RADUGA 15

USSR

P55

6/4

132.0-E

04 Feb 1983

135.0-E
135.0-E

C52A

Japan

FSS

Nov 1979

DSCS II

US-C

FSS

Sep 1982

DSCS III

US-G

FSS

IFRB: 128' STATSIONAR 15

6,30a/4,20a

IFRB: 132°E

UHF,8/UHF,1
UHF,B/UHF,1

135.0-E

1984

CSE-A

Japan

FSS

136.1°E

05 Aug 1983

CS 2B

Japan

FSS

140.0°E

20 Oct 1982

CORIZONT 6

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,1

140.0-E

18 Jan 1985

GORIZONT 11

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,1

AUSSAT 1

Australia

FSS

14 / 12b,12d

IFRB: 156-E

AUSSAT 2

Australia

ESE

14 / 12b,12d

IFRB: 160-E

FLTSATCOM

US-C

FSS

UHF,Sa / UHF,la

IFRB: 172-E

INTELSAT

FSS

156.0-E

Aug 1985

160.0°E

Oct 1985

112.0-E

31 Oct 1980

114.0°E

31 Mar 1918 INTELSAT IVA
(F-6)

20/10
6,30a/4,20a

IFRB: 136-E
IFRB: 140-E STATSIONAR 7
IFRB: 140°E STATSIONAR 7

6/4

IFRB: 174-E INTELSAT IVA
PAC 1 ( To be replaced by
INTELSAT V in March 1986)

115.0°E

Sep

116.3°E

14

111.5°E

10

1984

Oct

Nov

DSCS

1976

1984

III

MARISAT

US-C
3

US-COMSAT

MARECS B2

FSS

UHF,8 / UHF,7

MHSS

IFRB:

115-E

UHF,1 . 6b,6.4c /

General

Spare for INMARSAT
UHF,1.5a,4.lb IFRB: 116.5-E

ESA-leased to MMSS

1.6b,6,4e /

INMARSAT

1.5a,4

Operational 1 Jan 1985 as
Pacific Ocean Maritime
Satellite IFRB: 111.5-E
MARECS PAC 1

118.0°E

Dec

1978

DSCS

II

US-C

180.0-E 20 Dec 1985 INTELSAT V (F-B) INTELSAT
(180.0°u)
INMARSAT

FSS

PSS
Lease

UHF 8 /UHF 1 IFRB: 175-E

6,14/4,11

MMES

1.6b,6.4b/
1.5a,4g

IFRB: 180-E INTELSAT V
PAC 3
IFRB: 180-E MCS PAC A

d). IN-ORBIT GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
TABLE I ( continue
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Satellite

Subsatellite
Longitudea

Launch

Date

Designation

Country

or

Organization

Up-/Down-Link

Function

Inc.

FSS

28 Oct 1982 SATCOM V (F-5)

US-Alascom ,

220.9-E
(139.1'W)

11 Apr 1983 SAIGON IS,

US-RCA

226.0-E
(134.0°W)

28 Jun 1983 GALAXY 1
(USASAT 110)

US-Hughes Comm .

21 Nov 1981 SATCOM IIIR

US-RCA

232.0°E
(128.0°W)

27 Aug 1985 ASC1

US-Amer.

236.5-E
(123.5-W)

09 Jun 1982 WESTAR 5

US-western

23 May 1984 SPACENET I

US-GTE

12 Nov 1982 ANIK C3 (E)

Canada - TELESAT k'SS

211.1-E

oNo

Frequency
(GHz)

Remarks

IFEB: 143-W in

6/4

coordination

(142.9°W)

229.0°E

FSS

IFRB: 139-W in
coordination

6/4

FSS

IFRB: 134-W

6/4

in coordination
IFRB: 131-W in
coordination

6/4

FSS

(131.0°W)

340.0-E

CO.

FEE

6/4

IFRB: 128-W
Adv. Publication

Union

FSS

6/4

IFRB: 123-W in
coordination

SAT

Spacenet

FSS

6 / 14/4,12a

IFRB: 120-W in
coordination

(120.0°w)
242.5-E

IFRB: 111.5-W

(111.5°W)
243.1-E

27 Nov 1985 MORELOS B

F'SS

IFRB: 116.5-W

FS5

IFRB: 113.5°W

(116.3°W)
241.0-E

17 Jun 1985 MORELOS A

(113.0°W)

250.0-E
(110.0°W)

18 Jun 1983

251.0°E
(109.0°W)

16 Dec 1918

252.2-E
(107.8°W)

13 Apr 1985

254.1°E
(105.3°W)

12 Aug 1969

255.5-E
(104.5°W)

26 Aug 1982

251.1°S
(102.9°W)

08 May 1985

ANIK C2

ANIK B1 (4)

ANIK Cl

ATS 5

ANIK Dl

G-STAR 2

Canada -TELESAT FSS

14/12a

IFRB: 110'W in
coordination

Canada - TELESAT

FSS

6,14/4,12a

IFRB: 109-W

Canada TELESAT

FSS

14/12a

IFRB: 101.5-W in
coordination

US-NASA

Experimental

UHF,6 /UHF,1,4

IFRB: 105°W

Canada - TELESAT

FSS

6/4

IFRB: 104,5°1

US-GTE

FSS

14/12a

IFRB: 103-W
Adv. Publication

260.0°E
(100.O°W)

09 Feb 1978

261.0°E

26 Feb 1982

FLTSATCOM

WESTAR 4

263.0-E

11 Nov 1982

15 Nov 1980

(91.0°W)
264.0°E

28 Jul 1983

266.5-E

21 Sep 1984

268.8°E

SBS 3

US-Satellite

EGG

(USASAT 6B)

l4/12a

Business Systems

IFRB: 99-W

SBS 1

US-Satellite

FSS

(USASAT 6A)

14/12a

Business Systems

IFRB: 9°W in coordination

TELSTAR 301 (3A)

US-AT&T

FS5

6/4

IFRB: 95-W

FS5

14/12a

IFRB: 95-W in coordination

FSS

6/4

1FRB: 93.5-W in
coordination

(91.2°W)

14/12a

IFRB: 91-W in coordination

US-Satellite

(USASAT 6C)

Business Systems

GALAXY III

US-Hughes Cmmn.

(USASAT 128)

30 Aug 1984

IFRB: 100.1

IFRB: 99-W in coordination

24 Sep 1981 SBS 2

(93.5°W)

UHF',8a / UHF,1a

6/4

(96.0°W)

265.0°E
(95.0°W)

FSS

usWestern Union FSS

(99.0°W)
261.0.9
(99.0°W)

US -G

SBS 4

US-Satellite

(USASAT 9A)

Business Systems

FSS

z
L
C

TABLE I ( continued) . IN-ORBIT GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Country

Subsatellite
Longitudes Launch Date Designation

or

Organization

Up-/Down-Link

Function

Frequency
(GHZ)

US-Western Union

FSS

6/4

IFRB: 91-W

US-AT& T

FSS

6/4

IFRB: 86-W in coordination

US-RCA

FSS

6/4

IFRB: 83°W

US-Western Union

FSS

6/4

US-COMSAT

FSS

6/4

FSS

6/4

FSS

6/4

FSS

6/4

IF": 19-W

Adv. Publication

General
US-COMSAT Gen.
Leased to AT&T
thru 7 Apr. 1986

21 Feb 1981 COMSTAR D4
(USASAT 12C)

US.COMSAT

22 Sep 1983 GALAXY 2
(USASAT IA)

US-Hughes Cotmm.

General

08 Sep 1983 SATCOM JIM
(VII)
(USASAT BB)
IFRB : 69-W I. coordination
USASAT 7C

295.0°E
(65.0°W)

08 Feb 1985

301.4-E
(52.6°W)

15 Dec 1981

310.0°E
(50.0°W)

19 Nov. 1978

310.0-E
(50.0°W)

22 may 1975

311.2-E
(42.8°W)

05 Apr 1983

325.5-E

05 Mar 1982

(34.5°W)

329.0-E
(31.0°W)

26 Sep 1915

332.5-E
(21.5°W)

29 Jun 1985

334.0-E
(26.0°W)

20 Dec 1981

335.4-E
(24.6°W)

22 Mar 1985

335.1°E
(24.3°W)

05 Oct 1980

S8TS-1

INTELSAT V
(F-3)

NATO III

INTELSAT IV
(F-1)
TDRS East

INTELSAT V
(F-4)

Brazil

INTELSAT

NATO

INTELSAT

FSS

FSS

6/4

6,14/4,11

FSS

18,8f /2.3,7i

FSS

6/4

US-NASA
US-Systematics
Can.

SRS
FSS

1,14d/2.2,13a
6/4

INTELSAT

F5S

6,14/4,11

IFRB: 65°W SETS A2

Manuevered from 27-W
during Sep 1985
IFRB: 53°W , INTELSAT V
Continental 1
On 12 / 26/85 drifting at
0.04°E and inclination of
1.68
IFRB: 50°W, INTELSAT IV
ATL 1
IFRB: 41-W

IFRB: 34.5°W,
INTELSAT V ATL 4

INTELSAT IVA
(F-1)

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

Inclination of 1.1° on
12/26/85
IFRB: 31°W ,
ATL 6

INTELSAT VA
(F-11)

MARECS-A

INTELSAT VA
(F-10)

INTELSAT

INMARSAT

INTELSAT

F5S

MSS

FSS

6,14/4,11

1.6b,6,4c/1.5a,
4f

6,14/4,11

INTELSAT IVA

IFRB : 22.5°W , INTELSAT VA
AIL 2
INMARSAT Atlantic Ocean
Region, IFRB : 26-W MARECS
ATL 1
IFRB: 24.5-W
INTELSAT VA ATL 1

RADUGA 1

USSR

FSS

5,6/3

IFRB: 25.0°W , STATSIONAR 8
operates below INTELSAT VA
frequencies

TABLE I (continued ). IN-ORBIT GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Launch

337.0°E
(23.0°W)
338.4-E

country

Satellite

Subsatellite
Longitudes

18

25

Date

Jan

May

1980

1977

or

Organization

Designation

FLTSATCOM

INTELSAT

IVA

US-C

Up-/Down-Link

Function

Remarks

Frequency
( GHS)

UHF,8a / UHF,7a IFRB: 23-W

FSS

INTELSAT

6/4

FSS

IFRB :

21.5°W ,

INTELSAT IVA

ATL 1

(21.6°W)
341.6 - E
(18.4°W)

N

19

May

1983

INTELSAT

V

(F-6)

INTELSAT

6,14/4,11 IFRB: 18.5°W, MCS ATL A
is a spare for MARECS A
1,6b,6.4b/

FSS

INMARSAT Lease MSS

1.5a,4g IFRB: 18.5°W, INTELSAT V
ATL 2

342.0-E
(18.0°W)

Apr

1976

NATO-IA

345.3 - E 19 Feb 1976 MARISAT 1
(14J°W)

NATO

US-COMSAT

18155

General

348.0°E
(12.0°W)

DSCS II

US-G

349.6°E 14 Jun 1980
(10.4°W)

GORIZONT 4

USSR

352.0°E 04 Aug 1984
(8'W)

TELECOM IA

France

FSS

08 May 1985

TELECOM IN

France

FSS

355.0°E
(5.0°W)

8b ,7k/7i,7L

FSS

UHF 1,6b,6.4c/ Operational, but only UHF
transponder used
UHF 1,5a,4.lb
IFRB: 15-W

UHF , 8/UHF,7

FSS

F5S

6 , 8/4,7

IFRB :

12°W, USGCSS 2 ATL

IFRB: 11 - W STATSIONAR 11
in coordination

2,6,8g,14 / 2.2. IFRB: 8 - W in coordination
4,7i,12b,12d
2,6,88.14 / 2.2, IFRB: 5-W
4,7i,12b,12d

IFRB: 4°W, INTELSAT IVA
ATL 2 in coordination

8The list of satellite longitudes was compiled from the beat information available.

BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
TABLE 2. PLANNED OEOSTAI1ONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED,
DECEMBER
1985
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE

Launch
Or
Up-/Down-Link
Satellite Country or
Subsatellite In-Use Date /
Fre uency
Longitude

Period

of

Designation

Organization

Function

9
GNZ)

Remarks

Velidity6

1.0°R

Sep

GDL

1986

3.0°E

1985

5

TELECOM

Luxembourg

1C

France

65b ,12f,14/
10.7,12d,11.2b

FSS/BSS

FSS/BSS

AR11/A/94/ADD-1/1308

, 8,14/2 . 2,4, AR11 /A/29/1339
2,6
7,12b,12d AR11/C/116/ADD-2

AR11 / C/157/1598
AR11 /C/131/1594
AR11 /C/116/ ADD-2/1643
AR14 / D/28/1669

5.0°E

1985-86

6.0°E

Mar

Norway,

TELE -X

1986 /106

SKYNET

4B

UK

Sweden

FSS/BSS

FSS/MMSS

,30,17./2, AR11/A/27/1535
2,6
12b,20 AR11/C/446/1644

UHF ,44/7,UHF

AR14/C/82/1677
AR11/C/183/ADD-1/1652
AR11/C/589/1652
AR11/C/183/1611

7.0°E 1984 -85

7.0°E

8.0°E

8.0°E

8.0°E

EUTELSAT

1987

Dec

1987 /20

Dec 1987/20

31 Dec 1987/20

1986

1-3

F-SAT 1

STATSIONAR-1B

GALS-7

VOLNA-15

APEX

France

FSS / BSS

France

FSS

USSR

FSS/BSS

USSR

USSP

France

14 /11,12b,12d

2,14,30a / 12d,20a

5d/3

AR11 / A/238/1693

AMSS

UHF,1.6g/
UHF,1.5f

AR11 / A/241/1693

BSS/F55

6,30a/2,4,20a,
39a,49a

AR11 / C/1583-584/1651
ARI1 / A/62/1578
AR14/C/79/16/6
SPA-AA /317/1471

PROGNOZ 2

USSR

SRS

3,2

13.0°E

31 Dec 1987

ITALSAT

Italy

FSS

30/2,20,39a,49a

France

FSS/855

14/11,12b,12d

14.0°E

Unknown

EUTELSAT 1-2

Nigerian
National

Nigeria

AR11 / A/219/1686

7k, 71, 8h, 8q, Bk,
81,8p,8m,8n,8o,
7f,Iq,7r,7h,7o,
7p,IC,7d,7n

1982/20

1984-85

AR11/ C/568/1649
AR11 /A/79/1587
AR11/ C/566 - 567/1649

FSS

12.0°E

13.0°E

ARil / A/59/1578
AR11 / C/ 446/1644
AR14C / 52/1664

AR11 / A/151/1633
SPA-AS / 328/1492
AR11 / A/61/1578,
1589 & 1582
AR11 / C/445/1644
AR14/C/51/1669
AR11 / D/71/1700

FS5

6/4

FS5

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/39/1554
AR11 / B/301593

SPA-AA/2091346

System

15.0°E 1986

15.0°E 1986
16.0°E 1987

AMS 1

AMS 2

Israel

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11 /A/39/1554

SICRAL IA

Italy

F55

8,14b,43a / 7,12d,
20,44

AR11/ A/44/1588

France

FSS

14/lle,11. 7a,12g

AR11/ A/218/ 1685

Saudi Arabia

BSS

14/126

SPA-AA /235/1387

Saudi Arabia

BSS

14a,14/12b

AR11 /A/125/1616

16.0°E

31 Dec 1986/10

EUTELSAT I-4

17.o°R

Unknown

SABS

17.0°E

1988

Israel

SABS 1-2

TABLE 2 ( continued ). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST , M ARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES , LATE D ECEMBER 1985

Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch o r
In-Use Date/
Period of

Satellite
Designation

Country or
Organization

Function

Up-/Down-Link
Frequency

w

a

Remarks

(GHZ)

Validityb

19.0°E

Sep 1986

GDL 6

Luxembourg

FSS,BSS

6.5 -7,14/11,12d

AR11/ A/94/1594
ADD-1/1708

20.0-E

Unknown

Nigerian

Nigeria

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA / 209/1346

Italy

MMSS/FSS

UHF,B,14,43a/7,
12d,20

AR11 / A/45/1551
AR11 / A/45/1588

National
S y stem

22.0°E

SICRAL 1B

1987

23.0°E

Dec 1987/20

STATSIONAR-18

USSR

FSS/BSS

5d/3

AR11 / A/220/1686

23.0-E

Dec 1987/20

GALS-8

USSR

FSS

1k, 71, 8h, Bq, 8k,
81 , 8p, 8m, 8n, 8o/
7f,7q,7r,7h,7o,
Ip,7c, Im, 7d, In

ARI1 / A/239/1693

23.0-E

31 Dec 1987 / 20

VOLNA-17

USSR

FSS

UHF,1.6g / UHF,1.5f

AR11 /A/242/1693

FSS

2, 14,30a /11,12d,
20,3d

AR11/A/40/1556
AR11 / C/696 -697/1670

23.5-E

1987

DFS 1

Germany

AR11 / C/174/1681
AR11 / C/779/1681

26.0-E

Unknown

ZOHREH 2

Iran

FSS

14/11

SPA-AA / 164/1218
SPA-AJ / 16/1303

28.5-E

1987

DFS 2

Germany

FSS

2,14,30a /11,12d,
20x,30

AR11 /A/41/1556

31.0-W

32.0 - E

Dec 1987/12
1987/10

EIRESAT
V IDEOSAT 1

Ireland
France

FSS/BSS

12h/ lla

FSS

14/2,12d

AR11 / A/182/1656
AR11 / A/80/1588
AR11 / C/574/1650

34.0-E
35.0 - E

35.0-E

AR11 / C/580/1650
Unknown
Unknown
Jun 1988/20

35.0 -E

31 Dec 1985/20

38.0 'E

1986

4 1.0 ° E

Unknown

41.0 -E

1986

45.O'E

Unknown

45.0-E

Unknown

45.0 -L
45 .0 ° E

5 . 0° E
47.0°E

53 . 0 - E

Jun 1988/20

1980

31 Dec 1990/20
Unknown

Unknown

ZOHREH 1
PROGNOZ 3
STATSIONAR_D3
VOLNA-11
P AKSAT 1
ZOHREH 4
PAKSAT 2
VOLNA-3
LOUTCH P2

S'TATSIONAR-D4
GALS-2

VOLNA-3n
ZOHREH 3
LOUTCH 2

AR14 / C/781/1676
Iran
USSR
USSR

FSS

14/11

SRS

-/3,4

FSS

6a/4h

SPA-M / 163/1278
SPA-AA /318/1411
AR11/A/195/1615

USSR

Pakistan
ran

MISS

UHF,1.6h/UHF,1.5F

FSS

14/11 , 12 d

FS5

14/11

AR/11 /A/150/1631
AR11 / A/90/1592
SPA-AA /203/1330

Pakistan
USSR
USSR

USSR

FSS
"R155
FSS

FSS

14/12d
UHF,1.6b / 1 . 5a , UHF

AR11 /A/91/1592
C
SPA-A1/274/1425

R

SPA-AA/128/1289
SPA-AJ /122/1340

C

14/11

6a/4h

AR11/A/196/1675
USSR

USSR
ran
USSR

FSS

7k,71,8h,8q , 8k , 81 ,
ep,8m,8n,8o / 7a, Im,
]d , In,7o, 7 p,7f,Iq1
]r , 7h ,

FSS

1.6i/1.5a , 1 . 5 g

FSS

14/11

FSS

SPA-AJ / 112/1335
SPA-AA / 154/1262

C

D
O
Z
In

It.
AR 11/ A/ 249/ 1697
SPA-AA / 165/1278

14/11

Intersputnik

SPA-AJ/85/1318
Leased to

6

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLIT ES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATH DECEMBER 1985

Launch o

r

In-Use Date /
Period of

Subsatellite
Longitude

Satellite
Designation

Country
or
Up-/Down-Link
Organization Function Frequency

Validityb

53.0°E

1

Feb

53.0°E

1

57.0°E

1988

1987/10

Jun

SKYNET

FSS /MMSS

UK

4C

USSR

1989 /15 MORE-53
INTELSAT VI

Remarks

(0Hz)

1.6j ,6c/1.51,3.7a AR11 /A/185/1662

81835
FSS

INTELSAT

UHF,8 ,8f,8d,8e, AR11/B/45/1626
43b/UHF,7i,7j, AR11/A/84/ADD-1/1597
7f,7k
ARI1/ A/84/1588

5,6

14/3,4,11

AR11/A/72/1584

(IND 2)
57.0°E

1985

INTELSAT

VA

INTELSAT

FSS

VA

INTELSAT

FSS

VI

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 /4,11

AR11/ A/68/1580

(IND 2)
60.0°E

1986

INTELSAT

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/67/1580

(IND 1)
60.0°E
64.5°E

1988

INTELSAT

MARECS

Unknown

INMARSAT

(IND
64.5°E

INMARSAT

1989

66.0°E

1986

INTELSAT

V

IOR

( F)

MSS

1)

INMARSAT

INTELSAT

5,6,14/3,4,11

AR11/A/71/1584

1.6b ,6.4e/1.5a, SPA-AJ/243/1432

4f

(G)

FSS

HMOs

1.6b ,6.4b/1.5a, AR11/A/178/1644
3.9b,4c,3.6a

6,14/4,11

SPA-AA/253/1419

(IND 4)
66.0°E

1987

14155 1.6b ,6.4b,/1.5a, SPA-AA/275/1425
INTELSAT MCS INTELSAT
(IND
D-Spare)
4f

66.0°E

1989

INTELSAT VA 66E

INTELSAT

F5S

6,14/4,11

70.0°E

1985/86

STW 2

China, Peoples
Republic of

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA /142/1255

USA

FSS/MMSS

UHF,8/UHF,7

AR11/A/100/ADD-1/

72.0°E

Dec 1984/10

FLTSAT A (IND)

1652, A/100/1605
72.0°W
73.0°E

30 Jun 1990/10

CONDOR C

Andean

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/210/1679

Unknown

MARECS

INMARSAT (F)

!4155

1. 6b,6.4e, /1.5a,
4f

AR11/D/3/1551

India

BSS/FSS
Relearn.
logical

UHF', 5a--6,
6 .7/4,4,5

ARI1 /A/262/1702

India

BS5/F'S5
Meteoro -

UHF,5a-6,6.4a,
6.7/4,4.5

AR11/A/262/1702
RES 33/A/7/1702

(IND 2)

74.0°E

74.0°E

31 July 1990/20

July 1990/20

INSAT C

INSAT C

logical
75.0°E

76.0°E

31 Dec 1986

31 Dec 1986/15

FLTSATCOH E
(IND)

USA

FSS/MMSS

43b/20

AR11/A/52/1561
AR/11/A/52/ADD-1/1587

GOHS

USSR

W55

8q,29b,29c//s,7t,

AR11/A/205/1678

1.6k,) . 61,20a, 20b
77.0°E

Oct 1989/20

SSRD-2

USSR

FS5

14d,14e/11f,13d,
12.4a

AR11/A/188/1672

AR11/A/208/1679

77.5°W

30 Jun 1990/10

CONDOR A

Andean

FSS

6/4

80.0°E

Unknown

POTOK 2

USSR

FSS

6/4

80.0°w

Jun 1989/10

81.5°E

1 Jun 1990/10

82.5°E

Jan 1989/15

AR11/A/179/1645
SPA-AA /345/1485

NAHUEL 1

Argentina

FSS

14,6/12,4

ARI1/A/203/1677

FOTON-2

USSR

FS5

6b/4h

AR11/A/236/1692

INSAT 10

India

FS5/MMSS

5a 6 ,6.4a,6.7/
4,4.5

AR11/A/126/1617
RE5 33 /A/3/ADD-1-10
AR14/C/91/1682

a
b

TABLE 2 (Continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
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Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch or
In-Use Date /
Period of

Satellite
Designation

Country
Organization

or Up-/Down-Link
Function Frequency
GHz)

Validityb

83.0°E

Jan 1990 / 20

INSAT Ilk

85.0°E

Unknown

LOUTCH P3

85.0°E

1980

GALS-3

85.0°E

Jun 1988 / 20

STATSIONAR - D5

7k, 11, 8h, 8q, 81,
ep,8m,8n, BO,/1c,
1st , ld, 7n, 7o. 1p,
7f,)q, lr,7h
USSR
USSR

FSS
MMSS

6a/4h

UHF,1 .6b/1.5a,UHF

85.0°E

31 Dec 1990 / 20

VOLNA-5M

31 Dec 1989 / 10

NAHUEL 2

Argentina

FSS

85.0°W

15 Mar 1988

CHINASAT- 1

PRC

FSS

87.5°E
89.0°W

30 Jun 1990/10

CONDOR B

90.0°E

Unknown

LOUTCH 3

90.0°E

1 Jun 1989 / 15

MORE-90

90.0°E

Unknown

VOLNA-8

USSR

Mass

UHF,1.6b / 1.5a,UHF

SPA-AA / 289/1445
AR11 / C/15/1589

Mar 1990/20

INSAT IIB

India

FSS/BSS
Meteoro-

5a,6,6.7,6.4a/UHF

AR11 / A/261/1102
RES 33 / A/6/261/1102

1986/18

INSAT 1C

India

FSS

6/4

SPA- AJ / 231/1429
AR11/C/851/1108
AR11 / C/852 - 856/1108

1985

CSDRN

USSR

SRS

14d/10,11,13

SPA-AA/342/1484

93.5°E

14 , 6/12,4

AR11/ C/204/1677
AR11 / A/204/1677
AR11 / A/255/1702

FSS

6/4

AR11 / A/209/1679

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ / 86/1318

MMSS

1.6j,6c /1.5h,3,7a

AR11 / A/154/1562

logical
93.5°E

95.0°E

(May have been
launched as COSMOS
1700)

95.0°E

STATSIONAR-14

USSR

98.0°E

15 Mar 1989/10

CHINASAT-3

PRC

FSS

6/4

AR11 / A/257/1702

99.0°E

Unknown

STATSIONAR-T

USSR

FSS/BSS

6/UHF

RES-SPA2 - 3-AA10/1426
SPA-AJ/316/1473

Unknown

STATSIONAR-T2

USSR

FSS/BSS

6/UHF

SPA-AJ / 316/1473

103.0°E

Dec 1988/20

STATSIONAR-21

USSR

FSS/BSS

5d/3

AR11 / A/244/1692

103.0°E

31 Dec 1988/20

LOUTCH 5

USSR

FSS

14 /lle,11.4b

AR11 / A/243/1694

110.0°E

Unknown

BSE

Japan TCSJ

555

2,14/

SPA-AA / 305/1459
AR11 / C/10/155e

99.0°E

110.0°E

12 Feb 1986

BS 2

Japan

ass

2,14/12b,2

Spare in Orbit

110.5°E

31 Dec 1988

CHINASAT II

China

PSS

6/4

AR11 / A/25b/1702

PALAPA B-2

Indonesia

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA / 198/1319
SPA-AJ / 201/1401

Indonesia

F55

6/4

AR11 / A/157/1637

113.0°E

118.0°E
♦0.5 '

Jun 1986c

Jun 1989

PALAPA B-3

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSCATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch
or
U
/Down-Link
/
Satellite
Country
or
pIn-Use Date
Function Frequency
Period of Designation Organization

Velidityb

GHZ)

1 Jun 1980/20

GALS-10

USSR

FSS

128, O-E

128.0°E

Unknown

VOLNA- 9

USSR

FSS / BSS UHF,1.60 / 1.5a,UHF
MMSS 1,2,11,34

128.0°E

Jun 1988 /20

STATSIONAR- D6

USSR

128.0°E

31 Dec 1990/20

VOLNA- 9M

USSR

ETS - 2

Japan

130.0-E

Bp, 8m,8n,80 / Bf,B q,
]r,]h,]o,]p.]c,]m,
?d, In

FSS ]k,]1,8h,8q,Bk,
B1,8p.8m,8n,8o/
]c,]m,]e,]n,]o,
7p, If.7q, Jr.7h

AR11/C/108/1578
AR11/C/28/1561
SPA-AA / 339/1480

CS - 3A

Japan

5d-6,27c /17.7a,4

AR11 / A/2t2/1680

March 1988 / 10

FSS

132.0°E

CS-38

Japan

FSS

AR11 / A/213/1680

30 Jun 1988 / 10

5d-6,2 7c/17Ja,4

136.0°W

GMS - 3

Japan

2,4i / UHF,1.6m,1.6n

Aug 1984

WSS

140.0-W

AR11 / C/474/1648
AR11/A/54/1563

140.0°E

Unknown

LOUTCH 4

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AJ / 87/1318

140.0-E

1 Jun 1984

MORE-140

USSR

MMSS

1.6j.6c /1.5h,3Ja

AR11/ A/186/1662

140.0-E

Unknown

VOLNA-6

USSR

FSS/BSS

3

145.0°E

198]

STATSIONAR-16

USSR

FSS

6/4

AR11 / A/76/1593 & 1586

150.0°E

Unknown

CSE

Japan

FSS

14/12a

AR533 /6/3/1639
AR533 /6/3/164
AR11 /C/1)]/1606

150.0°E

31 Aug 198 7/ 5

ETS-V

Japan

150.0-E

31 Dec 1987/12

JCSAT-1

Japan

FSS

14/12f

AR11 /A/253/1700

154.0-E

30 Apr 1988 / 12

JCSAT-2

Japan

FSS

14/12f

AR11/A/254/1100

164.0-E

1986 / 10

AUSSAT 3

Australia (OTC)

FSS/BSS

14 /12b,12d

RES 33 /C/5/1643
RES 33 /C/5/1641-III

164.0°E

1986/10

AUSSAT PAC III

Australia ( OTC)
South Pacific
Region

FSS

14/12f

Adv. Publication 5/85
AR11 / A/215/1684

31 Dec 1988 / 15

GOMS-2

USSR

W 55

8q,29b,29c/1s,7t,
1. 6k, 1. 61, 20a, 20b

AR11 / A/207/1518

Jun 1985 / 20

PACSTAR-1

Papua, New
Guinea

FS5

14,6.41 / 121, 3.6b

AR11 / A/200/16]6

Oct 1989 / 20

SSRD-2

USSR

FSS

14d,14e / llf,l3d,
12.4a

AR11 / A/18]/16]2

Dec 1986 / 10

FLTSAT B

USA

FSS/MMSS

43b/20

AR11 /A/51/1561
AR11 / A/51/ADD -1/1587

USA

FSS / MMSS

UHF,B/UHF,?

AR11 / A/99/1605
AR11 / A/99/ADD - 1/1652

MMSS
Experi-

AR11 / A/217/1685

mental

166.0-E

167.0.8

16].0°E

172.0-E

(W PAC)

172.0-E

Dec 1984 / 10

FLTSATCOM A
(W PAC)

TABLE 2 (continued ). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED. BROADCAST. MARITIME-MOBILE.,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

a

C
z

Launch or
Subsatellite In-Use Date /
Longitude Period

Satellite
of

Designation

country

Validityb

173.0-E

Feb

1986

INTELSAT

V

or

Organization

Up-/Down-Link
Function

Frequency

Remarks

(GHI)

FSS

INTELSAT

6,14/4,11

AR11/C/170/1600
May move to 174.0-E

(PAC 1)
1988 - 89

173.0-E

INTELSAT

VA

FSS

INTELSAT

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/65/1580
May move to 174.0-E

(PAC 1)
174.0-E

INTELSAT

V

FSS

US-INTELSAT

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/

(PAC 1)

174.0-E

1987 / 10

Jan

INTELSAT

VA

6,14 /4,11

US-INTELSAT

FSS

W

FSS/MMSS 1.8a,1.8b,8/
2.2a,2.2b,7

AR11/A/

(PAC 1)
175.0-E

175.0-W

Dec

1987

Jun 1985 /20

176.0-E

1986

USGCSS
(W PAC)

3

PACSTAR 2

INTELSAT
(PAC 2)

USA

FSS

Papua, New
Guinea

V

INTELSAT

VA

INTELSAT

14,6.4f / 12i,3 . 6b

6,14 /4,11

FSS

AR11 / A/201/1676

AR11/ A/81/1588
SPA-AA /255/1419

cc
176.0-E

1987

INTELSAT

FSS

6 /14/4.11

C

AR11/A/66/1580

(PAC 2)

177.0-E

Oct

1987 / 10

INTELSAT
(PAC 2)

VA

FSS

US - INTELSAT

16,14/4,11

AR11/A/
formerly at 176°E
AR11 / A/66/1380

179.0-E

Dec 1984/10

INTELSAT V
(PAC 2)

US-INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

SPA-AJ / 311/1511

179.0-E

Sep 1985

INTELSAT V
(PAC 2)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

SPA-AJ/377/1511

179.0-E

1986

INTELSAT MCS
(PAC A)

INTELSAT

MUSS

1.6b, 6 / 1.5a,4

SPA-AJ/477/1577

180.0-E

Jan 1985/10

INTELSAT V
(PAC 3)

US-INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

180.0-E

1991

INTELSAT VA

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

USA-NASA/

SRS

2,14d / 2.2,13

SPA-AA / 332/1476
AR11 / C/682/1668

(PAC 3)
189.0-E

1985

TORS WEST

(171.0°W)
190.0°E
(170.0°W)
190.0°E

SF AGEGOM

Jun 1988/20

STATSIONAR - D2

USSR

FSS

6a/4h

AR11/ A/194/615

Unknown

LOUTCH P4

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-AA / 180/1289

Unknown

STATSIONAR - 10

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ / 64/1280

Unknown

VOLNA-7

USSR

MUSS

UHF,1 . 6b/1.5a,UHF

SPA-M /175/1286

USSR

FSS

7k,71,8h , 8i,8j,8k ,
81,8m,8n,8c , 8p/7a,
la , Id, 7n.70, 1P. 7f
iq,7r,7h

SPA -AJ/114/1335
SPA-AA/156/1262

(170.0°W)
190.0-E

SPA-AJ /124/1340

(170.0°W)
190.0°E

(170.0°W)
190.0-E
(170.0°W)

SPA- AA/232/1381
AR11 / C/41/1568

1980/20

GALS-4

Z

D

r

C

190.5°E
(169.5 °W)

1 Jun 1990 / 10

FOTON-3

USSR

F55

6b/4h

AR11 / A/237/1692

192.0°E
(168.0°W)

Unknown

POTOK 3

USSR

F5S

6/4

SPA-AA / 346/1485

n+

TABLE 2 ( continued) . PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Launch or
Subsatellite In-Use Date /
Longitude

Period

Satellite
of

Designation

Validityb

214.0°E

Jun 1990/10

Dec 1984/10

Frequency

Remarks

(GHz)

5E5

14d /10,11,13

BSS

17a /12b

USA

FSS

6/4

USA

FSS/MMSS

RES

SPA -M/343/1484

33/A/2/1560

AR11/A/259/1702

FLTSATCOM A

UHF ,B/UHF,)

AR11/A/181/1652

(PAC)

(145.0°W)
215.0°E

Function

(AURORA-2)

(146.0°W )

215.0°E

USASAT 20C

Up-/Down-Link

country or
Organization

6,14 /4,12a

AR11/A/25/1533

Unknown

ILHUICAHUA 4

Mexico

FSS

1 Dec 1990 / 20

VOLNA- 21M

USSR

FSS 1.6e,1.6f/1.5a, AR11/A/252/1697
1.5e,1.5f

Jun 1990/10

USASAT 20B

USA

FSS

(145.0°W)
215.0°E

(145.0°W)
216.0°E

218.0°E
(132.0°W)
219.0°E

198 7

USASAT 11C
( WESTAR-B)

USA

FSS

Dec 1989 / 10

USASAT 17C

USA

FSS

Mexico

FSS

14/12a

6 /4

AR11/ 111/1609

AR11/A/228/1687

( Galaxy-4)

(141.0°W )
219.0°E

AR11 / A/258/1702

6 /4

( WESTAR-7)

(144.0°W )

Unknown

ILHUICAHUA 3

6,14 / 4,12a

AR11 / A/24,1533

(141.0°W)

223.0 ° E
(137.0°W)

Dec 1989 / 10

USASAT 17B
(Spacenet-4)

USA

FSS

6/4

AR11/A/227/1687

224.0°E

Jan 1990 / 10

USASAT 16D

USA

FSS

14/12a

AR11/A/225/1687

(136.0°W)

226.0 ° E
(134.0°W)

(GSTAR-3)

Jan 1990/10

USASAT 16C
(ComOen-B)

USA

FSS

14/11

AR11/ A/224/1687

Unknown

US SATCOM 3

USA

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA /247/1412

230.0°E
(130.0°W)

Jun 1987/10

USASAT 10D
(Galaxy-B)

USA

FSS

14/11

AR11/A/108/1609

230.0°E
(130.0°W)

31 Dec 1987 / 10

USRDSS West

USA

FSS/RDSd

l.6a,6. 5a /2.4,5. 1a

AR11/A/176/1641

234.0°E
(126.0°W)

15 Sep 1987 / 10

USASAT IOC

USA

FSS

14/12a

AR11 / A/107/1609

234.0°E
(126.0°)

Sep 1987/10

USASAT 10C
(Martin-B)

USA

FSS

14/11

AR11 / A/ 107/ 1609

236.0°E
(124.0°W)

15 Sep 1986 / 10

USASAT lOB
(Fedex-B)

USA

FSS

14/12a

AR11 / A/106/1609

Feb 1984 / 10

SPACENET 1

USA

FSS

14.6/4,11

AR11/ C/833/1699

228.0°E

(132.0°W)

240.0 ° E

(Martin-B)

(120.0°W)

AR11 / C/616 / ADD-1/1682
AR14 / C/39/1666

AR11/ C/617-624/1658
AR11 / C/616/1658

AR30 / A/4/1567
AR11/A/10/ADD-1/1548
AR11/A/10/1525

240.0°E
(120.0°W)

15 Jan 1987

USASAT 10A
(SBS-5)

USA

FS5

14112a

AR11/105/1609

246.0°E
(114.0°W)

Unknown

TELRSAT D2

Canada-Telesat
(ANIK)

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA / 358/1500

251.0°E
(109.0°W )

Unknown
See Remarks

TELESAT C - 3

Canada - Telesat

FSS

14/12a

AR11 / C/737-738/1674

N
J
AR14 /C/101/1686

TABLE 2 ( continued) . PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED , BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,

N

m

AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE D ECEMBER 1985

Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch or
In-Use Date /

Satellite
Designation

Period of

Up- / Down-Link
Frequency

Country or
Organization

Function

252.0°E
(110.0°W)

Remarks

(GHz)

Validityb

Canda- Telesat

ANIK C2

1986

14/12a

FSS

AR11 / C/3/1154
AR14 / C/86/1679
AR11 / C/830 - 831/1698
T

252.5°E
(107.5°W)

1985/10

ANIK C-1

Canada TELESAT

FSS

14/12a

AR11 / C/832/1698

253.5°E
(106.5°W)

31 Dec 1987 / 10

MSAT

Canada

FSS / MMSS

UHF- EHF/UHF - EHF

AR11/A/55/1563
AR14 / C/32/1663
AR11 / C/797-811/1689
AR11/A/56/1563
AR14/C/33/1663
AR11/A/56/ADD-1/1678
AR14 / C/37/1664
AR11 / C/797 - 811/1689

254.0°E

US-GTE

GSTAR-I

1985

255.0°E
(105.0°W)

257.0°E

Nov 1984/10

FLTSATCOM A

CSTAR-II

1986

USA

FSS/MMSS

UHF , B/UHF,7

AR11 / A/98/ADD-1/1652
AR11 / A/98/1605
8 100°W

US-GTE

FSS

14/12a

AR11 / A/15/1525
AR11 / A/15/ADD - 1/1548

F55

6/4

AR11 / A/226/1687

Satellite
USASAT 17A

Dec 1989 / 10

AR11 / A/14/1525
AR11 / A/14/ADD- 1/1548

(E PAC)

(103.0°W)
259.0°E

14 / 12a

FSS

Satellite

(106.0°W)

USA

(101.0°W)

259.0°8
(101.0°W)
260.0°E

Jan 1990/10

30 Sep 1987 / 10

USASAT 16B
(Ford-1)

USA

FSS

16/11

AR11 / A/223/1687

USRDSS Central

USA

FSS/RDS

1.6a , 6.5a/2.4,
5.1a

AR11 / A/175/1641

USASAT 16A
(Ford-2)

USA

FSS

14/11

AR11/ A/222/1687

WESTAR VI-S

US-Western
Union

FSS

6/4

(100.0°W)

267.0 ° E
(93.0°W)

Jan 1990 / 10

269.0°E

20 Dec

1985

(91.0°W)

Will replace
WESTAR-III

which will move to
79.0°W .

WESTAR II

will be retired in
early 1986.
271.5°E Sep 1985/10
(88.5°W)

USASAT 12D

271.5°E Feb 1984/10
(88.5°W)

SPACENET Ill

273.0°E 14 Oct 1985
(87.0°W ) 15 Jun 1985/10

SATCOM K-1

US-RCA
USA

FSS

(USASAT 9B)

274.0°E 1985
(86.0°W)

USASAT 3C

USA

FSS

275.0°E 15 Mar 87/10
(85.0°W)

USASAT 9C
(RCA-A)

USA

FSS

277.0°E 1988
(83.0°W)

STSC 1

Cuba

FSS

USA

FSS

Dec

1986

FSS

USA

FSS

6/4

14,6/4,11

14/12a

6/4

(-7

277.0°E Jan 1987 / 10 USASAT 90
(83.0°W)
(RCA-8)
279.0°E

USA

USASAT
(ASC-2)

7D

USA

14/12a

6/4

ARll / A/124/1615

AR11 / C/834/1699

Under Construction
AR11/A/102
AR11/C/246

AR11 / A/ 103/ 1609

AR11 /A/58/1578, Note
83.0°W Occupied by
USASAT 7B or
SATCOM IV

FSS

AR11/A/104/1609

6,14/4,12a

AR11 / C/50/1568: Was
79.0°W

AR11/A/12/1525
AR11 /C/257/1623

N
b

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Subsatellite
Longitude

281 . 0°E
(79.0°W)

Launch or
In-Use Date /
Period of
validityb

1985

Satellite
Designation

TDRS Central

Country or
Organization

unction

Up-/Down-Link
Frequ ency

Remarks

(0Hz)

USA-NASA /

SRS

2,14d / 2.2,13a

SPACECON

FSS

6/ 4

SPA-AA/233/1381

USA- SYSTEMAT.
GEN

281.0 °E
(79.0°W)

5 Mar 1987

SASAT 11A
(Martin-A)

USA

SS

4/12a

R11 / A/109/1609

USASAT 11B
( Feder-A)

USA
RCA

14 / 12a

15 Jun 1987/10
27 Nov 1985

FSS

283.0 °E
(770-W)

AR11 / A/110/1609
Under construction

1986
1986

SATCOL IA

PSS

6 /4
6 /4

SPA-AA/322,323/1 4)4
AR11 / C/79/1573

SATCOL 1B

Colombia
Colombia

FSS

(75 . 6-E
284

SATCOL 2

Colombia

6 /4

1986

FSS

285.0°E
(75.0°W)

AR1l/A/230/1687

USASAT 18A
(COmGen-A)

USA

14/11

Jan 1990 / 10

F55

285.0°E
(75.0°W)

USA

AR1I / A/231/1687

USASAT 188

14/11

Jan 1990 / 10

FSS

287.0°E
(73.0°W)

USASAT 7C
(Spacenet-2)

USA

6/4

1985

FSS

290.0 °E
(70.0°W)

AR11/ A/1525
FCC: 69.0°W

USRDSS East

USA

1.6a , 6.5a/2.4 ,
5.1a

AR11 / A/174/1641

30 Jun 1987/10

FSS / RDS

290.0°E
(70.0°W)

(]5.4°W)

SPA- AA/324/1474
AR11 /C/811/1573

(WESTAR-A)

293.0°E
(67 . 0° W)

Late 1987

294.0°E
(66.0°W)

30 Jun 1989

295.0°E
(65.0°W)

1985

296.0°E
(64.0°W)

1988

29].0°E
(63.0°W)

1986

298.0°E
(62.0°W)

1988/10

299.0°E
(61.0°W)

1989/10

300.0°E
(60.0°W)

01 Jan 1986/10

300.0°E
(60.0°W)

31 Dec 1988/10

300.0°E
(60.0°W)

Dec 1989/10

300.0°E
(60.0°W)

Jan 1986/10

302.0°E
(58.0°W)

1987

302.0°E
(58.0°W)

30 Jul 1988 / 10

303.0°E
(5].0°W)

30 Sep 1987/10

USASAT 8A
(SATCOM-6)

USA
(RCA)

Sao

e/4

AR11 / C/3 94/1629
A / 36/1553

USASAT 15D

USA

FSS

14/12a

AR11/A/165
FCC: 6].0°W

Brazil

FSS

6/4

AR11 / A/17/1526

USASAT 15C
(ASC-4)

USA

FSS

14/12a

ARi1/A/

USASAT 14D

USA

FSS

6/4

AR11 / C/99/1576
Confirm
AR11 / A/37/1553

USASAT 15B
(585-6)

USA

FSS

14/11,12a

AR11 / A/163/1637

USASAT 14C

USA

FSS

6/4

AR13 / A/160/1637

INTELSAT IBS
300.0°E

INTELSAT

FSS

5c-6,14 / 4a,lld,
Ilf,12d,

AR11/A/167/1638

USASAT 15A

USA

FSS

14/12a

AR11 / A/162/163/

USA

FSS

6/4

AR11 / A/229/1687

US-INTELSAT

F55

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/ 166/1638

USASAT BC

USA

FSS

6/4 10.7-12.744
11.7-12.2

AR11 / A/38/1553

USASAT 13E
(ISI)

USA

FS5-Intern

14/11, 12a, 12b, 12c

AR11 / A/136/1620

USASAT 13H
(PANAMSAT I)

USA

FSS

5c-6/4,11b

AR11 / A/1/7/1643

(RCA-C)

SBTS A-2

(SATCON-7)

USASAT 1/D
(-0
INTELSAT VA

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILH,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Launch o r
Subsatellite In-Use Date /
Longitude Period of

Up-/Down-Link

Country or

Satellite

Frequency

organization Function

Designation

(GHz)

Validityb

304.0°E

INTELSAT VA
304.0°E

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/168/1638

01 Apr 1986 / 10

INTELSAT IBS

INTELSAT

FSS

5c-6,14 / 4a,lld,

AR11 / A/169/1638

01 Apr 1986 / 10

(56.0°W)
304 . 0°8
(56.0°W)

304.0°E
(56.0°W)

30 Jul 1988 / 10

305.0°E
(55.0°W)

31 Dec 1988 / 10

307.0°E
(53.0°W)

19868

307.0°E
(53.0°W)

19868

307.0°E

April 1988 / 10

Unknown

USA

FSS

6/4

AR11 / C/246/1620

USASAT 14B

USA

FSS

6/4

AR11 / A/159/1637

INTELSAT V

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/82/1588

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14,14b / 4,11.12a

Under construction

INTELSAT VA
CONTINENTAL 1

US-INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11C / 674/1667
Awl 1 / A/115/ 1609

INTELSAT 1VA

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ / 371/1509: 1°W
SPA-AJ / 213/1418:
181.5°W

USASAT 13D
(I5I)

CONTINENTAL 1
INTELSAT IBS

30].0°E

(53.0°W)
310.0°E
(50.0°W)

llf,12d

304.0°E

ATL 2

SPA-AA / 66/1110
SPA-AA / 49/1161

310.0E
(50.0°W)

310.0°E

1985

ATL 2

1986

(50.0 ° W)

INTELSAT VA

INTELSAT

F'SS

6 , 14 , 4 , 11

AR11 / A/74/1586

INTELSAT

FSS

6 , 14/4 ,11,12

AR11 / A/129/1617

US-INTELSAT

FSS

6 , 14/4 , 1 1

AR11 / A/74/1586
AR11 / C/594/1660

USA

FSS-Intern

14/lla , 11 . 4 a

AR11/A/134/1618

FSS

14/1 1e,11.4e

AR11A/ 133/1618

FSS-Intern

14 , 12a/lla , 12d ,

AR11/A/ 154/ 1635

USA

F55

6/4 , 11

AR11/ A/199/1675

France

FSS

14,2.0 / lif,12d,

AR11/A/148/1631
AR11/ C/]66/16]8
Awl 4 / C/ 110/ 1698

FS5-Intern

14/12a,lla,12d

AR11 / A/155/1635

USA

ESS

6/4

AR 11 / A/ 158/ 163]

INTELSAT

F5S

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/127/1617

INTELSAT

FSS

6a, 14 / 4a, 11d, 11b,

ARll / A/130/1617

12d

(AR11 / A/130/

CONTINENTAL 2

310.0°E
(50.0 °W)

1986

310.0°E
(50.0 °W)

Jun 1986/10

310.0°E

30 Dec 198 7/ 10

INTELSAT IBS

310.0 °E
INTELSAT V
CONTINENTAL 2

(50.0 ° W)

USASAT 13C
(ORION)

313.0°E
(41.0 °N)

30 Sep 1987/10

315.0°E
(45.0 ° W)

1 Jan 1988 / 10

315.0°E

Jan 1989/10

USASAT 13B

USA

(ORION)

USASAT 13F

USA

(CYGNUS)

(45.0 ° W)
316.5°E

6/4

FSS

INTELSAT

INTELSAT IVA

USASAT 131
(PANANSAT II)

31 Dec 1988 / 10

VIDEOSAT-3

(43.5°W)

31].0°E
(43.0°W)

01 Jun 1988 / 10

319.0°E
(41.0 ° W)

31 Dec 1988 / 10

319.5°E
(40.5°W)

1 Apr 1986 / 10

319.5°E
(40.5°W)

1 Apr 1986/10

USASAT 13G

USA

(CYGNUS)

USASAT 14A
(TDRS-1)
INTELSAT VA

INTELSAT IBS

ADD-1/1628)
322.5°E
(3].5°W)

198 7/ 10

VIDEOSAT - 2

France

FSS

14/2,12d

AR11 / A/86/1589
AN11 / C/]2]/16/3
AR14 / C/76/1676

Oc
W

TABLE 2 ( continued

). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985
n
0

SubsateLlite
Longitude

Launch or
In-Use Date /
Period of
Validityb

Satellite
Designation

Up-/Down-Link

Country or
Organization

Function

Frequency

Remarks

(GHZ)

USA

FSS

14/11,11a,4a

AR11 / 132/1618

1985

INTELSAT MCS.
ATL E

INTELSAT

FSS/MMSS

1.6a,6.4a/1.5a,
4.1a , 4.2

SPA-AJ / 350/1500
SPA-AA / 284/1432

INTELSAT VA
ATL 3

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/63/1580

1987

1986

UNISAT 1 ATL
TELECOM

U.K.-BRITISH

FSS

14/11,12b,12d

329.0°E
(31.0 °W)

AR11 / A/26/1534
See entry below

30 Jun 1986 / 10

UNISAT 1

FSS/BSS

329.0°E
(31.0°W)

17c,17b,14a/12d.
2.2 , 4, 11.1a, 12e,

AR11 / C/516/1650
AR11 / A/23/1532

01 Jan 1987 / 10

FSS

6,14/4,11

329.0°E
(31.0°W)

ARll / A/119/1611
(AR11 / A/119/

1987

USASAT 13A

325.5°E
(34.5°W)
325.5°E

322.5°E
(31.5°W)

(ORION)

(34.5°W)

INTELSAT VA

INTELSAT

ATL 6

ADO-1/1628)

(AR11 / A/119/
ADD-2/1638)
INTELSAT V
ATL 6

INTELSAT

6,14/4.11

AR11 / A/118/1611

01 Jan 1981 / 10

FSS

329.0°E
(31.0°W)

INTELSAT VT

INTELSAT

FEE

AR11 / A/70/1584

01 Jan 1987 / 13

5,6,14 / 3,4,11

332.5°E
(27.5°W)
333.5°E
(26.5°W)

Dec 1982 / 20

USSR

FSS

7k, 11, 8h,Bq, 8k, 8i,
8p,8m,8n,eo /7 c,lm,
7d,7n, 70, lp , If, lq,
7r, 7h

SPA-AJ / 365/1508
SPA-AJ / 111/1335
SPA-AA / 153/1262

ATL 2

333.5°E
(26.5°W)

31 Dec 1987 / 20

333.5°E
(26.5°W)

Dec 1987/20

333.5°E
(26.5°W)

Jun 1988/20

334.0°E
(26.0°W)

31 Aug 1988/10

335.0°E
(25.0°W)

Unknown

335.0°E
(25.0°W)

Unknown

335.0°E
(25.0°W)

Unknown

GALS-1

VOLNA-13

USSR

AMSSf

UHF,1.6g / UHF,1.5f

AR11 / A/ 240/1693

STATSIONAR-17

USSR

FSS/BSS

5d/3

AR11 / A/219/1686

USSR

FSS

6a/4h

AR11 / A/193/1675

UK

MNSS

1.6b,6.4b/1.5a,
3.9b,4c,3.6a

AR11 / A/152/1634

USSR

FSS

14/11

SP-AA/111/1289

USSR

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ / 62/1280

USSR

MRS

UHF,1.6b/1.5a,

SPA-AA / 169/1286

STATSIONAR-D1

INMARSAT
AOR-CENTRAL
LOUTCH-P1

STATSIONAR 8

VOLNA-1

UHF
335.0°E

1 Jun 1990/20

CALS-9

USSR

FSS

7k , 11, Rh, 8q, Bk,
83,8p,8m,Bn,8o/
If, lq,lr,lh,lo,
ip,7c,7m,7d,In

AR11 / A/246/1695

INTELSAT

FSS

6 , 14/4 , 11

AR11 / A/69/1584

INTELSAT HCS
(ATL D)

INTELSAT

MMSS

1.6b, 6.4b / 1.5a,4g

SPA-AJ / 349/1500

PROGNOZ I

USSR

SRS

-/3,4

SPA-AA / 316/1411

USA-G

FSS/MASS

UHF,8/UHF,7

AR11 / A/48/1561
AR11/A/48/ADD-1/1581

France

FSS/MMSS

1 . 6b , 6 . 4b ,

SPA-AJ / 241/1432
SPA-AA / 219/1351
AR11 / D/3/1551

(26.5°W)

335.5°E
(24.5°W)

1987

335.5°E
(24.5°W)

Unknown

336.0°E
(24.0°W)

Unknown

331.0°E
(23.0°W)

Dec 1986/10

331.0°E

Unknown

(23.0 ° W)

INTELSAT VI

(ATL 1)

FLTSAT B (E ATL)

MARSCS,

ATL 2

UHF/1.5a , 4d, UHF

TABLE 2 ( continued ). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Launch or
Satellite Country or Up -/ Down-Link
Subsatellite In-Use Date /
Longitude Period of Designation Organization Function Frequency
Validityb
(GHz)

338.5°E 1986 INTELSAT
(21.5°W)
(ATL
5)
338.5°E 01 Jan 1989 /10 INTELSAT VA
(21.5°W)
( 338.5°E )

340.0°R
)
(20.0°W

V

INTELSAT

6,14 /4,11 SPA-AA/252/1419

FSS

FSS

INTELSAT

Remarks

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/180/1645
SPA-AA/48/1161
SPA-AA /65/1110

1985 GDL 4 Luxembourg FSS/BSS 6.5 -7,14/11,12d, AR11/ A/92/1594/
6.5b,121.14/ 10.7, ADD-1/1708
11.2b,12d

341.0°E

1985

TDF

1

France

BSS

17a,12b

(19.0°W )
341.0°8

01

Jun

1985

(19.0°14 )
341.0°E 01 Jun 1985 / 10

TDF

1

France

France

FSS/BSS

BSS

TDF

1
France
( 2 GHz )

(19.0•W )

FSS/BSS

/ C/142/1547
AR11
RR1042 / 2/1521

17b

11 . 2a

( 11 0HZ )

(19.0°W )
341.0°E 01 Jun 1985 / 10

TDF
1
( 17 0HZ )

AR11/A/57/1570
AR11 / C/107/1578

AR11 / C/124/1592
RR1042 / 2/1521

2.2 / 2.2

AR11 / C/107/1578
RR1042 / 2/1521
AR11 / C/703/1670
AR11 / C/741/1674
AR14 / C/88/1680
AR14 / C/106/1695

341.0°E 1985
(19.0°W)

L-SAT

ESA (France)

341.0-E
(19.0°W)

TV-SAT

Federal Republic BSS
of Germany

17a,17. 3a,18.0a, SPA -AA/311/1464
2.0,11.7a,12e,2.0 SPA-AA/325/1474
SPA-M/366/1526
AR14/C/4/1550
AR 11/ C/ 608/ 1656
AR11/0/609/1656

L-SAT

France

BSS

17.

France

FSS/FSS 27b / 18a,29.6a

1985-87

341.0-E
(19.0°W)

BSS/FSS 13a ,14a,30a/12b,
20a

(17 GHz)

01 Jul 1986 L-SAT

(30/20 GHz)

01 Jul 1986 L-SAT
(14,135 / 12 CHZ)

France

BSS/FSS 14c , 13c,12d

SPA-AA / 308/1463
AR11/A/33/1544
AR11/ A/88/1590
AR11/A/57/1570
*511 / C/ 124/1592

AR11/C/6/1554
AR11 / A/ 308/1463
AR11 / C/782/1682
AR14 /0/23/1707
AR11/C/232/1619
AR11 / A/32/1544
ARI1 / C/174/1605
AR11 /C/174/

ADD-1/1643

SPA-AA / 337/1479
*511 / A/88/1590
341.0-E 01 Jul 1986/10
(19.0°W)

L-SAT

341.0°8 1986
(19.0°W)

HELVESAT 1

341.0°8 1986
(19.0°W)

SARIT

341.0-E 1986
(19.0°W)

LUX-SAT

341.5- E

INTELSAT VA

(18.5°W)

1986-87

France
(2/2 CH.)

BSS/FSS

Switzerland

Italy

ass

Luxembourg

INTELSAT
(ATL 4)

BSS

ass

FSS

2.0/2.2

*511/ 0/176/1605
ARI1 / S/33/1544

1/a,18/12b,2

SPA-AA/365/1512

1/a,18/2b

SPA-AA/360/1505
SPA-AA/371/1547

17a/12b,17.3a,
11. 7a, 12.4,18.Oa

AR11/A/20/1529

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/64/1580

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,
AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Subsatellite

Launch or
In-Use Date /

Longitude

Period of

Satellite

country or

Designation

Organization

Up-/Down-Link

Frequency

Function

. 5-E
(18.5"W )

1986

342 . 0-E
(18.0°W)

15 Oct 1989

343.5-E

01 Jan 1986 / 10

341

Remarks

(GHZ)

Validityb

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11,12a,12d

Under construction
by Ford Aerospace;
replaces INTELSAT VA
above

SATCOM II

BELGIUM

FSS

8/7

SPA-AJ / 137/1355
SPA-AA /144/1257

INTELSAT V

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/172/1639

INTELSAT IBS

( 341.5°E)

( 343.5°E)

(16.5°W )
01 Jul 1986 / 10

INTELSAT VA
( 343.5"E)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/170/1638

01 Jul 1986 / 10

INTELSAT IBS
( 343.5°E)

INTELSAT

PSS

6a,14 / 4a,lld,llb.
12d

AR11 / A/171/1638

01 Jun 1986 / 20

WSDRN

USSR

FSS/SR

14d,llb,13

AR11 / C/67/1570
SPA-AA / 341/1484

17 Oct 1989 / 20

SSRD-2

USSR

FSS

4j,14e / llf,13d,
12.4a

AR11/A/189/1672

345 . 0-E

Nov 1984 / 10

FLTSATCOM A (AIL)

USA-G

F5S/MN5S

UHF,8/UHF,)

AR11 / A/91/ADD - 1/1652
AR11 / 97/1605 @ 23-W

345.0-E
(15.0°W )

31 Aug 1985

INMARSAT

UK

MHSS

16b,6.1a,6.4a,
6.4d/l.5a,3.9b,4c,

AR11 / A/153/1634

343.5°E
(16.5°W )
343.5'E
(16.5°W )
344 . 0-E
(16.0°W)
344.0-E

(16.0°W)

AOR-EAST

3. 6a

345.0'E
(15.0°W)

01 Jun 1990/10

345.0-E

31 Dec 1987/15

(14.0°W)
345.0-E

01 Jun 1989/15

(14.0 ° W)
346.0-E
(14 .5 ° W)

Unknown

346.0-E

1980/10

(14.0 ° W)
346.0-E

31 Dec 1982

(14.0 ° W)
346.5°E

Unknown

(13.5 ° W)
341.5-E
( 1 2.5 ° W)

Unknown

348.0°E

Early 1988/10

(12.0 - W)

349.0-E
( 1 1.0 ° W)

1986

356.0°E
(4.0-W)

01 Jul 1987/10

356.0°E
(4.0°W)

01 Jul 1986 / 10

FOTON..1

cons-1

MORE-14

LOUTCH 1

VOLNA-2

STATSIONAR-4

POTOK 1

MAROTS-B

HIPPARCOS

F-SAT 2

USSR

USSR

USSR

USSR

USSR

USSR

USSR

France

France

France

INTELSAT V
CONT 3

INTELSAT

INTELSAT VA

INTELSAT

CONT 3

FSS

6b/4h

AR11 /A/235/1692

89.29b,29c /1s,7t,
1.6k,1.61, 20a, 206

AR11 / A/206/1518

MM5S

1.6j,6c/1.5h,3.7a

AR 11 / A/ 183/ 1662

FSS

14/11

SPA-AA / 157/1262
SPA-AJ / 84/1318

MMSS

1.6c/1.5c

SPA-AJ / 97/1329
SPA-AA / 110/1286: 14°W

F SS

6. lb/3.8a

SPA-AJ / 336/1494
SPA-AA / 92/1197

F SS

-/ 4

MR SS

1.6b,UHF / 1.5a,UHF

SPA-AA / 204/133

FSS/SR

2.0/2.2

AR11 / A/138/1621
AR11 / A/138 / ADD-1/1636
AR14 / C/64/1673

FSS

2,14,30a/ 12d,20a

AR11 / C/466/1647
AR11 / A/73/1586
AR11 /C/461- 468/1641
AR14 /C/11/1615

F55

6 , 14/4 , 11

AR1I / A/112/1609

FSS

6,14/4,11

ARI1/A/116/1609
AR11 / A/116/
ADD-1/1628)
( AR11 /A/116/
ADD-2/1638)

WSS

SPA- AA / 344/1485

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST, MARITIME-MOBILE,

N

c

AND OTHER SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1985

Launch or
Satellite Country or Up- / Down-Link
Subsatellite In-Use Date /
Longitude Period of Designation Organization Function Frequency
Validityb
(GHZ)

359.0-E

1986

(1.0°W)

INTELSAT

CONT

V

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14,4,11

Remarks

SPA-AS / 311/1509

4

359.0°E 01 San 1987 / 10 INTELSAT VA INTELSAT FSS 6,14,4,11 AR11/A/117/1609
(1.0°W)
CONT
4
(AR11/117/
ADD-1/1628)
(AR11/111/
ADD-2/1638)

AR11 /A/11]/
ADD-2/1638)
359.0.9

SKYNET 4A

UK

FSS/ MMSS

UHF,44 /7,UHF

AR11/C

(1.0°W)

aThe list of satellite longitudes was compiled from the beat information available.
bThe period of validity is the number of years over which the frequency assignments of the space stations are to be used.
Typical periods range from 10 to 20 years.
cA 2- to 3-year delay possible due to shuttle launch delays.
dRadiolocation Service.
eEither CONT 1 or 307-E will be operated at this location.
fAeronautical Mobile - Satellite Service.
&This frequency band is not on the coordination request.
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TABLE 3 (continued) . FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE
ALLOCATIONS'

Frequency
Abbreviation

2

ITU Frequency Band (GHz)
and Service

Link
Direction

1.6716 to 1.6947

4.1a

4.195 to 4.199, FSS/M14SS feeder

Down

1.6938 to 2.290

Down

4.1b

4,195 to 4.199, FSS/MMSS feeder

Down

Various 2- GHz frequencies

Up or Down
(See Tables 1
and 2)

4.2a

4.200 to 4.250, FSS/ MMSS feeder

Down

4.5

4.500 to 4.510 F55/14155 feeder

Down

5

5.725 to 5.925, FSS

5a-6

5.725 to 6.225 FSS

2.5

Down

3.9a

4.020 to 4.024

5b-6

5.925 to 6.300, FSS

3.6 to 3.621, FSS/HMSS feeder

Down

5c-6

5.925 to 6.925, FSS

3.615 to 4.200

Down

Sd

5.725 to 6.275

3.75705 to 3.75955

Down

3.800 to 3.850, FSS

Down

5.116875 to 5.133125, FSS

3.945 to 3.946, FSS
3.954 to 3,955, FSS

Down

5.925 to 6.425, FSS

3.400 to 3.950, BSS

3.8a

Link
Direction

Down

2.5 to 2.69, BSS

3,7a

ITU Frequency Band ((;Hz)
and Service

4i

2.09638 to 2.118875

3.6b

Frequency
Abbreviation

Down

2a

3.6a

ALLOCATIONS'

1.696 to 1.697

Up

3

TABLE 3 (continued). FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE

5.955 to 6.395

6.425 to 6.725
3.9b

3,945 to 3.955, HMSS/FSS

4

3.700 to 4.200, FSS

4a

3.700 to 4.100, FSS

4b

4.175 to 4.200, FSS/141SS feeder

4c

4.179 to 4.200, FSS/ MHSS feeder

4d

4.188 to 4.2005, FSS/HMSS feeder

4e

4.1925 to 4.200, FSS/MMSS feeder

4f

4.195 to 4.200, FSS/HMSS feeder

4g

4.195 to 4.2005, FSS/MMSS feeder

4b

4,500 to 4.800
4.6 to 4.7

Down

6b

6.525 to 6.625

6c

6.08275 to 6.08525

Down
Down
6.1a

6.170 to 6,180, MMSS/FSS

6.lb

6.125 to 6.175, FSS

Down
Down

Up
Up
Up

Up
Up
Up
Down
Up

Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

6,1c

6.1725 to 6.1765, FSS/MHSS feeder

Up

6.2b

6.258 to 6.262, FSS/MMSS

Up

6.4a

6.409 to 6.425, FSS/MMSS feeder

Up

6.4b

6.417 to 6.425, FSS/MMSS feeder

Up

6.4c

6.420 to 6.424, FSS/MMSS feeder

Up

6.4d

6.425 to 6.441, MMSS / FSS feeder

Up

Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down

Up
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TABLE 3 (con nued). FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE
ALLOCATIONS"

TABLE 3 ( continued) . FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE
ALLOCATIONS°

Frequency
Abbreviation

Link
Direction

ITU Frequency Band (GHZ)
and Service

Frequency
Abbreviation

ITU Frequency Band (GHZ)
and Service

6.4e

6.420 to 6.425 FSS/ MMSS feeder

Up

6.4f

6.485 to 7.075

Up

6.5a

6.524875 to 6.541125, FSS, RD
(Radiolocation applications)

Up

6.5b

6.500 to 7.000, FSS, Region 1

Up

7r

7.65 to 7.7

6.6a

6.425 to 6.725

Up

7s

7.4625 to 7.4675
7.28 to 7.48, FSS

6.6b

6.525 to 6.625

Up

6.7

6.735 to 6.975 FSS, Region 1

Up

7

7.25 to 7.75, FSS

Down

7u

7a

7.25 to 7.30, FSS

Down

7v

7.257 to 7.259, FSS

7b

7.90 to 7.95, FSS

Up

8

7.9 to 8.4

7c

7.25 to 7.31, FSS

Down

8a

7d

7.34 to 7.40, FSS

Down

7e

7.42 to 7.51, FSS

Down

7.53 to 7.60, FSS

Down

7g

7.62 to 7.68, FSS

Down

7h

7.70 to 7.75, FSS

Down

7i

7.250 to 7.385

Down

7j

7.25 to 7.49
7.42 to 7.505

Down
Down

7.615 to 7.675
7.900 to 7.950

7o

7.45 to 7.5

7p

7.5 to 7.55

7q

7.6 to 7.65

7t

7.456 to 7.494
7.27 to 7.29, FSS
7.98 to 7.99, FSS

Link
Direction

Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Up
Down

Up
Up

7.96 to 8.03, FSS

Down

8b

7.98 to 8.03, FSS

Up

Sc

8.16 to 8.23, FS5

Up

8d

8.25 to 8.32, FSS

Up

8e

8.34 to 8.40, FSS

Up

8f

8.145 to 8.230 F55/14155

Up

8g

7.975 to 8.165, F5S

Up

8h

7.975 to 8.035
8.000 to 8.050

Up
Up

Down
Up

8i

8.15 to 8.2
8.060 to 8.120

Up
Up

Various 7.4 frequencies
7.950 to 8.000

Down
Up

8j

7.980 to 8.105
8.025 to 9

Up
Up

7m

7.3 to 7.35

Down

8k

8.1 to 8.15

Up

7n

7.4 to 7.45

Down

81

8.15 to 8.2

Up

If

7k

71
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TABLE 3 (continued ). FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE

TABLE 3 ( continued ). FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE
ALLOCATIONS'

Frequency
Abbreviation

ITU Frequency Band
and Service

Link

(GHZ)

Direction

ALLOCATIONS'
Frequency
Abbreviation

ITU Frequency Band (GHz)

Link

and Service

Direction

8m

8.25 to 8.3

Up

12d

12.5 to 12.75, FSS, Regions 1 and 3

Down

8n

8.3 to 8.35

Up

12e

12.487 to 12.500,

Down

12.25 to 12.75, FSS, Region 3

Down

FSS/BSS

80

8.35 to 8.4

Up

12f

8p

8.2 to 8.25

Up

12g

12.50 to 12.58, FSS

Down

12h

12.75 to 13.25, FSS

Up

12i

11.7 to 12.7

Down

12.4

12.489 to 12.500, FSS, Region 1

Down

12.4a

12.40 to 12.85

Down

13a

13.0-13.25 FSS/SRS

Down

13b

13.25 to 14. 0, SRS secondary

Up

13c

13.16 to 13. 31 FSS/BSS

Up

13d

13.40 to 13.64

Down

14

14.0 to 14.5, FSS

Up

14a

14.0 to 14.9, FSS

Up

14b

14.0 to 14.25, FSS

Up

14c

14.09 to 14. 32, FSS

Up

8q

8.05 to 8.1
8.17638 to 8.198875

Up
Up

Sr

7.98 to 8.16, FSS

Up

10

10.700 to 10.950, FSS, Region I

Down

11

10.700 to 11.700, FSS

Down

lie

10.7 to 11.2, FSS

Down

1lb

10.7 to 11.5, FSS/SRS secondary

Down

Ile

10.905 to 11.200, FSS

Down

lid

10.950 to 11.65, FSS

Down

11e

10.950 to 11.200, FSS

Down

llf

11.0 to 11.4, FSS

Down

llg-12

11.700 to 11.950, FSS

Down

11.2a

11.2 +500 Hz, FSS

Up

14d

14.5 to 15.5 , SRS Secondary

Up

11.2 to 11.7, FSS, Region 1

Down

14e

14.5 to 14.8, FSS

Up

11.4a

11.45 to 11.47, FSS

Down

17e

17.3 to 18.1, FSS / BSS feeder

Up

11.4b

11.45 to 11.70, FSS

Down

17b

17.3 to 17.65, FSS

Up

11.7a

11.7 to 11.714, FSS, Region I

Down

17c

17.37 to 18.0, RSS

Up

122

11.7 to 12.2, FSS, Region 2

Down

17d

17.7 to 20.0, FSS

Down

17.3 to 17.314, FSS

Up

17.30 to 17.303, FSS

Up

11.2b

12b

11.7 to 12.5, BSS, Regions I and 3

Down

17.3a

12c

12.2 to 12.7, BSS, Region 2

Down

17.3b
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Translations of Abstracts
TABLE 3 ( continued). FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE
ALLOCATIONSa
Frequency
Abbreviation

Link

ITU Frequency Band (GHz)

and Service

Direction

Equipement de gestion du reseau AMRT
G. D. HODOE, R. J. COLBY, C. KULI.MAN, ET B. H. MILLER

17.7a

17.725 to 19.245

Down

18a-la

18.9 to 19. 8, FSS/BSS

Down

18.0a

18.089 to 18.1, FSS

Up

20

20.2 to 21.2, FSS

Down

20a

20.300 to 20.374

Down

20b

20.030 to 20.190

Down

27a

27.5 to 30.0, FSS

Up

27b

27.99 to 28.69, FSS

Up

27c

27.525 to 29.045

Up

29b

29.150 to 29.310

Up

29c

29.456 to 29.494

Up

29.6a

29.655 to 29. 656, FSS/BSS

Down

30

30.0 to 31.0, FSS

Down

39a

39.5 to 40.0, FSS

Up

43a

43.5 to 47, 1S5

Not specified

43b

43.5 to 45.5, FSS/MMSS

Up

49

49.0 to 50.0 FSS

Up

Sommaire

Lc role critique quo joue ('installation AMRT du Centre d'exploitation INTELSAT
OOCTP), clans Ic bon fonetionnement du reseau d'acces multiple par repartition dans
le temps (AMRr), necessite ]'utilisation d'un cquipement de telecommunications en
temps reel a rcponse tres rapide. L'article decrit les conditions gcncrales requises en
maticre de surveillance et de gestion d'un systeme centralise, l'accent etant mis stir
la fourniture Tun cquipement de formation de reseau decentralise permettant aux
stations de reference et dc surveillance AMRT de communiquer avec ]'installation
AMRT de 1'tocty. Celle-ci doit assurer tin debit d'infomration jusqu'a concurrence de
quatre messages par seconde. La capacitc du Centre it assurer cc debit a etc dcmontrec
an cours de la mise an point du systeme IOCrF ct les resultats do ces essais sont
resumes dans ]'article.

Appareil de surveillance du systeme INTELSAT
d'acces multiple par rEpartition dons le temps
J. S. BARNETT, C. R. THORNE, H. L. PARKER, ET A. BERN I ZEN

all regions (ITU) are not shown , the allocation is worldwide.

Sommaire

L'article d6crit ICs earactcristiques operationnelles des mcsures effectuees an moycn
de I'appareil de surveillance du systeme INTELSAT d'acces multiple par repartition
clans le temps utilise pour faciliter ]'exploitation du reseau de concentration numcrique
des conversations AMxr. Les quatre parametres courants mesures dccrits dans ]'article
soot in puissance relative des paquets, la frcqucnce centrale, I'arreur de position de
paquct, et IC pseudo-taux d'crreur stir Ics hits. Trois autres paramctres peuvent
cgalement etre mesures: le poi nt de tonctionnement des repcteurs, la p.i. r. c. d'cmi ss ion,
et le rapport porteuse-&-bruit. Gcneralement, I'appareil de surveillance AMRT venue
de (aeon cyclique chaque paquct de tratic et de reference dans quatre rcpe(eurs an
maximum pour extraire des donnccs sur Ic fonetionnement du systeme et indiquer
]'existence, a la station de reference et an Centre d'exploitation d'INTELSAT, de
conditions cchappant aux limites de tolerance. Le cas echeant, I'appareil de surveillance
pert passer an mode de commando directe pour la mesure de paquets choisis lots du
depistage the defaillance. Outre one description de la conception du systeme, de
]'architecture du logicicl et des mesures afferentes a la mise on oeuvre des equipemcnts,
]'article contient one evaluation do la performance du systeme.
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la asignacibn do ratagas do referenda y to programacitin do ratagas. I_a information
contenida en el nn' es transferida it todas has estaciones do reterencia y de tratico on
forma de on Plan maestro do asignacion do rafagas (Mrv) y de un Plan condensado
de adquisici6n de ratagas (r-rv). En el presence se descrihcn los algoritmos preparados
patio calla uno do los procesos do clahoraci6n del nTP, asi comp los algoritmos y
procedimicntos utilizados para Iormular los MIT y Crv. Tamhien se analiza un sistema
do programacion pare utilizar estos algoritmos.

Ventajas del TUMA y el TU11IA con conmutacitin
a bordo de los satelites INTELSAT V y VI
S. J. CAMPANELLA, B. A. PON.rANO, Y .1. L. DICKS
Abstraew
Dado quo las terminates del sistema de accost) multiple per distribution on el

ttempo (TDMA) comparten una portadora content en el donrinio temporal, el numero
de cadenas de conversion ascendentes y descendentes neccsarias para porter en prictica
una red TDMA Sc reduce considerabtemente en comparacion con ]as quo se requieren
cuando se emplea la tecnica do acceso multiple por distrihucion de frecucncia (TDMA).
Se presenta un modclo de costos basado on el numero de cadenas de conversion
ascendentes y descendentes para el TDMA y Cl PDMA, mediante cl coal So determina
cuuntas estaciones so raryicren para quo el costo de imptantacion del TDMA sea
inferior al del TDMA. El modcto so aplica it un sistema dotado de un solo haz do
cobertura terrestre, at sistema de hates multiples del wrELSAT V con conexiones
estaticas y al sistema de hates multiples del iN rELSA rvi con conexiones de conmutaci6n
estatica o dinamica.
Sc sabc que con el TDMA con conmutaci6n dinamtca hahra mejor conectividad
entre los hates, se podra ajustar la capacidad del tralico de on haz a otro on
incrementos de tin solo canal telet6nico y ]a red TDMA podra trabaiar con dos
estaciones do referencia, en vez de cuatro, on cada region occanica. Entre las deans
ventajas del roMA aqul examinadas iiguran la operacibn de una sola portadora por
transpondcdor, quo duplica la potencia disponibtc en el transpondedor on comparacion
con la del TDMA; la aptitud para atender variaciones on el volumen de trahco cambiando
la ubicacion y la duration do las ratagas. y In capacidad para cfcctuar la conmutacion
dinamica entrc hates multiples, quo on el futuro puede evolucionar en sistemas TDMA
con Salto entre hates.
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Glossary
ACI adjacent channel interference
ACSSI adjacent channel spectrum spreading interference
ACTP abridged condensed time plan
AIS antenna interface subsystem
AM amplitude modulation
ASR adjacent secondary response
ASSR acquisition and steady-state reception
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise
B/B back-to-back
BCH Bose-Chaudhuri - Hoequenghem
BER hit error rate
BG Board of Governors (INTELSAT)
BGP background processor
BMLA burst mode link analyzer
BPF bandpass filter
BQ burst qualified
BSS Broadcasting Satellite Service
BT bandwidth -time product
BTP burst time plan
BTS burst timing synchronization
BW bandwidth
CADC control and display console
CAW common acquisition window
CCI co-channel interference
CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee
CCS communications control software
CDC control and delay channel
CEPT Conference of European PTTs
C/I carrier-to-interference ratio
C/N carrier-to-noise ratio
COMSAT Communications Satellite Corporation
CPU central processing unit
CSM communications system monitor
CTP condensed time plan
CTTE common TDMA terminal equipment
DCE data communications equipment
DEMUX demultiplexer
D/L down-link
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DNI digital noninterpolation
DNTX do not transmit
DPI dual-path interference
DS driver software
DSE data switching exchange
DSI digital speech interpolation
DTE data terminal equipment
EI,/N„ energy - per-hit to noise power density ratio
EFDS error-free decisecond
EFS error-free second
e.i.r.p. equivalent isotropic radiated power
ESC engineering service circuit
ESOC Earth Station Ownership Consortium
FDM frequency division multiplex
FDMA frequency division multiple access
FEC forward error correction
FM frequency modulation
FSS Fixed Satellite Service
GCE ground control equipment
GDU graphics display unit
GMA gated mode acquisition
G/T gain -to-noise temperature ratio
HDLC high -level data link control
high-power amplifier
HPA
IC international channel
IF intermediate frequency
IFL intcrfacility link
IFMU IF measurement unit
IFRB International Frequency Registration Board
INS INTELSAT network simulator
International Telecommunications Satellite Organization
INTELSAT
IOC INTELSAT Operations Center
IOCTF INTELSAT Operations Center TDMA Facility
]OR Indian Ocean Region
ISDN Integrated Services Data Network
ISI intcrsymbol interference
ISL intersatellite link
ITA International Telegraph Alphabet
INTELSAT traffic data base
ITDB
ITU International Telecommunications Union

LHCP
LNA
LPF

left-hand circular polarization
low-noise amplifier
low-pass filter

MCU
MLA
MMSS
MOS
MP
MPRT
MTP
MTTR
MUX

measurement control unit
microwave link analyzer
Maritime Mobile Satellite Service
mean opinion score
major path
master primary reference terminal
master time plan
mean time to restore
multiplexer

NPRC

network packet recirculator/ concentrator

OBE
OMC
OMT
OMUX
OSC
OSR

out-of-band emission
operations and maintenance center
orthomode transducer
output multiplexer
opposite secondary command
opposite secondary response

PB
PBER
PCM
PM
PN
PRB
PSF
PSI
PSK
PVC

phonetically balanced
pseudo bit error rate
pulse-code modulation
phase modulation
pseudo noise
primary reference burst ( can he either RBI or RB2)
packet store and formatter
packet-switched interface
phase-shift keying
permanent virtual circuit

QPSK

quadrature phase-shift keying

RB
RBID
RF
RFS
RHCP
RSE
RSSD
RTE
Rx

reference burst
reference burst identification
radio frequency
receive frame synchronization
right-hand circular polarization
reference station emulator
reference station status display
reference terminal equipment
receive
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SAC status, alarm , and control
SC satellite channel
SCPC single channel per carrier
SDNTX selective do not transmit
SG supergroup
SIU status interface unit
SMA search mode acquisition
S/N signal-to-noise ratio
SOF start of frame
SORF start of receive frame
SPE signal processing equipment
SRS Space Research Service
SSOG Satellite Systems Operations Guide ( INTELSAT)
SSR steady-state reception
SS/TDMA satellite -switched TDMA
TACTP test abridged CTF
TC terrestrial channel
TDMA time division multiple access
TFA transmit frame acquisition
TFS transmit frame synchronization
TIM terrestrial interface module
TRMS TDMA reference and monitoring station
TRT timing and reference transponder
TSM TDMA system monitor
TSSD TDMA system status display
TTY teletype (orderwire)
TWTA traveling wave tube amplifier
Tx transmit
U/L up-link
UW unique word
VOW voice orderwire
VT video terminal
WT bandwidth symbol period product

